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ABSTRACT

Modeling Diffusion and Buoyancy-Driven Convection with

Application to Geological CO2 Storage

Rebecca Allen

Geological CO2 storage is an engineering feat that has been undertaken around

the world for more than two decades, thus accurate modeling of flow and transport

behavior is of practical importance. Diffusive and convective transport are relevant

processes for buoyancy-driven convection of CO2 into underlying fluid, a scenario that

has received the attention of numerous modeling studies. While most studies focus on

Darcy-scale modeling of this scenario, relatively little work exists at the pore-scale. In

this work, properties evaluated at the pore-scale are used to investigate the transport

behavior modeled at the Darcy-scale. We compute permeability and two different

forms of tortuosity, namely hydraulic and diffusive. By generating various pore ge-

ometries, we find hydraulic and diffusive tortuosity can be quantitatively different

in the same pore geometry by up to a factor of ten. As such, we emphasize that

these tortuosities should not be used interchangeably. We find pore geometries that

are characterized by anisotropic permeability can also exhibit anisotropic diffusive

tortuosity. This finding has important implications for buoyancy-driven convection

modeling; when representing the geological formation with an anisotropic permeabil-

ity, it is more realistic to also account for an anisotropic diffusivity. By implementing

a non-dimensional model that includes both a vertically and horizontally orientated
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Rayleigh number, we interpret our findings according to the combined effect of the

anisotropy from permeability and diffusive tortuosity. In particular, we observe the

Rayleigh ratio may either dampen or enhance the diffusing front, and our simulation

data is used to express the time of convective onset as a function of the Rayleigh ratio.

Also, we implement a lattice Boltzmann model for thermal convective flows, which

we treat as an analog for CO2 storage modeling. Our model contains the multiple-

relaxation-time scheme and moment-based boundary conditions to avoid the numer-

ical slip error that is associated with standard bounce-back. The model’s accuracy

and robustness is demonstrated by an excellent agreement between our results and

benchmark data for thermal flows ranging from Ra = 103 to 108. Our thermal model

captures analogous flow behavior to that of CO2 through fluid-filled porous media,

including the transition from diffusive transport to initiation and development of

convective fingering.
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Chapter 1

Progress in CO2 storage modeling

In this Chapter, we will review the progress that has been made in geological carbon

dioxide (CO2) storage modeling, specifically for buoyancy-driven convection. To set

the scene for this thesis, we will introduce the purpose of carbon capture and storage,

and discuss the important transport processes and the various topics that have been

studied in regards to CO2 storage modeling. Regarding modeling, we will review

several numerical simulators that have been developed and have participated in code

intercomparison studies. We will show that a lot of CO2 storage modeling takes place

at the Darcy-scale, and relatively little work has been done to model the buoyancy-

driven convection scenario at the pore-scale, except in the case of fractures. We

will review how information at the pore-scale can be used at the Darcy-scale, by

the method of homogenization. We will show that measuring effective properties by

pore-scale modeling has received a lot of attention in the research community, but

only a few studies have directly applied the calculation of these effective properties

to modeling buoyancy-driven convection at the Darcy-scale. This Chapter will be

concluded with the statement, motivation and importance of our research problem.
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1.1 The purpose of carbon capture and storage

Climate change is a term commonly used today, and a wealth of information and

data is available on its cause, consequence, and mitigation strategies. A reputable

scientific body that collects and disseminates information regarding climate change is

the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Since its beginning in 1988,

the IPCC has produced a total of five assessment reports on climate change (the

latest one being finalized in 2014), as well as numerous other reports and technical

papers (IPCC, 2013). The role that carbon dioxide (CO2) plays in climate change

has been researched by governments and scientists. Data which shows a rise in CO2

concentrations against rising surface temperatures comes from the Mauna Loa Obser-

vatory in Hawaii (Tans and Keeling) and from GISS, NASA1 (Hansen), respectively.

CO2 is a greenhouse gas, and when it accumulates in the atmosphere past an accept-

able concentration level, it contributes to the greenhouse effect (i.e., higher surface

temperatures on earth).

One mitigation strategy to combat rising surface temperature levels due to the

greenhouse effect is called carbon capture and storage (CCS). CCS encompasses a

wide range of technologies and research, which focuses on the safe and effective cap-

ture, transport, injection, and ultimate storage of CO2 in (but not limited to) geo-

logical formations.2 Issues such as environmental protection, public awareness and

acceptance, long-term monitoring, and even accounting and financing are within the

scope of CCS. An extensive report on CCS was produced by the IPCC in 2005, called

the “Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage” (IPCC, 2005). This

report covered many topics, such as CO2 sources, capture, transport, and geological

storage. An identified research gap pertained to storage mechanisms, in particular

the process of geochemical trapping and impact of CO2-rock interactions. The report

1Goddard Institute for Space Studies, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
2Through out the remainder of this thesis, we use the term ‘CO2 storage’ to refer to storage in

subsurface geological formations.
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highlighted the need for models that couple several processes together, such as fluid,

chemical, and mechanical behavior, for the purpose of predicting long-term storage.

Geological storage of CO2 has been done for more than two decades in locations

around the world. The first capture and storage project is called Sleipner, which began

in 1996 in the North Sea, and is still in operation today (Global-CCS-Institute, 2014).

Pilot (small-scale) and/or commercial (large-scale) projects have been undertaken in

countries such as Algeria, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom,

and the United States of America. Benchmarking and comparison of many world-wide

projects, typically for saline aquifers, has been documented by Hosa et al. (2010) and

Michael et al. (2010). CO2 storage projects require the technical expertise of many

people in government and academic sectors.

1.2 Buoyancy-driven convection

When CO2 is injected into the subsurface, it can displace the existing fluid within the

pore space of the media, or it can dissolve into, mix, and react with the fluid (IPCC,

2005). More specifically, the important transport mechanisms involved after injec-

tion include: fluid migration caused by pressure gradients, buoyancy-driven transport

caused by the density difference between CO2 and surrounding fluid, dissolution, dif-

fusion, and dispersion (IPCC, 2005). The focus of our work is on the dissolution and

mixing process that takes place away from the injection site, characterized by diffu-

sion and convection, which we refer to as the buoyancy-driven convection scenario.3

Buoyancy-driven convection is convective transport that is initiated by the density

distribution of a fluid or by gravity. When a layer of fluid sits above a layer of lighter

fluid, instability will be initiated due to gravity and convective fingering will begin.

This transport scenario applies to CO2 storage in the following way: after supercrit-

3Also commonly termed in literature as density-driven convection or the dissolution-diffusion-
convection process.
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ical4 CO2 is injected in the subsurface, it will rise upwards because it is lighter than

the surrounding fluid, but will stop rising once it hits an area of low permeability (i.e.,

the caprock); instead it will migrate laterally by diffusion and eventually downwards

by convection. Assuming CO2 dissolves into the surrounding fluid, the modeling sce-

nario is simplified by considering a single-phase fluid mixture (i.e., CO2-H2O mixture,

where CO2 is the solute and H2O is the solvent). Several other assumptions can be

made to simplify the model, and we save this discussion for Chapter 3.1.

An analogy to the transport of a solute species through fluid-filled porous media

is thermal convection driven by a thermal gradient and forcing term. Studies on this

scenario were conducted more than half a century ago by Horton and Rogers (1945)

and Morrison et al. (1949). In those works, the occurrence of thermal convection

was related to the thermal gradient, both by theory (Horton and Rogers, 1945) and

by experiments (Morrison et al., 1949). The criteria for the occurrence of thermal

convection in the Rayleigh-Bénard thermal convection scenario (i.e., two-sided con-

vection) is Rac = 4π2 ≈ 40 (Horton and Rogers, 1945, Huppert and Neufeld, 2014).

Several interesting papers can be found on thermal convective modeling through a

porous layer, which has been applied to the convective transport of CO2 in the sub-

surface (Lindeberg and Wessel-berg, 1997). In Chapter 4 of this work, we will model

thermal convection as an analogy to the buoyancy-driven convection scenario.

Since long-term storage is the ultimate goal of CO2 storage, it is important to un-

derstand the different mechanisms for which CO2 becomes trapped in the subsurface.

Several different trapping mechanisms have been reported, such as structural (low

permeability caprock act as barriers to CO2 transport), hydrodynamic (slow moving

fluids over long distances), residual (CO2 is left behind a migrating plume), disso-

lution or solubility (CO2 dissolves into surrounding fluid), and mineralization (CO2

reacts with water and subsurface rock to form carbonate minerals) (IPCC, 2005, Hup-

4Supercritical refers to the state of CO2 at temperature and pressure above the critical point in
a phase diagram. At this point, CO2 behaves with gas-like viscosity and liquid-like density.
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pert and Neufeld, 2014). The focus of this work is on modeling the buoyancy-driven

convection scenario, and thus the only trapping mechanism considered is dissolution,

also known as solubility trapping (Riaz and Cinar, 2014). We note that other types

of trapping mechanisms, such as residual trapping, require the simulation of capil-

lary pressure and surface tension, which can only be achieved through multi-phase

modeling (Huppert and Neufeld, 2014).

1.2.1 Review of buoyancy-driven convection study topics

We will now give an overview of the topics studied that pertain to the buoyancy-driven

convection of CO2 in geological formations, including the determination of convective

onset time, the influence of reservoir characteristics such as anisotropy and fractures,

and numerical simulator validation.

A number of studies have used stability analysis to compute the critical time that

convective transport is expected to occur, commonly referred to as ‘onset time’. Alter-

natively, onset time has been observed from numerical simulations, and then related

to the model’s input parameters, such as the non-dimensional Rayleigh number. An

extended literature review on relating Rayleigh number to the onset time is presented

in Chapter 3.2. The influence of anisotropic permeability on the onset time has been

studied by Ennis-King and Paterson (2005), Xu et al. (2006), Rapaka et al. (2009),

Cheng et al. (2012), just to name a few. Again, we save this discussion for Chapter

3.2 since in our work we observe the impact that anisotropic porous media has on the

onset of convective transport through direct numerical simulations.

Three-dimensional (3D) modeling of CO2 storage has been the focus of several

works (i.e., Lindeberg and Bergmo (2003), Rapaka et al. (2009), Pau et al. (2010)),

and comparisons have been made between the behavior observed in two- and three-

dimensions. Pau et al. (2010) performed both 2D and 3D modeling, and found that

while the simulated fingering behavior differed between 2D and 3D modeling, the
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onset time of convective transport did not differ significantly. Most studies that per-

form buoyancy-driven convection modeling discuss the impact that mesh resolution

and time step size have on results. In order to accurately model the fingering devel-

opment, the spatial domain must be resolved enough such that the minimum finger

width (i.e., the critical wavenumber, related to the wavelength) is captured by the

simulation (Riaz et al., 2006). Hassanzadeh et al. (2007) observed (from numeri-

cal simulations) the critical wavelength for 24 different acid gas injection sites and

ensured that the grid was resolved 20 times smaller than the wavelength.

The characteristics of real or hypothetical reservoirs have been related to CO2

migration. Bond et al. (2013) observed how fracture networks impacted CO2 flow

by using fracture permeability data (full permeability tensor and anisotropic ratio)

from the In Salah CO2 storage site.5 Zhou et al. (2010) used horizontal and vertical

permeability data from an aquifer in the Mt. Simon sandstone formation.6 Fara-

jzadeh et al. (2011) generated a heterogeneous permeability field to study the effect

of heterogeneity on buoyancy-driven convection. The instability in the diffusing front

has been attributed to perturbation caused by the heterogeneous nature of the porous

media (Farajzadeh et al., 2011), specifically from the caprock Gasda et al. (2013b).

Different regimes exhibited during buoyancy-driven convection have been identified.

Szulczewski et al. (2013) illustrated the different regimes of the dissolution process as

a function of the system characteristics (Rayleigh number) in a phase diagram. Fara-

jzadeh et al. (2011) studied different flow regimes in heterogeneous porous media,

including gravity fingering, channeling, and dispersive transport.

Model validation studies have compared simulation results to experimental obser-

vations (i.e., Kneafsey and Pruess (2010), Neufeld et al. (2010), Pruess and Zhang

(2008)). While physical experiments carried out in a controlled laboratory environ-

5A CO2 storage project in Algeria that began the injection of CO2 into the subsurface in 2004
but was suspended in 2011 (Global-CCS-Institute, 2014).

6An aquifer located in the Illinois Basin, USA (Global-CCS-Institute, 2014).
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ment can offer a great deal of insight into the nature of the dissolution, diffusion, and

convection process, numerical modeling becomes important when it is not possible to

measure processes that occur in the field over very long time scales, such as geochem-

ical reactions (IPCC, 2005). Other benchmark work has been carried out or proposed

by Kolditz et al. (2012) and Gasda et al. (2013a), related to developing a systematic

benchmarking approach and developing a benchmark problem for the geomechanical

behavior during CO2 storage, respectively. Additionally, approximately 20 storage

project sites were compared in Hosa et al. (2010).

Two intercomparison studies (Pruess et al., 2004, Class et al., 2009) on CO2 stor-

age modeling have been conducted in which several different groups from various

countries participated.7 Each group used their own code to obtain solutions for a

range of specified benchmark problems, which ranged from injection into layered for-

mations, leakage, phase mixing, and mineral trapping. Some of these problems used

modified or real CO2 storage site data.8 The outcome of both comparison studies

was the identification and fixing of errors in codes (such as errors introduced by grid-

ding). Pruess et al. (2004) concluded future work on code development should focus

on handling complex heterogeneity in 3D, including geochemical and geomechanical

effects, considering a range of time scales, and using actual field data. Recent ad-

vances have been made on coupling thermal-hydrological-mechanical processes and

on 3D modeling capabilities (Zhang et al., 2012, Huang et al., 2015). An important

conclusion given in Class et al. (2009) was that different spatial discretization meth-

ods used by the codes resulted in different representations of the heterogeneity; in

other words, different numerical schemes represented the permeability and porosity

7An incomplete list of these groups and their respective simulators are: University of Stuttgart
(DuMux and MUFTE-UG (Multiphase Flow Transport and Energy on Unstructured Grids)),
Schlumberger (Ellispe), University of Texas at Austin (IPARS-CO2), Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (TOUGH2-ECO2N), Computer Modeling Group (GEM (Generalized Equation-of-state
Model compositional reservoir simulator)), and Stanford University (GPRS (General Purpose Re-
search Simulator)).

8Sleipner data was used for problem 7 in Pruess et al. (2004), and Johansen formation data was
used for problem 3 in Class et al. (2009). Both of these formations are found in the North Sea.
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field at different grid resolutions. It is important to represent subsurface properties

accurately because heterogeneity has a strong effect on plume spreading (Class et al.,

2009). Yet Class et al. (2009) stated that it was possible the differences between the

code output were relatively small compared to the uncertainties typically associated

with geological input data (i.e., permeability and porosity fields). In our work, we

do not perform 3D modeling of the buoyancy-driven convection scenario, nor do we

couple multiple processes together, in an attempt to reduce the complexity of the

model and instead focus our attention on linking pore-scale properties with Darcy-

scale modeling. We do note, however, the importance of such activities and deem

them suitable for future research.

1.3 Modeling studies at Darcy and pore-scale

The majority of modeling work related to buoyancy-driven convection with applica-

tion to geological CO2 storage has been studied at the reservoir (or Darcy) scale. At

this scale, the location of the fluid and solid space is not required or resolved but is

represented by averaged or homogenized effective properties. Fluid flow is governed

by the (macroscale) continuity equation and by Darcy’s equation. On the other hand,

fluid and solid space is fully resolved at the pore-scale, and flow is governed by Stokes

equations with no-slip and no-flow boundary conditions at fluid-solid interfaces.

Of interest at the Darcy-scale is the impact that effective properties have on the

onset time and the development of convective fingers. The impact is usually assessed

by performing a sensitivity analysis of the input parameters; a parameter ranges from

a high to low quantity, and separate numerical simulations are performed using each

quantity. The effective property that is most often studied in this modeling scenario

is permeability, however other properties such as porosity and diffusivity have been

considered (Pau et al., 2010). Both isotropic and anisotropic permeability have been
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studied, however to the best of our knowledge, only isotropic diffusivity has been

accounted for in the buoyancy-driven convection scenario. The effect of anisotropic

dispersivity (with isotropic diffusivity) has been considered by Ghesmat et al. (2011)

and Hidalgo and Carrera (2009), as Hidalgo and Carrera (2009) stated that dispersion

is usually much larger than diffusion (or similarly molecular diffusion).

A few studies have focused on modeling buoyancy-driven convection at the pore-

scale, however the pore-scale domain was comprised of a wide fracture surrounded by

fluid and solid space. Chen and Zhang (2010) is reportedly the first pore-scale study

that investigated buoyancy-driven convection at the pore-scale, or more appropriately,

through a fracture at the pore-scale. Their model was numerically implemented

using the lattice Boltzmann method, and they studied the impact of fracture width

and Rayleigh number on the CO2 fingering behavior. Other work has considered

buoyancy-driven behavior of flow and transport through fractures, however the set-

up was not focused on the buoyancy-driven convection scenario consider in this work,

but rather focused on dissolution of the solid phase due to reaction (Oltéan et al.,

2013) or included an injection point within the fracture (Mainhagu et al., 2012).

While a lack of buoyancy-driven convective modeling studies have been conducted

at the pore-scale, we note that several pore-scale studies relevant to CO2 storage do

indeed exist. Kang et al. (2009) modeled pore-scale flow and transport including reac-

tion of CO2 and solid materials. Other studies have focused on trapping mechanisms,

both at the pore-scale (Chaudhary et al., 2013) and the Darcy-scale (Juanes et al.,

2009), and the connection between scales has been discussed (Middleton et al., 2012).

Aside from modeling, physical experimental work has been conducted to study trap-

ping at the pore-scale (Andrew et al., 2013), and the pore-scale images taken during

such experimental work could provide useful data for numerical modelers. A notable

work was done by (Tsakiroglou et al., 2005), who conducted physical experiments of

buoyancy-driven solute dispersion within pore-networks. They mentioned their data
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could help validate simulations which model solute dispersion.

Upscaling techniques applied to CO2 storage

Javadpour (2008) used an upscaling theory called macrotransport theory (see citations

within Javadpour (2008)) to obtain effective properties: dispersivity, mean velocity,

and a coefficient to describe volumetric CO2 depletion. These effective properties

were related to the macroscale transport and behavior of dispersion, convection, and

chemical reaction. Their work was one of the few that focused on obtaining effective

properties from pore-scale processes with application for reservoir-scale modeling of

CO2 injection and storage. However, the porous media sample they considered was

relatively simplistic: a unit cell of a single spherical grain. Also, while Javadpour

(2008) related their work to CO2 storage modeling, numerical simulations at the

reservoir-scale were not performed.

Upscaling work related to geological CO2 storage modeling was also carried out

by Gasda et al. (2013b) and Gasda et al. (2013c). These works considered the impact

of a caprock’s structural properties on CO2 migration and structural trapping. They

assessed when these structural properties can be successfully upscaled (into perme-

ability) to reduce the complexity of the model while retaining the structural nature

of the subsurface. Their upscaling technique involved performing steady-state flow

simulations with a model that could account for the horizontally-dependent structure

of the caprock. These are a couple of the studies we have seen where upscaling was

employed to study CO2 storage, however the focus was on structural trapping under

a caprock, not buoyancy-driven convection and solubility trapping. In our work, we

neglect the impact of the caprock’s heterogeneity, however we focus on the nature

of the porous media below the caprock. We employ upscaling through steady-state

flow simulations to obtain permeability and diffusivity, which are then used in the

macroscale model for buoyancy-driven convection.
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1.3.1 Media samples used for pore-scale modeling

In order to conduct pore-scale modeling, the pore space must be digitally represented.

One way to capture the digital representation of a porous media sample is through

imaging and conversion to a binary form that is understood by a computer (Knack-

stedt et al., 2009, Andrä et al., 2013a). Another way is the use of an algorithm that

generates samples which possess the same statistical characteristics of a real porous

media sample (Torquato and Jiao, 2010, Yeong and Torquato, 1998, Yang, 1996).

Both approaches are used to obtain suitable digital samples of media, and then pore-

scale modeling of Stokes flow can be carried out for the purpose of obtaining effective

properties of the sample. In this work, we distinguish between these two approaches

by referring to any digital sample obtained by imaging and conversion to binary form

as real porous media, and any digital sample created by an algorithm or random

reconstruction as computer-generated porous media.9

Table 1.1 presents a summary of recent studies which used either real or computer-

generated samples, for the purpose of permeability estimation and relating porous

media parameters to each other. We note that Table 1.1 is only a short list of recent

works on the topic, and that pore-scale simulation to obtain effective properties dates

back to Cancelliere et al. (1990) and possibly earlier. It is evident that different

porosity ranges have been used in different work. Real samples are typically of low

porosity values, whereas computer-generated samples often cover a larger porosity

range and include porosities closer to one. Indeed, a sample with φ ≈ 1 implies the

sample is almost fully occupied by pore space, which is not a realistic representation of

actual porous media materials. In a review on tortuosity-porosity trends that various

authors have proposed, Ghanbarian et al. (2013) noted that most of the research

9An area of research called Digital Rock Physics (DRP) pertains to the work flow of imaging to
conversion to a binary representation of porous media samples. We note that the DRP community
refers to real samples as physical, and refers to computer-generated samples as arbitrary, synthetic,
simulated/modeled, virtual, or reconstructed media.
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Study Real Sample Computer-generated
Sample

Porosity
Range

Effective
Properties
Computed

Nabovati
et al. (2014)

3D fibrous material
(membrane) 0.45 - 0.9

permeability,
hydraulic
tortuosity

Andrä et al.
(2013b)

3D samples:
Fontainbleau (F),
Berea (B),
Carbonate (C)

Sphere pack

F: 0.147,
B: 0.184,
C: 0.247,
Spheres: 0.343

permeability,
electrical
resistivity,
among
others

Ebrahimi
Khabbazi
et al. (2013)

2D staggered cylinders,
3D body-centered-cubic
spheres

0.25 - 0.98
permeability,
hydraulic
tortuosity

Sukop et al.
(2013) 3D vuggy limestone 0.16 - 0.81 permeability

Hyman et al.
(2013)

3D samples of volcanic
tuff, glass bead column,
sandpack, sandstones,
carbonates

3D samples generated
by level-set percolation

Real: 0.43, 0.6
Generated:
0.35, 0.6

permeability,
hydraulic
tortuosity

Mostaghimi
et al. (2013)

3D carbonate,
sandpacks, sandstone 0.17 - 0.38 permeability

Latief and
Fauzi (2012)

3D samples generated
by
spherical/non-spherical
grain models

0.05 - 0.55
permeability,
hydraulic
tortuosity

Duda et al.
(2011)

2D freely overlapping
squares 0.367 - 0.99 hydraulic

tortuosity

Table 1.1: Recent work using real or computer-generated porous media samples:
comparison of sample types, porosities, and computed properties.

community focused on high porosity samples, and encouraged that more focus be

given to smaller porosity samples, as most natural porous media is of low porosity.

1.4 Research problem statement

Our research problem statement is the following: “How do the effective properties

(such as permeability and diffusive tortuosity) that are computed by solving a homog-

enization problem in computer-generated porous media samples impact the buoyancy-

driven convective behavior which is observed by Darcy-scale modeling?”
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Motivation & importance

In this work, we are motivated to relate the properties of computer-generated porous

media to the buoyancy-driven convection scenario. We have noted in Section 1.3 that

while a lot of research has focused on obtaining effective properties from pore-scale

modeling, relatively few studies focus on the application to CO2 storage modeling,

specifically the buoyancy-driven convection scenario.

While studies have investigated the sensitivity of onset time to parameters such

as permeability, porosity, and diffusivity, these parameter were not computed from

real or computer-generated porous media samples. Our work is an attempt to provide

this link between the pore-scale characterization of porous media samples to the flow

and transport behavior observed at the Darcy-scale.

In regards to obtaining effective properties at the pore-scale, we are also moti-

vated to distinguish between two different types of tortuosity (namely hydraulic and

diffusive) that have been identified. While a few studies have compared tortuosity

definitions and have shown they are indeed quantitatively different within the same

pore structure (Ghanbarian et al., 2013, Zhang and Knackstedt, 1995), other stud-

ies continue to use these definitions interchangeably (i.e., Ohkubo (2007)) or do not

distinguish the type of tortuosity they are computing.

We believe it is worthwhile to answer this research problem since it is not practical

to model flow and transport in an entire reservoir at the pore-scale level, due to the

computational limitations that arise from high spatial resolutions. As such, the Darcy-

scale level of simulation is used, which most commercial simulators are based upon,

and thus require effective properties as input parameters. CO2 storage is occurring

around the world, and accurate modeling of transport processes is an important

component to ensuring safe and effective long-term storage.
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Chapter 2

Obtaining effective properties by

pore-scale modeling

In this Chapter we will present the governing equations used to model fluid flow

and transport within the pore space of media, namely the Stokes equations and the

convection-diffusion equation, respectively. We will review how Stokes equations are

derived from Navier-Stokes for an incompressible Newtonian fluid. We will present

our numerical implementation used to solve Stokes equations, which is the staggered

grid finite difference, with vector-matrix notation. Using the method of homoge-

nization, we will review how to obtain the properties known as permeability and

the effective diffusion coefficient for a representative elementary volume (REV). Tor-

tuosity will also be discussed along with a literature review on past work that has

quantified different types of tortuosity. We will focus on hydraulic and diffusive tor-

tuosity, and present where each type is utilized and how we compute each form. In

the results section, we will present our computer-generated pore geometries that are

typically found in literature, and we will compute the effective properties of the pore

geometries, namely permeability, hydraulic tortuosity, and diffusive tortuosity. We

will present our data in porosity-permeability and porosity-tortuosity trends, and dis-

cuss the anisotropic nature of the pore geometries. For some of the geometries, we

will compute the shape factor which fits our data to the Kozeny-Carman equation.
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2.1 From Navier-Stokes to Stokes

Governing equations for fluid flow

The behavior of fluid is described by a set of conservation laws, which include balance

of mass and balance of linear momentum. The Navier-Stokes equation1 is

∂

∂t
(ρv) +∇ · (ρv⊗ v) = ∇ · σ + ρg, (2.1)

where ρ is density, v is velocity, σ is the stress tensor, g is gravitational acceleration,

and t is time. The left hand side of equation (2.1) is expanded into2

ρ

[
∂v

∂t
+ v · ∇v

]
+ v

[
∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv)

]
= ∇ · σ + ρg, (2.2)

and since mass continuity (or mass balance) implies

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0, (2.3)

equation (2.2) is reduced to

ρ

[
∂v

∂t
+ v · ∇v

]
= ∇ · σ + ρg. (2.4)

These governing equations (balance of mass and balance of linear momentum) are

used to describe different types of fluid flow. When a fluid is Newtonian,3 the stress

tensor is

σ = −pI + µ[∇v + (∇v)T ], (2.5)

1Derived from Reynold’s transport theorem, Cauchy’s theorem, the Divergence theorem, and by
localization.

2Refer to Appendix A.2.1 for algebraic details.
3A Newtonian fluid is a viscous fluid and can develop shear stress. It exhibits a linear relationship

between its shear rate and its shear stress.
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and the divergence of stress tensor4 is

∇ · σ = −∇p+ µ∇ · ∇v + µ∇(∇ · v), (2.6)

where p is pressure and µ is dynamic viscosity. When a fluid is assumed to be

incompressible, fluid density is constant in time and space (i.e., ∂ρ
∂t

= 0 and ∇ρ = 0

respectively), and equation (2.3) is reduced to

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0 ⇔ ∂ρ

∂t
+∇ρ · v + ρ(∇ · v) = 0 ⇒ ∇ · v = 0. (2.7)

Thus the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible Newtonian fluid are

ρ

[
∂v

∂t
+ v · ∇v

]
= −∇p+ µ∇2v + ρg, (2.8)

∇ · v = 0, (2.9)

and when the fluid flow is assumed to be steady (i.e., ∂v
∂t

= 0) and sufficiently slow

that non-inertia effects can be neglected (i.e., v · ∇v = 0), equations (2.8) and (2.9)

are reduced to the Stokes equations,

0 = −∇p+ µ∇2v + ρg, (2.10)

∇ · v = 0. (2.11)

To solve the Stokes equations, we can write them in a spatially-discrete form, which

are then solved by a numerical method. The next section presents the numerical

scheme and implementation we use to solve Stokes equations in this work.

4Useful identities to recall: ∇ · (∇v) = ∇2v = ∆v, and ∇ · (∇v)T = ∇(∇ · v).
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2.2 Staggered grid finite difference in 3D

The staggered grid finite difference method dates back to the work by Harlow and

Welch (1965), and has also been called the marker-and-cell (MAC) scheme. In this

scheme, the domain is discretized into a rectangular mesh, and pressure is solved for

at the center of the cells, while velocity-components are solved for at the edge of

the cells. In our work, we use the staggered grid finite difference, and our numerical

implementation involves a matrix-oriented approach that uses shifting operators for

the partial derivatives (Sun et al., 2012).

Equations (2.10) and (2.11) (i.e., Stokes) in 3D component form are

µ

(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2

)
vx − ∂

∂x
p = −ρgx, (2.12)

µ

(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2

)
vy − ∂

∂y
p = −ρgy, (2.13)

µ

(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2

)
vz − ∂

∂z
p = −ρgz, (2.14)

∂

∂x
vx +

∂

∂y
vy +

∂

∂z
vz = 0. (2.15)

We model equations (2.12)–(2.15) through a unit cell (or REV) which has a domain

of Ω = (0, Lx)× (0, Ly)× (0, Lz) with periodic external boundary conditions given by

west-east


v(0, y, z) = v(Lx, y, z) 0 < y < Ly, 0 < z < Lz,

p(0, y, z) = p(Lx, y, z) 0 < y < Ly, 0 < z < Lz,

(2.16)

south-north


v(x, 0, z) = v(x, Ly, z) 0 < x < Lx, 0 < z < Lz,

p(x, 0, z) = p(x, Ly, z) 0 < x < Lx, 0 < z < Lz,

(2.17)

front-back


v(x, y, 0) = v(x, y, Lz) 0 < x < Lx, 0 < y < Ly,

p(x, y, 0) = p(x, y, Lz) 0 < x < Lx, 0 < y < Ly.

(2.18)
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The domain Ω contains fluid and solid space, and the boundary condition on the

stationary fluid-solid interface is the no-slip condition, i.e,

v = 0 → (vx, vy, vz) = (0, 0, 0). (2.19)

We discretize the spatial domain into m × n × q cells of uniform size hx × hy × hz,

where



hx = xi − xi−1 i = 1, . . .m,

hy = yj − yj−1 j = 1, . . . n,

hz = zk − zk−1 k = 1, . . . q.

(2.20)

The spatial indices for the vx edge-centers are

[x1, x2, ..., xm] → xi i = 1, . . .m, (2.21)

[y1/2, y3/2, ..., yn−1/2] → yj−1/2 j = 1, . . . n, (2.22)

[z1/2, z3/2, ..., zq−1/2] → zk−1/2 k = 1, . . . q, (2.23)

where periodic external boundaries give vx(x0, yj−1/2, zk−1/2) = vx(xm, yj−1/2, zq−1/2).

The spatial indices for the vy edge-centers are

[x1/2, x3/2, ..., xm−1/2] → xi−1/2 i = 1, . . .m, (2.24)

[y1, y2, ..., yn] → yj j = 1, . . . n, (2.25)

[z1/2, z3/2, ..., zq−1/2] → zk−1/2 k = 1, . . . q, (2.26)

where periodic external boundaries give vy(xi−1/2, y0, zk−1/2) = vy(xi−1/2, yn, zk−1/2).
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The spatial indices for the vz edge-centers are

[x1/2, x3/2, ..., xm−1/2] → xi−1/2 i = 1, . . .m, (2.27)

[y1/2, y3/2, ..., yn−1/2] → yj−1/2 j = 1, . . . n, (2.28)

[z1, z2, ..., zq] → zk k = 1, . . . q, (2.29)

where periodic external boundaries give vz(xi−1/2, yj−1/2, z0) = vz(xi−1/2, yj−1/2, zk).

The spatial indices for the p cell-centers are

[x1/2, x3/2, ..., xm−1/2] → xi−1/2 i = 1, . . .m, (2.30)

[y1/2, y3/2, ..., yn−1/2] → yj−1/2 j = 1, . . . n, (2.31)

[z1/2, z3/2, ..., zq−1/2] → zk−1/2 k = 1, . . . q. (2.32)

According to the spatial indices, our notation for the vx, vy, and vz edge-centers are

[vx,hi,j−1/2,k−1/2, i = 1, . . .m, j = 1, . . . n, k = 1, . . . q] =: [vx,h] ∈ Rmnq, (2.33)

[vy,hi−1/2,j,k−1/2, i = 1, . . .m, j = 1, . . . n, k = 1, . . . q] =: [vy,h] ∈ Rmnq, (2.34)

[vz,hi−1/2,j−1/2,k, i = 1, . . .m, j = 1, . . . n, k = 1, . . . q] =: [vz,h] ∈ Rmnq, (2.35)

respectively, and our notation for the p cell-centers is

[phi−1/2,j−1/2,k−1/2, i = 1, . . .m, j = 1, . . . n, k = 1, . . . q] =: [ph] ∈ Rmnq. (2.36)

Notations (2.33)–(2.36) are used through out the remainder of this Chapter.
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2.2.1 Vector-matrix notation of discrete Stokes eqns. in 3D

Vector-matrix notation of discrete mass balance in 3D

The discrete conservation of mass is

(
∂

∂x
vx +

∂

∂y
vy +

∂

∂z
vz
)
|xi−1/2,yj−1/2,zk−1/2

= 0, (2.37)

where i = 1, . . .m, j = 1, . . . n, and k = 1, . . . q, or equivalently

vx,h
i,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

− vx,h
i−1,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

hx
+
vy,h
i− 1

2
,j,k− 1

2

− vy,h
i− 1

2
,j−1,k− 1

2

hy
+
vz,h
i− 1

2
,j− 1

2
,k
− vz,h

i− 1
2
,j− 1

2
,k−1

hz
= 0.

(2.38)

In our numerical implementation, we use the matrix-oriented approach that was pre-

viously presented in Sun et al. (2012), however we use 3D in this work. This approach

introduces shift operators Sx1
2

, Sx− 1
2

, Sy1
2

, Sy− 1
2

, Sz1
2

, and Sz− 1
2

to provide a mapping:

(Sx1
2
)[vx,h

i− 1
2
,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

] := [vx,h], (Sx− 1
2
)[vx,h

i− 1
2
,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

] := [vx,h
i−1,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

], (2.39)

(Sy1
2

)[vy,h
i− 1

2
,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

] := [vy,h], (Sy− 1
2

)[vy,h
i− 1

2
,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

] := [vy,h
i− 1

2
,j−1,k− 1

2

], (2.40)

(Sz1
2
)[vz,h

i− 1
2
,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

] := [vz,h], (Sz− 1
2
)[vz,h

i− 1
2
,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

] := [vz,h
i− 1

2
,j− 1

2
,k−1

]. (2.41)

Using these mappings, equation (2.38) may be written as

(Sx1
2

)− (Sx− 1
2

)

hx

 vx,h
i− 1

2
,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

+

(Sy1
2

)− (Sy− 1
2

)

hy

 vy,h
i− 1

2
,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

+ ...

(Sz1
2

)− (Sz− 1
2

)

hz

 vz,h
i− 1

2
,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

= 0, (2.42)
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where the partial derivatives according to equation (2.37) are

∂

∂x
≈

(Sx1
2

)− (Sx− 1
2

)

hx

 ,
∂

∂y
≈

(Sy1
2

)− (Sy− 1
2

)

hy

 ,
∂

∂z
≈

(Sz1
2

)− (Sz− 1
2

)

hz

 .

(2.43)

Since the unknown velocities are located at edge-centers, another mapping is per-

formed using the shift operators,

(Sx− 1
2
)[vx,h] := [vx,h

i− 1
2
,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

], (Sy− 1
2

)[vy,h] := [vy,h
i− 1

2
,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

], (Sz− 1
2
)[vz,h] := [vz,h

i− 1
2
,j− 1

2
,k− 1

2

],

(2.44)

and thus equation (2.42) becomes

(Sx1
2

)− (Sx− 1
2

)

hx

 (Sx− 1
2
)[vx,h] +

(Sy1
2

)− (Sy− 1
2

)

hy

 (Sy− 1
2

)[vy,h] +

(Sz1
2

)− (Sz− 1
2

)

hz

 (Sz− 1
2
)[vz,h] = 0.

(2.45)

Defining other shift operators Sx−1 and Sy−1 and Sz−1 as

Sx−1 := (Sx− 1
2
)(Sx− 1

2
), Sy−1 := (Sy− 1

2

)(Sy− 1
2

), Sz−1 := (Sz− 1
2
)(Sz− 1

2
), (2.46)

and noting that I = (Sx1
2

)(Sx− 1
2

) = (Sy1
2

)(Sy− 1
2

) = (Sz1
2

)(Sz− 1
2

), equation (2.45) becomes

Dcx[v
x,h] +Dcy[v

y,h] +Dcz[v
z,h] = 0 , (2.47)

where

Dcx :=
I − (Sx−1)

hx
, Dcy :=

I − (Sy−1)

hy
, Dcz :=

I − (Sz−1)

hz
. (2.48)
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Vector-matrix notation of discrete linear momentum balance in 3D

The discrete conservation of momentum equations are

µ

(
∂2

∂x2
vx +

∂2

∂y2
vx +

∂2

∂z2
vx
)
|xi,yj−1/2,zk−1/2

−
(
∂

∂x
p

)
|xi,yj−1/2,zk−1/2

= − (ρgx) |xi,yj−1/2,zk−1/2
,

(2.49)

µ

(
∂2

∂x2
vy +

∂2

∂y2
vy +

∂2

∂z2
vy
)
|xi−1/2,yj ,zk−1/2

−
(
∂

∂y
p

)
|xi−1/2,yj ,zk−1/2

= − (ρgy) |xi−1/2,yj ,zk−1/2
,

(2.50)

µ

(
∂2

∂x2
vz +

∂2

∂y2
vz +

∂2

∂z2
vz
)
|xi−1/2,yj−1/2,zk −

(
∂

∂z
p

)
|xi−1/2,yj−1/2,zk = − (ρgz) |xi−1/2,yj−1/2,zk .

(2.51)

Using the shifting operators and Dcx introduced in the previous section, we write

∂

∂x

∂

∂x
≈

(Sx1
2

)− (Sx− 1
2

)

hx

(Sx1
2

)− (Sx− 1
2

)

hx

=
(Sx1

2

)− (Sx− 1
2

)

hx
Sx− 1

2
Sx1

2

(Sx1
2

)− (Sx− 1
2

)

hx

=

(
I − (Sx−1)

hx

)(
(Sx1 )− I

hx

)

= (Dcx)(Dxc)

= (Dcx)(−DT
cx), (2.52)

since (Sx−1)T = Sx1 . In the same way for y and z, we write

∂

∂y

∂

∂y
= (Dcy)(−DT

cy), (2.53)

∂

∂z

∂

∂z
= (Dcz)(−DT

cz), (2.54)

by use of the shifting operators, Dcy, Dcz, (Sy−1)T = Sy1 and (Sz−1)T = Sz1 . To handle

the partial derivative for pressure, we use the shifting operators, and introduce another
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shifting operator since the unknown pressures are at the cell-centers,

(
∂

∂x

)
[phi,j−1/2,k−1/2] =

(Sx1
2

)− (Sx− 1
2

)

hx

 [phi,j−1/2,k−1/2]

=

(Sx1
2

)− (Sx− 1
2

)

hx

Sx1
2
[ph]

=

(
(Sx1 )− I

hx

)
[ph]

= Dxc[p
h]

= −DT
cx[p

h], (2.55)

and in the same way for y and z,

(
∂

∂y

)
[phi−1/2,j,k−1/2] = −DT

cy[p
h], (2.56)(

∂

∂z

)
[phi−1/2,j−1/2,k] = −DT

cz[p
h]. (2.57)

Upon substitution of equations (2.52)–(2.57) into equations (2.49), (2.50) and (2.51),

the discrete momentum balance equations become

−µ
(
DcxD

T
cx +DcyD

T
cy +DczD

T
cz

)
[vx,h] +DT

cx[p
h] = − (ρgx) , (2.58)

−µ
(
DcxD

T
cx +DcyD

T
cy +DczD

T
cz

)
[vy,h] +DT

cy[p
h] = − (ρgy) , (2.59)

−µ
(
DcxD

T
cx +DcyD

T
cy +DczD

T
cz

)
[vz,h] +DT

cz[p
h] = − (ρgz) , (2.60)

where [ρi,j−1/2,k−1/2] = [ρi−1/2,j,k−1/2] = [ρi−1/2,j−1/2,k] =: ρ assuming the fluid density

is constant in the spatial domain. A further simplification can be made by defining

Dsq := −µ
(
DcxD

T
cx +DcyD

T
cy +DczD

T
cz

)
, (2.61)
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and thus equations (2.58), (2.59) and (2.60) become

Dsq[v
x,h] +DT

cx[p
h] = −ρgx , (2.62)

Dsq[v
y,h] +DT

cy[p
h] = −ρgy , (2.63)

Dsq[v
z,h] +DT

cz[p
h] = −ρgz . (2.64)

System of linear equations, in vector-matrix notation in 3D

Thus, the linear system constructed from equations (2.47), (2.62)–(2.64) is



Dsq 0 0 DT
cx

0 Dsq 0 DT
cy

0 0 Dsq DT
cz

Dcx Dcy Dcz 0





[vx,h]

[vy,h]

[vz,h]

[ph]


=



−ρgx

−ρgy

−ρgz

0


. (2.65)

However, the spatial domain, Ω, is comprised of fluid and solid cells (each cell being

fully occupied by one phase), and Stokes flow is solved in the fluid space only with

the no-slip and no-flow boundary condition at the fluid-solid interface. There is no

need to solve for pressure or velocity where a solid site is, as it either does not exist

or is zero. In order to remove the pressure and velocities corresponding to the solid

sites and fluid-solid interfaces, we introduce a restriction matrix,

R =



Rvx

Rvy

Rvz

Rp


, (2.66)

where initially Rvx = Rvy = Rvz = Rp = I(mnq)×(mnq) but then any row in Rvx,

Rvy, Rvz, and Rp that corresponds to a solid site or solid edge is removed. Applying
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the restriction matrix to the velocities and pressures occupying Ω reduces them to

the actual unknowns, [vx,hR ] = Rvx[v
x,h], [vy,hR ] = Rvy[v

y,h], [vz,hR ] = Rvz[v
z,h], and

[phR] = Rp[p
h]. Thus, the linear system of equations to solve becomes

R



Dsq 0 0 DT
cx

0 Dsq 0 DT
cy

0 0 Dsq DT
cz

Dcx Dcy Dcz 0


RT

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A



[vx,hR ]

[vy,hR ]

[vz,hR ]

[phR]


= R



−ρgx

−ρgy

−ρgz

0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

, (2.67)

where A and b are defined as shown by the grouped terms, and the solution to the

unknown velocities and pressure in the pore space is found by



[vx,hR ]

[vy,hR ]

[vz,hR ]

[phR]


= A−1b →



[vx,h]

[vy,h]

[vz,h]

[ph]


= RT

(
A−1b

)
. (2.68)

The matrix A is singular due to the external periodic boundary conditions. This

means an infinite number of solutions exist for the unknowns (i.e., pressure and

velocities). In order to make the matrix non-singular, such that one unique solution

will exist for pressure and velocities, we need to include an additional condition to

the system of linear equations. This additional condition can be either:

1. Set pressure to be equal to 0 at a location in the fluid space: phi−1/2,j−1/2,k−1/2 = 0

for a fixed (i, j, k);

2. Require the summation of the pressures in the fluid space to be equal to 0:∑m
i

∑n
j

∑q
k p

h
i−1/2,j−1/2,k−1/2 = 0.
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Algorithm

The following is the numerical algorithm used to solve Stokes flow by the staggered

grid finite difference, in a domain Ω comprised of fluid and solid sites:

1. Define ρ, g, Lx, Ly, Lz, m, n, q. Compute hx, hy, hz.

2. Define location of fluid and solid space.

3. Construct linear system of equations to solve for [vx,h], [vy,h], [vz,h], [ph]:

(a) Construct matrices Dsq, Dcx, Dcy, and Dcz with shifting operators previ-

ously defined. Construct restriction matrix R, accounting for solid sites.

Construct A and b as shown in equation (2.67).

(b) Solve for unknown velocities and pressure by equation (2.68).

4. Obtain another solution on a refined mesh (i.e., 2m, 2n, 2q → hx/2, hy/2,

hz/2). Compute relative error between solutions. Iterate using successively

refined meshes until relative error < tolerance (i.e., convergence criteria).

2.3 Homogenization to get effective permeability

Now, we review how an effective property known as permeability can be obtained by

the method of homogenization. This mathematical approach to obtain permeability

dates back to Sanchez-Palencia (1983), and has been presented by others (i.e., Bear

and Cheng (2010)).

Motivation

The Stokes equations solve for the hydrodynamics (i.e., pε, vε,1, vε,2, and vε,3) in the

pore space, which is at the microscale or pore-scale. However, when the goal is to

model flow over a large domain or reservoir that may cover an area on the order of
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kilometers, solving the hydrodynamics at the microscale is computationally costly and

impractical. Also, the pore-scale level details (i.e., the fluid and solid phases) might be

unknown or unavailable. Instead, it is more practical to solve for the hydrodynamics

at a macroscale, while representing the characteristics of the microscale system with

an effective or homogenized property. This is a multi-scale problem, and the method

of homogenization can be used to obtain effective properties such that the solution

for the macroscale system is the same as the solution of the microscale system.

The unit cell (or Y-cell)

Figure 2.1 shows a porous media composed of uniformly distributed solid circles in 2-

dimensions. The solid circles are made of non-porous material, and the surrounding

space is fluid-filled. The problem to solve in the pore space, Dε, is given by the

Stokes equations, with the no-slip condition on the fluid-solid interface ∂Dε, and with

a velocity given by function G(x) on the external boundaries of the domain ∂DExt
ε .

Using component form with Einstein’s notation,5 the problem is given by

− ∂

∂xi
pε + µ

∂

∂xj

∂

∂xj
vε,i = −ρgi in Dε, (2.69)

∂

∂xi
vε,i = 0 in Dε, (2.70)

vi = 0 on ∂Dε, (2.71)

vε,ini = G(x) on ∂DExt
ε , (2.72)

where ni is the unit vector normal to the boundary, and all other variables are as

previously defined. Note the variables pε and vε,i are functions of (x, x/ε), thus they

have an ε subscript. The parameters µ and ρ are not functions of the microscale,

rather they are taken as constants (they could be considered as functions at the

macroscale, µ(x) and ρ(x)).

5where repeated indices imply summation
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Figure 2.1: Macroscale (left) and microscale domains (right) used in the homogeniza-
tion problem. The macroscale domain is divided up into small, periodic cells of size
ε, and homogenized problem is solved for in this small cell.

In the macroscopic domain (see Figure 2.1), the space is divided up into small

cells that are of size ε. These cells are periodic, meaning their structure is repeated

in the domain. By defining y = x/ε (called a fast variable), the small cell is scaled

up into the Y-cell. Since the small cell has a spatial domain of 0 ≤ x ≤ ε, the Y-cell

has a spatial domain of 0 ≤ y ≤ 1.6

Multi-scale expansion

As explained by the motivation, this is a multi-scale problem, thus a multi-scale

expansion is used to write the variables pε and vε,i into their leading order (0) and

higher order (1, 2, ...) terms,

pε = p(x, x/ε) = p(0)(x, y) + εp(1)(x, y) + ..., (2.73)

vε,i = vi(x, x/ε) = v
(0)
i (x, y) + εv

(1)
i (x, y) + ε2v

(2)
i (x, y) + ..., (2.74)

where ‘...’ represents other higher order terms. Note that v
(0)
i (x, y), v

(1)
i (x, y), and

v
(2)
i (x, y) (and other higher order velocity terms) are equal to zero by the boundary

6Note that x = [x1, x2, x3], and y = [y1, y2, y3] = [x1/ε, x2/ε, x3/ε].
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condition given in equation (2.71). The gradient, divergence, and Laplacian operators

for a function F (x, x/ε) are written as functions of F (x, y) (see Appendix A.1 for more

details) using

∂

∂xi
F (x, x/ε) =

(
∂

∂xi
+

1

ε

∂

∂yi

)
F (x, y). (2.75)

Equations (2.69) and (2.70) are now written as functions of (x, y) instead of (x, x/ε).

To do this, the expanded forms for pε and vε,i shown in equations (2.73) and (2.74)

respectively, as well as the expanded form of the operators, are substituted into

equations (2.69) and (2.70) (refer to Appendix Section A.2.2 for full details). Then

like powers of ε are collected. O(ε−2) for equation (2.69) (or (A.5)) is

µ∆yjyjv
(0)
i (x, y) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, (2.76)

which implies v
(0)
i is a function of x only, i.e., v

(0)
i (x, y) = v

(0)
i (x). Since the solid-fluid

boundaries are periodic and separated by a small distance, ε, and since the no-slip

condition applies, the smooth function v(0)(x) is equal to 0, i.e.,

v
(0)
i (x, y) = v

(0)
i (x) = 0. (2.77)

O(ε−1) for equation (2.69) (or (A.5)) is

− ∂

∂yi
p(0)(x, y) + µ∆yjyjv

(1)
i (x, y) = 0, (2.78)

and O(ε0) for equation (2.70) (or (A.6)) is

∂

∂yi
v

(1)
i (x, y) = 0. (2.79)
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Equation (2.79) implies that v
(1)
i is a function of x only, i.e., v

(1)
i (x, y) = v

(1)
i (x), and

by the no-slip boundary condition mentioned previously, a further conclusion is

v
(1)
i (x, y) = v

(1)
i (x) = 0. (2.80)

Thus, by equations (2.78) and (2.80),

p(0)(x, y) = p(0)(x). (2.81)

O(ε0) for equation (2.69) (or (A.5)) is

−∇yip
(1)(x, y) + µ∆yjyjv

(2)
i (x, y) = −ρgi +∇xip

(0)(x) (2.82)

(where the previous conclusions have caused some terms to vanish). This problem is

being solved in the Y-cell (of size ε), where ∂/∂x is considered to be a constant over

the cell (recall y = x/ε and ε << 1). The functions of (x, y) are written as a linear

function of the constant terms (i.e., the terms that are only a function of (x)), thus

p(1)(x, y) = Qj(y)

(
−ρgj +

∂

∂xj
p(0)(x)

)
, (2.83)

v
(2)
i (x, y) =

Nij(y)

µ

(
−ρgj +

∂

∂xj
p(0)(x)

)
, (2.84)

where

− ∂

∂yi
Qj +

∂

∂yk

∂

∂yk
Nij = δij (2.85)

is satisfied by Qj(y) and Nij(y), and Nij(y) = 0 on the fluid-solid boundaries as given

in equation (2.71).7 Qj(y) and Nij(y) can be thought of as rescaled pressure and

7Note that i and j are free indices and can take on any of the values of 1,2,3, while k is a dummy
index and represents a sum since it is repeated in a term.
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rescaled velocity, respectively, and are independent of macroscale quantities such as

gj. δij is the Kronecker delta function and can be thought of as a rescaled forcing.

O(ε1) for equation 2.70 (or (A.6)) is

∂

∂xi
v

(1)
i (x, y) +

∂

∂yi
v

(2)
i (x, y) = 0, (2.86)

and since v
(1)
i = 0 and by equation 2.84,

∂

∂yi
Nij(y) = 0 , (2.87)

since µ, ρ and p(0) are functions of x. Now, the problem to solve in the Y-cell that

has periodic boundaries is given by the boxed equations above, i.e., equations (2.85)

and (2.87). O(ε2) for equation (2.70) (or (A.6)) is

∂

∂xi
v

(2)
i (x, y) +

∂

∂yi
v

(3)
i (x, y) = 0. (2.88)

Taking the average over the Y-cell, 〈 〉y, of each term in equation (2.88), and noting

the divergence theorem and the periodicity of the Y-cell implies 〈 ∂
∂y

(·)〉y = 0, gives

∂

∂xi
〈v(2)
i (x, y)〉y = 0. (2.89)

Then substitution of equation (2.84) into (2.89), and noting 〈 ∂
∂x

(·)〉y = ∂
∂x
〈·〉y, gives

∂

∂xi

(
〈Nij(y)〉y

µ

(
−ρgj +

∂

∂xj
p(0)(x)

))
= 0, (2.90)

where the terms that are functions of x were removed from 〈 〉y since ∂/∂x is constant

over the Y-cell. By defining

kij := 〈Nij(y)〉y, (2.91)
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equation (2.90) becomes

∂

∂xi

(
kij
µ

(
−ρgj +

∂

∂xj
p(0)(x)

))
= 0 → ∂

∂xi
ui(x) = 0, (2.92)

where ui(x) is the macroscale velocity given by Darcy’s equation, and is a function

of x only. Thus, by equating equations (2.89) and (2.92), the macroscale velocity is

proportional to the spatial average of the microscale velocity in the Y-cell, that is

ui(x) = 〈v(2)
i (x, y)〉y (2.93)

or ui(x) = φ〈v(2)
i,f (x, y)〉yf (see following note on spatial averages).

Definitions for spatial averages of Y-cell

The average over the Y-cell is defined as

〈 〉y :=
1

Y

∫
Y
dY. (2.94)

This is the spatial average over the whole Y-cell (fluid and solid space combined).

The average over the Y-cell’s fluid space is defined as

〈 〉yf :=
1

Yf

∫
Yf

dY. (2.95)

The velocity in the Y-cell can be separated into the fluid space and solid space

velocity,

∫
Y
vdY =

∫
Yf

vfdY +
∫
Ys
vsdY, (2.96)
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but since the velocity in the solid space is zero, vs = 0,

∫
Y
vdY =

∫
Yf

vfdY, (2.97)

which is equivalent to

1

Y

∫
Y
vdY =

1

Y

∫
Yf

vfdY, (2.98)

and since porosity is φ = Vf/V or φ = Yf/Y , this is also equivalent to

1

Y

∫
Y
vdY = φ

1

Yf

∫
Yf

vfdY, (2.99)

〈v〉y = φ〈vf〉yf . (2.100)

2.3.1 Summary on obtaining full permeability tensor

The previous section suggests that for a 3D problem, we can solve three Stokes equa-

tions with different forcings to compute the full permeability tensor of the Y-cell.

In more detail, the twelve unknowns are Q1, Q2, Q3, N11, N12, N13, N21, N22, N23,

N31, N32 and N33, and these unknowns are solved by equations (2.85) and (2.87) with

δ11 = (1, 0, 0), δ22 = (0, 1, 0) and δ33 = (0, 0, 1). Refer to Appendix A.2.3 for full

details. Upon obtaining a solution for Nij, the permeability of the Y-cell is found by

kij = 〈Nij〉y =
1

Y

∫
Y
NijdY, (2.101)

k11 k12 k13

k21 k22 k23

k31 k32 k33

 =


〈N11〉y 〈N12〉y 〈N13〉y

〈N21〉y 〈N22〉y 〈N23〉y

〈N31〉y 〈N32〉y 〈N33〉y

 . (2.102)

Note that by assuming ρ = 1, gj = 1, µ = 1, and that p(0)(x) is a constant (thus its

derivative is 0), equations (2.83) and (2.84) reveal that Qj and Nij correspond to the
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pressure and velocity in the pore space, i.e.,

p(1)(x, y) = Qj(y)gj, (2.103)

v
(2)
i (x, y) = Nij(y)gj. (2.104)

Thus the full permeability tensor is equivalently computed by

k =


〈N11〉y 〈N12〉y 〈N13〉y

〈N21〉y 〈N22〉y 〈N23〉y

〈N31〉y 〈N32〉y 〈N33〉y

 =




〈v1〉y

〈v2〉y

〈v3〉y


g1


〈v1〉y

〈v2〉y

〈v3〉y


g2


〈v1〉y

〈v2〉y

〈v3〉y


g3

 , (2.105)

where 〈v〉y = φ〈vf〉yf , and g1, g2, and g3 indicate the primary forcing direction.

2.3.2 Diagonalization and rotation of full permeability tensor

We have just presented the steps to compute the full permeability tensor, k, which

is in a coordinate system {x}. This tensor may contain non-zero off-diagonal com-

ponents. If so, the governing flow equations at the macroscale must account for

the off-diagonal components, not just the principal axis components. However, for

simplicity, the governing flow equations at the macroscale may assume that the off-

diagonal components are zero and thus a diagonal permeability tensor. If so, the

media which is characterized by a non-diagonal tensor k in coordinate system {x}

can be transformed into another coordinate system, {x∗}, in which the permeability

k∗ is a diagonal tensor (i.e., only the components in the principal axis, k∗11 and k∗22, are

non-zero). This is equivalent to rotating the coordinate system of the non-diagonal

permeability tensor, {x}, by θ, to find the coordinate system of the diagonal perme-

ability, as shown in Figure 2.2. The coordinate system of the diagonal tensor contains

the principal directions of the permeability of the anisotropic porous media (Bear and

Cheng, 2010). Then, the governing equations of flow at the macroscale are solved in
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Figure 2.2: Coordinate system rotation: the full permeability tensor k in coordinate
system {x} = (x1, x2) is transformed into a diagonal tensor k∗ in coordinate system
{x∗} = (x∗1, x

∗
2) by a rotation of θ. The diagonal tensor and rotation angle are found

by solving an eigenvalue problem.

this new coordinate system.

The following steps explain how to diagonalize the full permeability tensor, and

rotate the coordinate system to find the orientation of the diagonal permeability.

Similar steps can be found in Bear and Cheng (2010) and Fanchi (2007). In 2D,

the components of the full and diagonal permeability tensors, and their respective

coordinate systems, are

k =

k11 k12

k21 k22

 , in {x} ⇒ k∗ =

k∗11 0

0 k∗22

 , in {x∗} (2.106)

where {x} is rotated by θ to obtain {x∗}. Note this coordinate transformation requires

k is symmetric (i.e., k12 = k21). The transformation of the governing flow equations

in {x} to {x∗} is

u = kΓ → Au = AkA−1AΓ → u∗ = k∗Γ∗ (2.107)

where Γ =
(

1
µ

(∇p+ ρg)
)
, u∗ = Au, k∗ = AkA−1, and Γ∗ = AΓ. The transforma-

tion matrix is A is found by solving an eigenvalue problem:

� the eigenvalues, λi, satisfy det (k− λI) = 0, and there are two characteristic
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roots, λ+ and λ−;

� the linearly independent eigenvectors, ai, form the columns of A and satisfy

ka = λa or (k− λI) a = 0. The eigenvectors are orthogonal, thus a+ · a− = 0.

Solving det (k− λI) = 0, the resulting eigenvalues are

λ± =
1

2
(k11 + k22)± 1

2

(
(k11 + k22)2 − 4

(
k11k22 − k2

12

))1/2
, (2.108)

where λ+ + λ− = k11 + k22. Solving (k− λI) a = 0, the resulting components of the

transformation tensor are

A =

a+
1 a−1

a+
2 a−2

 =
1(

(k11 − λ+)2 + k2
12

)1/2

 −k12 − (k11 − λ+)

k11 − λ+ −k12

 , (2.109)

where (a+
1 )2 + (a+

2 )2 = 1 (the normalization condition), and λ+ +λ− = k11 + k22 were

used. The transformed coordinate system is {x∗} = A{x}, or is given from a linear

transformation with rotation angle θ, i.e.,

x∗1
x∗2

 =

a+
1 a−1

a+
2 a−2


x1

x2

 ,
x∗1
x∗2

 =

 cosθ sinθ

−sinθ cosθ


x1

x2

 . (2.110)

Thus, the rotation angle can be computed by θ = cos−1a+
1 . The resulting diagonal

permeability tensor is found by k∗ = AkA−1, or

k∗ =

λ+ 0

0 λ−

 , (2.111)

where the two characteristic roots were found by solving the eigenvalue problem.
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2.4 Kozeny-Carman equation

The Kozeny-Carman (KC) equation proposes a relationship between porosity φ and

permeability kii, as well as other parameters such as hydraulic tortuosity τh,i and

specific surface area S,

kii =
φ3

βkτ 2
h,iS

2
(2.112)

where βk is a fitting parameter (sometimes referred to as the shape factor or the

KC constant, though inconsistently). The specific surface area is the ratio of the

solid surface area over the total volume. Many studies (i.e., Ebrahimi Khabbazi

et al. (2013), Hyman et al. (2013), Latief and Fauzi (2012)) include attempts at

establishing a modification to the KC equation, and some even criticize the original

equation, stating that is does not capture the relationship between porosity and

permeability adequately. When providing a modification, it is important to note

the type of porous media that the modified equation corresponds. For example, Xu

and Yu (2008) compiled a list of eleven studies that proposed a modification to the

KC equation, and each work corresponded to a different media type (i.e., textile,

glass and fiber, square particles, sandstone, etc.). These proposed KC modifications

included different parameters such as effective porosity, percolation threshold, grain

radius, fractal dimension, interconnectivity parameter, and others.

Out of the papers listed in Table 1.1 and the studies just mentioned in this section,

the general approach to compute the permeability field of the porous media sample

and then fit data to the Kozeny-Carman equation is:

1. Obtain computational media samples: converted from real media sample

images or generated by an algorithm that may or may not use media parameters

such as grain size distribution, etc.
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2. Solve Stokes flow in pore space of media: different solvers have been used

(i.e., finite difference, finite element, lattice Boltzmann, explicit jump method,

etc.), from both academically-developed codes, commercial software, and open-

source software.

3. Compute permeability from solver results: assuming Darcy’s equation

is valid for the pore structure and flow field results, permeability is computed

directly from the velocity and pressure fields. Alternatively, obtain permeability

by solving the homogenization problem.

4. Plot data along with the KC equation, and propose modification (op-

tional): plot the computed permeability data against the media porosity, and

introduce trend line to relate these two parameters.

2.4.1 Derivation of Kozeny-Carman equation

The Kozeny-Carman equation can be derived by treating the porous domain as N

parallel cylindrical channels (see Figure 2.3). The volumetric flow rate q through a

single channel of radius R and length λ is given by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation,8

q = vx(r)2πR = −dp
dx

πR4

8µ
= −p2 − p1

λ

πR4

8µ
, (2.113)

where vx(r) is the spatial average velocity through the channel in the direction of

macroscopic flow. The volumetric flow rate through N parallel channels is Q = qN ,

and equivalently

Q = −p2 − p1

λ

πR4

8µ
N. (2.114)

The volumetric flow rate through the entire domain (pore and solid space combined)

8Refer to Appendix A.3.1 for derivation of Hagen-Poiseuille equation
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Figure 2.3: A porous domain comprised of parallel cylindrical channels: volumetric
flow rate through each channel is q and through entire domain is Q. Tortuosity of
hydraulic flow is represented by τh = λ/L.

with cross-sectional area A is given by Darcy’s equation,

Q = uxA = −k
µ

dp

dx
A = −k

µ

p2 − p1

L
A, (2.115)

where ux is Darcy’s velocity (i.e., the pore-space velocity multiplied by porosity of

the domain), and k is the permeability. By equating equations (2.114) and (2.115),

the permeability k is expressed as

k =
πR4NL

8Aλ
. (2.116)

However, equation (2.116) is simplified by using the definition of porosity,

φ =
Vpores
Vtot

=
Vsingle−poreN

Vtot
=
πR2λN

AL
→ A =

πR2λN

φL
, (2.117)

and thus

k =
πR2

8

(
L

λ

)2

→ k =
πR2

8τ 2
h

, (2.118)
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where the tortuosity of the (hydraulic) flow is given by τh = λ/L. In addition, the

permeability can be expressed in terms of another parameter called specific surface

area, the ratio of fluid-solid interface area Af−s to the total volume in the domain,

S =
Af−spores

Vtot
. (2.119)

For the domain composed of N parallel cylinders of radius R and length λ, the specific

surface area for the whole domain is

S =
NAf−ssingle pore

Vtot
=
N2πRλ
Vpores
φ

=
N2πRλ
NπR2λ

φ

=
2φ

R
, (2.120)

thus upon substitution of R = 2φ/S into equation (2.118), the permeability of the

domain composed of uniform and equal sized cylindrical channels (in Figure 2.3) is

k =
φ3

2τ 2
hS

2
. (2.121)

However, since this expression is for an idealized pore geometry, variations to the

geometry such as change in radius of channel can be accounted for by a coefficient c,

k = c
φ3

2τ 2
hS

2
→ k =

1

βk

φ3

τ 2
hS

2
, (2.122)

where βk = 2/c and is known as the shape factor (Duda et al., 2011) for the pore

geometry.9 Thus, for an ideal case of parallel cylindrical pores of equal and uniform

radius, βk = 2. A range of shape factors corresponding to specific pore geometries

can be found in literature.

To conclude, an ideal pore geometry of parallel cylindrical channels was used to

derive the Kozeny-Carman equation which relates the permeability to other pore

9Others call βk the Kozeny constant (Latief and Fauzi, 2012, Koponen et al., 1997), or β−1
k the

Kozeny constant (Matyka et al., 2008)
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structure properties (such as porosity, specific surface area, and tortuosity). By in-

troducing a fitting parameter (i.e., the Kozeny-Carman coefficient) this equation can

apply to other pore geometries. A range of coefficients are available in literature for

specific pore geometries, and modifications to the original Kozeny-Carman equation

have also been proposed.

2.5 Homogenization to get effective diffusion

In this section, the transport equation is homogenized to find the effective diffusive

coefficient. The transport equation can include (i) both the convective and diffusive

flux terms, or (ii) diffusive flux only. Others (i.e., Sun et al. (2013)) have used

homogenization to obtain the effective diffusion coefficient.

The unit cell (or Y-cell)

Recall Figure 2.1, which shows a domain comprised of fluid and solid space. By

assuming the macroscale domain contains repeating unit cells of size ε, the domain is

divided up into unit cells with periodic boundaries. Within the pore space, Dε, the

transport of a scalar quantity c can be modeled by considering both convective and

diffusive flux terms. This transport equation along with the boundary conditions for

the fluid-solid surface ∂Dε and for the external domain ∂DExt
ε , is

∂

∂t
cε +

1

ε
vε · ∇xcε = ∇x · (D∇xcε) in Dε, (2.123)

(D∇xcε) · n = 0 on ∂Dε, (2.124)

(D∇xcε) · n = G2(x) on ∂DExt
ε , (2.125)

vε · n = 0 on ∂Dε, (2.126)

(vcε) · n = G1(x) on ∂DExt
ε , (2.127)
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where the velocity, vε, is divergence free10 and is the pore-scale velocity from Stokes

equations. In component form using Einstein’s notation, the first two equations are

∂

∂t
cε +

1

ε
vε,i

∂

∂xi
cε =

∂

∂xi
Dij

∂

∂xj
cε in Dε, (2.128)

niDij
∂

∂xj
cε = 0 on ∂Dε, (2.129)

where ε implies the variables are functions of the microscale space, and Dij is the

diffusion coefficient in the pore space (i.e., the molecular diffusion coefficient).

A note about scales

Notice the 1/ε coefficient in the convective flux term: this is required to keep the

convective and diffusive flux terms at the microscale of the same order. The time

scale for diffusion is td = L2/D (for an isotropic molecular diffusivity, Dij = Dδij),

while the time scale for convection is tc = L/v. In the Y-cell, the length is ε, thus the

time scales are related (or of the same order) when the convective term is scaled by

1/ε, i.e.,

td = ε2 = tc =
ε

1/ε
. (2.130)

This implies that the diffusive flux term dominates over convective flux in the trans-

port equation, i.e.,

vε,i
∂

∂xi
cε <<

∂

∂xi
Dij

∂

∂xj
cε. (2.131)

Multi-scale expansion

As before, the goal is to write the transport equation as a function of the macroscale,

not the microscale, in order to reduce computational cost. Even though the variables

10thus, ∇x · (vεcε) = vε · ∇xcε
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cε and vε,i fluctuate at the microscale, a macroscale transport equation that includes

effective properties is mathematically derived which will give an equivalent solution

as a microscale transport equation.

First, the microscale variable cε is expanded using a multi-scale expansion,

cε = c(x, x/ε) = c(0)(x, y) + εc(1)(x, y) + ε2c(2)(x, y) + ..., (2.132)

where y is the fast variable previously explained. Recall that in Section 2.3, the ve-

locity which fluctuates at the microscale was expanded using a multi-scale expansion,

vε,i = vi(x, x/ε) = v
(0)
i (x, y) + εv

(1)
i (x, y) + ε2v

(2)
i (x, y) + ..., (2.133)

and upon substitution of the expanded terms and operators into the modeling equa-

tions, like powers of ε were collected and led to the conclusion v
(0)
i = v

(1)
i = 0, thus

the form of the microscopic velocity is

vε,i = vi(x, x/ε) = ε2v
(2)
i (x, y), (2.134)

where the expression for v
(2)
i (x, y) was given in equation (2.84).

Equations (2.132) and (2.134) are substituted into equation (2.128),11 and then

like powers of ε are collected. O(ε−2) of equation (2.128) (or (A.19)) is

0 =
∂

∂yi
Dij

∂

∂yj
c(0)(x, y), (2.135)

which implies that c(0) is a function of x only, i.e., c(0)(x, y) = c(0)(x). O(ε−1) of

11see Appendix A.2.4 for full details
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equation (2.128) (or (A.19)) and the boundary condition in equation (2.129) is

− ∂

∂yi
Dij

∂

∂xj
c(0)(x) =

∂

∂yi
Dij

∂

∂yj
c(1)(x, y), (2.136)

niDij
∂

∂yj
c(0)(x) = 0, (2.137)

where c(0)(x, y) = c(0)(x), and a term vanished since ∂
∂y
F (x) = 0. Equation (2.136)

implies that c(1)(x, y) is a linear function of ∂
∂xi
c(0)(x), i.e.,

c(1)(x, y) = Pk(x, y)
∂

∂xk
c(0)(x), (2.138)

where Pk satisfies

− ∂

∂yi
Dij

∂

∂xj
c(0)(x) =

∂

∂yi
Dij

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

∂

∂xk
c(0)(x). (2.139)

Upon performing some algebra,12 equation (2.139) becomes

∂

∂yi

(
Dij

(
δjk +

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

))
= 0 . (2.140)

O(ε0) of equation (2.128) (or (A.19)) is

∂

∂t
c(0)(x) =

∂

∂xi
Dij

∂

∂xj
c(0)(x) +

∂

∂xi
Dij

∂

∂yj
c(1)(x, y) + ...

∂

∂yi
Dij

∂

∂xj
c(1)(x, y) +

∂

∂yi
Dij

∂

∂yj
c(2)(x, y), (2.141)

where a convective term vanished since ∂/∂yic
(0)(x) = 0. O(ε0) of the boundary

condition in equation (2.129) is

niDij
∂

∂xj
c(0)(x) + niDij

∂

∂yj
c(1)(x, y) = 0. (2.142)

12see Appendix A.2.5 for full details
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Upon substitution of c(1) = Pk(x, y) ∂
∂xk

c(0)(x), equation (2.142) reduces to13

ni

(
Dij

(
δjk +

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

))
= 0 . (2.143)

Equations (2.140) and (2.143) provide the necessary model and boundary condition

to solve for the field Pk(x, y), where Dij is known.

To obtain the macroscale transport equation, the average over the Y-cell is taken

of each term in equation (2.141), i.e., 〈 〉y, where

〈 ∂
∂y

(·)〉y = 0, 〈 ∂
∂x

(·)〉y =
∂

∂x
〈·〉y, (2.144)

due to the divergence theorem and the periodicity of the Y-cell. Thus equation (2.141)

becomes

φ
∂

∂t
c(0)(x) =

∂

∂xi
〈Dij〉y

∂

∂xj
c(0)(x) +

∂

∂xi
〈Dij

∂

∂yj
c(1)(x, y)〉y, (2.145)

where the variable φ represents porosity, and mathematically is

1

|Y |

∫
Yf

dyf . (2.146)

Upon substitution of equation (2.138) into equation (2.145), and with some re-

arranging,14 the macroscale transport equation15 is

φ
∂

∂t
c(0)(x) =

∂

∂xi
Deff∗

ik

∂

∂xk
c(0)(x), (2.147)

13see Appendix A.2.6 for full details
14See Appendix A.2.7 for details
15note that equation (2.147) may be written as φ ∂

∂tc(x) = ∂
∂xi

φDeff
ik

∂
∂xk

c(x), where Deff∗

ik = φDeff
ik
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where Deff∗

ik is the effective diffusion coefficient at the macroscale,

Deff∗

ik = 〈Dij

(
δjk +

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

)
〉y =

1

Y

∫
Y
Dij

(
δjk +

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

)
dY , (2.148)

and where Pk(x, y) is the solution to equation (2.140) with the boundary condition

in equation (2.143).

For an isotropic molecular diffusivity

If the molecular diffusion coefficient is assumed to be isotropic, Dij = Dδij and thus

equation (2.140) becomes

∂

∂yi

(
Dδij

(
δjk +

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

))
= 0 → ∂

∂yi

∂

∂yi
Pk(x, y) = 0 , (2.149)

or ∇ · ∇P = 0, and the boundary condition in equation (2.143) becomes

ni

(
Dδij

(
δjk +

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

))
= 0 → ni

∂

∂yi
Pk(x, y) = −nk , (2.150)

or n · ∇P = −n. Replacing Dij = Dδij in equation (2.148) leads to

Deff∗

ik

D
=

1

Y

∫
Y

(
δik +

∂

∂yi
Pk(x, y)

)
dY . (2.151)

Relationship between Deff∗ and τ d

The ratio between effective and molecular diffusivity is commonly referred to as

Deff∗

ik =
Dφ

τd,ik
→ Deff∗

ik

D
=

φ

τd,ik
, (2.152)
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where τd,ik is the diffusive tortuosity. Thus, the diffusive tortuosity is computed by

φ

τd,ik
=

1

|Y |

∫
Yf

(
δik +

∂

∂yi
Pk(x, y)

)
dyf , (2.153)

τd,ik =

(
Iik +

1

|Yf |

∫
Yf

(
∂

∂yi
Pk(x, y)

)
dyf

)−1

, (2.154)

where Yf = φY , and where Pk(x, y) is the solution to equation (2.149) with the

boundary condition in equation (2.150). This result is the same conclusion that was

reached in Sun et al. (2013) using method of homogenization, and by Kim et al.

(1987) and Valdés-Parada et al. (2011) using the method of volume averaging. The

following section provides more discussion on diffusive tortuosity.

2.6 Tortuosity

Tortuosity is a measure of a fluid or species transport pathway through porous me-

dia (Figure 2.4). In this section, we review two of the tortuosity types that have

been studied in literature, namely hydraulic and diffusive tortuosity, and present the

methods used to compute each type. We are motivated to study tortuosity for sev-

eral reasons. The first is to characterize porous media with a quantity that is more

(a) Dm (m2/s) (b) Deff = Dmτ
′ (m2/s)

Figure 2.4: Impact of pore structure on diffusive transport: binary diffusion coefficient
describes diffusion of species A through fluid B (left), effective diffusion is binary
diffusion scaled with tortuosity factor of pore structure (right). Adapted from Figure
6.15 in Clark (2009).
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physically and geometrically intuitive than permeability or the effective diffusion co-

efficient. The second is to shed more understanding on tortuosity, since our review of

literature reveals that several different tortuosity-porosity trends have been derived

either theoretically or empirically. The third reason is to demonstrate by example a

point that has been noted in some works however neglected in others: the tortuosity

corresponding to one flow or transport process is not expected to be the same as

another. Hydraulic tortuosity is of practical interest as it may be used to estimate

permeability without the need to solve a homogenization problem within a unit cell.

While this point is not investigated in depth, we note that the Kozeny-Carman equa-

tion proposes a relationship between permeability and hydraulic tortuosity. As such,

we use our computed data to obtain the coefficient of the Kozeny-Carman equation

(i.e., the shape factor) that may be useful for a specific class of porous media.

Various tortuosity-porosity trends

Many authors have theoretically or empirically derived tortuosity as a function of

porosity (see Figure 2.5), where the tortuosity corresponds to fluid flow (hydraulic)

or diffusive transport (see Tables 2.2 and 2.1). Similar tables to summarize the pro-

posed theoretically and empirically-derived trends from literature appear in Shen and

Chen (2007), Boudreau (1996) and Ahmadi et al. (2011), while the most recent and

complete comparison of tortuosity trends (or models) has been made by Ghanbar-

ian et al. (2013) which includes an explicit comparison between different tortuosity

types, namely geometric, hydraulic, electrical, diffusive, and even tortuosity models

for unsaturated porous media.

It is important to note that the empirically-derived trends for porosity and tortu-

osity likely depend on the porous media considered. Some authors rely on synthetic

porous media, such as 2D randomly distributed squares (Matyka et al., 2008, Ko-

ponen et al., 1996, 1997, Nabovati and Sousa, 2007, Koza et al., 2009, Duda et al.,
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Figure 2.5: Tortuosity-porosity trends from literature: generally, τ ≥ 1, and τ → 1
as φ→ 1.

Study Samples Considered Tortuosity vs
Porosity Fit

Tortuosity
Type

Comiti and
Renaud (1989) packed beds

τ = 1 + pln(1/φ), p
is a function of
particle shape

hydraulic

Koponen et al.
(1996)

2D random overlapping
mono-sized squares, 0.5 < φ < 1 τ = 1 + 0.8(1− φ) hydraulic

Koponen et al.
(1997)

2D random overlapping
mono-sized squares, 0.4 < φ < 1

τ = 1 + a 1−φ
(φ−φc)m ,

a = 0.65, m = 0.19
hydraulic

Matyka et al.
(2008)

2D random overlapping
mono-sized squares

τ − 1 ∝ RS
φ hydraulic

Duda et al. (2011) 2D freely overlapping squares τ − 1 ∝ (1− φ)γ ,
γ = 1/2 hydraulic

Table 2.1: Past work on hydraulic tortuosity.

2011), 3D high porosity plate-like obstacles (Ohkubo, 2007), or unit cells of centered

uniform shapes, while others rely on real samples of media taken from a scanning

electron microscope (SEM) and converted into a binary image useful for computers.

Additionally, it is important to note that some empirically-derived trends for porosity

and tortuosity are applicable to only a limited range of porosity, as the trend was
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Study Samples Considered Tortuosity vs
Porosity Fit

Tortuosity
Type

Maxwell (1873)∗ array of spheres (3D), dilute
suspension, non-conducting τ = 1 + 1

2 (1− φ) electrical
conductivity

Rayleigh (1892)∗ array of cylinders (2D) τ = 2− φ diffusion

Mackie and Meares
(1955)∗∗

diffusion of electrolytes in
membrane

τ = ( 2−φ
φ )2 diffusion

Weissberg (1963)
bed of uniform spheres

(applicable to overlapping,
non-uniform spheres)

τ = 1− 1
2 lnφ diffusion

Kim et al. (1987) isotropic system, 0 < φ < 0.5 τ = φ−0.4 diffusion

Boudreau (1996) fine-grained uncemented
sediments τ = (1− ln(φ2))1/2 diffusive

Pisani (2011) random, partial overlapping
shapes

τ = 1
1−α(1−φ) ,

α=shape factor
diffusion

Liu and Kitanidis
(2013)

isotropic grain (spherical),
staggered 0.25 < φ < 0.5

τ = φ1−m + 0.15,
m = 1.28

electrical
conductivity

* as referenced in Ochoa-Tapia et al. (1994), sometimes reference is for Maxwell 1881
** as referenced in Shen and Chen (2007), and Boudreau (1996)

Table 2.2: Past work on electrical and diffusive tortuosity.

developed given simulated data of a certain porosity range. The porosity limit could

be a result of the idealized geometry that is being considered. For example, Ohkubo

(2007) focused on high porosity systems (φ > 0.8) for plate-like obstacles. Ghan-

barian et al. (2013) noticed that most tortuosity models were derived by focusing on

the higher porosity structures, and recommended research moves to focus more on

the lower porosity structure, where the porosity approaches the percolation threshold

(i.e., the minimum porosity for which flow is still possible through structure).

Tortuosity as a scalar versus a tensor

While many trends (or models) have been proposed to compute tortuosity as a func-

tion of porosity and other fitting parameters, recent work states that any definition

of tortuosity (i.e., hydraulic, diffusive, etc.) is not a function of porosity but rather

a function of the pore geometry only (Valdés-Parada et al., 2011) and is a tensorial

property (Liu and Kitanidis, 2013). Despite this statement, the vast majority of work
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has computed tortuosity as a scalar quantity. Perhaps a scalar quantity is appropri-

ate in pore geometries that exhibit an anisotropic microstructure but still exhibit

an isotropic macrostructure. For example, a pore geometry composed of randomly

distributed squares is not isotropic at the microscale, however the effective properties

computed for the REV can still be isotropic. In this work, we will demonstrate this

point by example.

Different forms of tortuosity

Previous works have recognized that different forms of tortuosity exist and have been

studied (Duda et al., 2011, Valdés-Parada et al., 2011, Ghanbarian et al., 2013). What

is important is that these forms of tortuosity should not be expected to be the same

in the same porous structure (Matyka et al., 2008). A few previous studies have

failed to distinguish the difference between tortuosity forms. For example, Ohkubo

(2007) computed diffusive tortuosity through porous media that was represented by

plate-like obstacles, and used the diffusive tortuosity results to compute fitting coeffi-

cients present in Koponen et al. (1997)’s tortuosity-porosity trend equation. However,

Koponen et al. (1997)’s trend was empirically derived from simulation results that

computed hydraulic tortuosity. Also, Sun et al. (2013) applied the method of ho-

mogenization to the diffusive transport equation, to compute the effective diffusion

coefficient of periodic unit cells, and the corresponding tortuosity. What they failed

to point out was their approach gave them the diffusive tortuosity, while some of

the trends they compared their results to were with respect to hydraulic tortuosity.

Unless tortuosity types are identical in the same given pore structure, use of a trend

that is specific to one type of tortuosity should not immediately be used to describe

the trend of another type of tortuosity.

Only a handful of previous studies (David, 1993, Zhang and Knackstedt, 1995,

Ghanbarian et al., 2013) have focused on quantifying the difference between two
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specific tortuosities in the same structure. For example, hydraulic and electrical

tortuosity were compared in David (1993) and Zhang and Knackstedt (1995). David

(1993) used a network as an analog for the media pore space, and the study focused

on measuring the tortuosity of the critical or preferential pathway, not the tortuosity

of the entire flow field. Zhang and Knackstedt (1995) computed tortuosity using

the entire flow field which they obtained by numerical simulations for fluid flow (via

lattice Gas Automata) and electrical current (via finite difference). Both of these

works found the hydraulic tortuosity was higher than electrical tortuosity in the same

structure (up to an order of magnitude for low porosity (Zhang and Knackstedt,

1995)). In Ghanbarian et al. (2013)’s review, it was emphasized that due to the

difference between tortuosity types, their models are not interchangeable.

As mentioned, we are motivated to quantify the difference between two specific

types of tortuosity, namely hydraulic and diffusive, in identical pore structures. The

following sections review each tortuosity type and the methods used to compute them.

2.6.1 Diffusive tortuosity

Different methods have been used to compute diffusive tortuosity. These methods

include: i) solving a boundary-value problem which is formulated by the method of

volume averaging (Ochoa et al., 1987, Kim et al., 1987, Saez et al., 1991, Valdés-

Parada et al., 2011, Beyhaghi and Pillai, 2011) or by the method of homogenization

(Sun et al., 2013), ii) simulation of the diffusion process using a random walk (Ohkubo,

2007), iii) directly solving the (microscale) diffusion equation with numerical simu-

lation by lattice Boltzmann modeling (Yong et al., 2014). Typically, the effective

diffusion coefficient is computed and then used to compute diffusive tortuosity by the

inverse relationship shown in equation (2.152).

The quantification of diffusive tortuosity becomes more complex when more than

just passive diffusion is occurring in the system (Quintard et al., 2006, Valdés-Parada
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et al., 2011). Valdés-Parada et al. (2011) showed how the quantification of diffusive

tortuosity can be different depending on the consideration of different mass transport

terms (i.e., passive diffusion only, or diffusion with convection, reaction, or hydrody-

namic dispersion). They concluded that the consideration of passive diffusion leads

to the only appropriate definition of tortuosity. Their work focused on mass transport

of species through fluid, and did not compute hydraulic tortuosity.

Mackie and Meares (1955) studied the diffusion of electrolytes in a membrane,

and their expression for the tortuosity-porosity trend in membranes was credited in

the past as one of the most successfully employed correlations for membrane systems

(Iversen et al., 1997). Using their original notation, the correlation was given as

δ′

δ
=

1 + vp
1− vp

= θ, (2.155)

where δ′ = δθ is the total distance traveled by an ion, δ is the diffusion path equal to

the thickness of water (i.e., the shortest path across the resin or membrane), θ is the

factor between the path lengths, and vp is the volume fraction of the polymer in the

resin (thus 1−vp is the volume fraction of the diffusing ion sites). Using our notation,

equation (2.155) is analogous to

τ =
1 + Vs
1− Vs

=
1 + (1− Vf )

φ
=

2− Vf
φ

, (2.156)

since τ is the ratio between the total path traveled (by a diffusing ion) and the shortest

distance, vp is analogous to the volume fraction of the solid sites Vs in the porous

media, and the porosity of the media is given by φ = Vf/V = 1− Vs. In a following

example, we compare our diffusive tortuosity results against equation (2.156).
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In this work

As presented in Section 2.5, the diffusive tortuosity can be computed by

τd,ik =

(
Iik +

1

|Yf |

∫
Yf

(
∂

∂yi
Pk(x, y)

)
dyf

)−1

(2.157)

where Pk(x, y) is the solution to equation (2.140) with the boundary condition in

equation (2.143), or if we assume an isotropic molecular diffusion coefficient, Pk(x, y)

is the solution to equation (2.149) with the boundary condition in equation (2.150).

Validation of our numerical implementation for τd,ik is given in Appendix B.2.

2.6.2 Hydraulic tortuosity

Hydraulic tortuosity is most commonly computed based on the fluid velocities and

flow behavior (i.e., streamlines) within the pore space. After solving Stokes flow

within the pore space, the hydraulic tortuosity can be computed directly from the

simulated velocities in the domain (Koponen et al., 1996, Duda et al., 2011). This

method has been used by others (i.e., Koponen et al. (1997), Nabovati and Sousa

(2007), Ghassemi and Pak (2011), Icardi et al. (2014)). Another approach is to

compute the length of the streamlines that pass through a given cross-sectional area

in the domain (Matyka et al., 2008). While another model to compute hydraulic

tortuosity has been suggested in Jin et al. (2014), it is still based on obtaining the

fluid velocities in the pore space by numerically solving the flow equations. Analytical

functions have been formulated for hydraulic tortuosity based on volume averaging

of mass balance equations (Ahmadi et al., 2011).
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In this work

The hydraulic tortuosity is computed from fluid velocity fields (Koponen et al., 1997,

Duda et al., 2011). To compute the tortuosity of flow that is driven in the x direction,

τh,x =
〈
√
v2
x + v2

y + v2
z〉Ω

〈vx〉Ω
, (2.158)

where 〈 〉Ω is the spatial average in the unit cell domain Ω, and vx, vy and vz are

the velocity components. The spatial average of vx in Ω is

〈vx〉Ω =
1

|V |

∫
Vf

vfxdyf =
1

|V |
∑
i,j,k

vfx(i, j, k)∆yf , (2.159)

where V is the volume of Ω (pore and solid space combined), Vf is the fluid space,

and the integral (or summation) is taken over the fluid space only. Refer to the note

on spatial averaging in Section 2.3. The spatial average for vmag =
√
v2
x + v2

y + v2
z is

taken in the same way. Thus, equation (2.158) is written as

τh,x =

∑
i,j,k

√
vx(i, j, k)2 + vy(i, j, k)2 + v2

z(i, j, k)∑
i,j,k

vx(i, j, k)
, (2.160)

assuming Ω is discretized into uniform volumes ∆yf (i.e., ∆x1(i, j, k), ∆x2(i, j, k), and

∆x3(i, j, k) are uniform over i = 1, . . .m, j = 1, . . . n, and k = 1, . . . q, respectively).

The tortuosity in the y and z directions are computed in a similar way,

τh,y =


∑
Ω

√
v2
x + v2

y + v2
z∑

Ω
vy


gy=1

, τh,z =


∑
Ω

√
v2
x + v2

y + v2
z∑

Ω
vz


gz=1

, (2.161)

where the indices (i, j, k) have been omitted for clarity, and gy and gz indicate the

driving direction of the flow.
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An extension: mean-flow hydraulic tortuosity

While the hydraulic tortuosities presented above correspond to a flow driven in x, y,

or z, it is possible that the geometry of the media causes the mean fluid flow path to

act in a direction that is different from the coordinate system axes. For 2D cases, we

propose a mean-flow hydraulic tortuosity can be computed by

τh,α =
〈v2
x + v2

y〉Ω
〈vα〉Ω

, (2.162)

where α is the angle between the x axis and the direction of mean flow, and vα is the

velocity component acting in the direction of mean flow. The angle is calculated by

α = tan−1 v̄y
v̄x
, (2.163)

where v̄x and v̄y are the averages of the velocity components, and vα is calculated by

vα = vxcosα + vysinα. (2.164)

If the mean flow through a geometry acts parallel to a coordinate system axis such

as the x axis, then τh,α = τh,x.

Computing hydraulic tortuosity in rotated coordinate system

Given two flow driving force directions of gx = (1, 0) and gy = (0, 1), the flow field

solutions are

vgx = (vgxx , v
gx
y ), vgy = (vgyx , v

gy
y ). (2.165)

The flow field solution corresponding to a flow driving force direction of gθ = (X, Y )

is obtained by a transformation from the above solutions and is still in the x, y
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coordinate system,

vgθ = vgxcosθ + vgysinθ, →

vgθx
vgθy

 =

vgxx
vgxy

 cosθ +

vgyx
vgyy

 sinθ. (2.166)

To compute the tortuosity of this flow, driven by gθ, we require

τh,gθ =
〈|vgθ |〉Ω
〈vgθθ 〉Ω

. (2.167)

The magnitude is computed by |vgθ | =
√

(vgθx )2 + (vgθy )2, and the velocity component

in the θ direction is computed by

vgθθ = vgθx cosθ + vgθy sinθ

= (vgxx cosθ + vgyx sinθ) cosθ +
(
vgxy cosθ + vgyy sinθ

)
sinθ

= vgxx cos2θ +
(
vgyx + vgxy

)
sinθcosθ + vgyy sin2θ. (2.168)

The same procedure can be applied to obtain the tortuosity of a flow driven by

gθ+90 = gθ̂.

To conclude, in this work we compute hydraulic tortuosity τh,i (where i = 1, 2)

from the solution to Stokes flow (i.e., the fluid velocities), which was initially presented

in Koponen et al. (1996), and followed by Duda et al. (2011) with more validity of the

approach. We compute diffusive tortuosity τd,ij (where i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2) using

the inverse relationship with the effective diffusion coefficient, which is computed

by solving a boundary-value problem derived by the method of homogenization (as

seen in Sun et al. (2013)) or by the method of volume averaging (as seen in Kim

et al. (1987), Ochoa et al. (1987), Valdés-Parada et al. (2011) and others). Both

methods will lead to the same formulation of the boundary-value problem, however

we employed homogenization theory and formulated the problem in Section 2.5. To
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ensure our comparison is limited to the tortuous behavior of flow and transport, and is

not influenced by differences in numerical schemes, we use the same numerical scheme

to solve the partial differential equations in Stokes flow and the homogenized diffusion

coefficient, that is, finite difference. An interesting question to answer is whether τd,ik

could also be computed from a direct measure of the diffusive flow paths, similar to

how τh,i is computed from hydraulic flow paths. This question is left for future work.

2.7 Results

We have generated several idealized pore geometries, which include in-line array of

uniform shapes (circles and squares), staggered-array of uniform shapes (squares),

in-line array of ellipses, randomly distributed squares, as well as 3D renderings of

cylindrical solid and randomly distributed cubes. We have chosen these pore geome-

tries as they are typically used in literature and thus provide ground for comparison.

Permeability, hydraulic tortuosity, and diffusive tortuosity are computed for each pore

geometry using the methods outlined in Sections 2.3.1, 2.6.2 and 2.6.1, respectively.

Each pore geometry is generated by defining certain input parameters (i.e., radius

of solid circle, side length of square, density of randomly distributed squares, etc).

By using a range of values for the input parameters, we obtain REV’s over a range

of porosities. While the porosity range of these geometries is arguably high (i.e.,

0.33 < φ < 1) and might not realistically represent typical subsurface geological for-

mations, these porosities can still be used to make important comparisons of effective

properties. After computing the permeability and tortuosity, we can plot the results

to observe permeability-porosity and tortuosity-porosity trends.
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2.7.1 In-line array of uniform shapes

Figure 2.6 illustrates our first type of generated pore geometry. This geometry is

isotropic, and can be represented by a unit cell with periodic boundaries, as shown

by the dashed-line square in Figure 2.6 (a). A range of porosities are obtained by

changing the solid circle radius or solid square length.

(a) Whole domain (b) φ = 0.32 (c) φ = 0.71 (d) φ = 0.97

Figure 2.6: Unit cell for in-line array of uniform shapes (i.e., circles or squares). Due
to symmetry, a domain of porosity φ can be represented by a single unit cell with
periodic boundaries, as shown in (b), (c), and (d).

Permeability and hydraulic tortuosity

The full permeability tensor was computed for 0.33 < φ < 1, and results are plotted

in Figure 2.7 with the analytical solution from Gebart (1992) which is explained

in Appendix B.1. The range of our simulated data fits well against the analytical

solution. We computed our permeability data on increasingly finer meshes until the

permeability converged within a 1% relative error. To reach this convergence criteria

after starting with a mesh size of 50× 50, the lowest porosity cell required a refined

mesh of 500× 500, and the highest porosity cell required 300× 300. The shape of the

circular edge was refined at each mesh refinement in order to represent the circle as

realistically as possible and avoid any artifacts caused by discretization. For example,
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Figure 2.7: Permeability-porosity trend for in-line array of circles (i.e., infinitely long
cylinders). The permeability is isotropic, and is normalized by r2, where r is the solid
circle radius. Gebart’s analytical solution was given in equation (B.2).

the full permeability tensor computed for φ = 0.71 (shown in Figure 2.8) is

k =

kxx kxy

kyx kyy

 =

 0.0106 −7.87× 10−20

−1.07× 10−18 0.0106

 , (2.169)

where the units are non-dimensional (i.e., unit length × unit length). Notice the

tensor is symmetric and diagonal (i.e., kxy = kyx = 0 to machine precision), and

isotropic (i.e., kxx = kyy). According to our notation used in Section 2.3.2, the coor-

dinate system {x} pertains to the principal directions of the (diagonal) permeability

tensor.

We obtained the hydraulic tortuosity in the x and y direction for porosities within

the range 0.33 < φ < 1 with the same convergence criteria used to obtain permeability.

Figure 2.8 illustrates the fluid speed and direction for a unit cell of φ = 0.71, and the

quantities used to compute τh,x and τh,y are presented in Table 2.3. The fluid speed is

highest in the pore space that is uninterrupted by the solid, and the flow lines indicate

the direction in that region is parallel to the macroscopic flow. The flow lines diverge
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in the region that is interrupted by the solid, however the fluid speed is essentially

zero in that pore space. So, while these flow lines appear to illustrate a tortuous

pathway through this geometry, the tortuosity in either direction is in fact calculated

to be ≈ 1 because the highest speeds are acting along a non-tortuous pathway. In the

pore space that is not restricted or interrupted in the direction parallel to the driving

force, the fluid velocity is able to develop into the parabolic profile that characterizes

channel flow (refer to Figure A.1 in Appendix A.3.1).

(a) Driving force in x direction (b) Driving force in y direction

Figure 2.8: Fluid flow past a solid circle, φ = 0.71. Fluid speed (i.e., magnitude of
velocities) is indicated by color, and direction is indicated by flow lines. Fluid speed
is non-dimensional.

Flow driven by gx Flow driven by gy

(〈vx〉Ω, 〈vy〉Ω) (0.0106, 0) (0, 0.0106)
〈vmag〉Ω 0.0108 0.0108

α 0 90
〈vα〉Ω 0.0106 0.0106

τh,x = 〈vmag〉Ω/〈vx〉Ω = 1.0185 τh,y = 〈vmag〉Ω/〈vy〉Ω = 1.0185
τh,xα = 〈vmag〉Ω/〈vα〉Ω = 1.0185 τh,yα = 〈vmag〉Ω/〈vα〉Ω = 1.0185

Table 2.3: Calculated quantities from flow fields shown in Figure 2.8 used to compute
hydraulic tortuosity. Spatial averages of pore-space velocity-components (i.e., 〈vx〉Ω),
angle of mean flow (α), spatial average of fluid speed (〈vmag〉Ω), REV volume (Ω).
Quantities of zero are to machine precision (≈ 10−17).
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Diffusive Tortuosity

We obtained the full diffusive tortuosity tensor on increasingly refined meshes until

the tortuosity converged within a 0.1% relative error. Starting with a mesh of 50×50,

the lowest porosity required a refined mesh of 700 × 700, while the highest porosity

required 250 × 250 to meet the convergence criteria. Solid edges were also refined

with mesh refinement, as mentioned previously. Figure 2.9 (a) illustrates the fields of

Pk (k = 1, 2 or x, y) for a unit cell of φ = 0.71, which were obtained by solving the

homogenization problem described in Section 2.5. Quantities calculated from the P

fields are presented in Table 2.4, and the resulting diffusive tortuosity tensor is

τ d = (τ ′d)
−1 → τ d =

τd,xx τd,xy

τd,yx τd,yy

 =

 1.2887 −2.1× 10−16

−1.4× 10−16 1.2887

 . (2.170)

Notice the tensor is symmetric and diagonal (i.e., τd,xy = τd,yx = 0 to machine pre-

cision), and isotropic (i.e., τd,xx = τd,yy). To illustrate the diffusive flow through this

geometry, we have illustrated the diffusion speed and direction in Figure 2.9 (c), which

was computed from the concentration field illustrated in (b). This concentration field

satisfies ∇2C = 0 with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the right and left boundaries

such that the concentration gradient across the unit cell is one.

(a) Px (b) Cx = Px + xs (c) Diffusive speed, direction

Figure 2.9: Fields for a unit cell of φ = 0.71, comprised of a solid circle: (a) solution to
the homogenized problem, (b) concentration field transformed from Pk, (c) magnitude
of concentration gradient (diffusion speed) and direction.
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X-problem (Px) Y-problem (Py)∫
Vf
∇xPxdV -0.1598∫

Vf
∇yPxdV 8.98× 10−17∫

Vf
∇xPydV 6.14× 10−17∫

Vf
∇yPydV -0.1598

τ ′d,xx = 1 + 1
Vf

∫
Vf
∇xPxdV 0.7760

τ ′d,yx = 1
Vf

∫
Vf
∇yPxdV 1.26× 10−16

τ ′d,xy = 1
Vf

∫
Vf
∇xPydV 8.61× 10−17

τ ′d,yy = 1 + 1
Vf

∫
Vf
∇yPydV 0.7760

Table 2.4: Calculated quantities from P fields shown in Figure 2.9 for φ = 0.71,
Vf = 0.71.

Comparison of tortuosities for in-line array unit cells

The comparison between our isotropic results for τh and τd illustrated in Figure 2.10

allows us to emphasize that these tortuosity types are quantitatively different. This

may be surprising at first, since the streamlines in Figures 2.8 (a) and 2.9 (c) ap-

pear to indicate that the flow fields are relatively analogous. The length λ(y) of 12

streamlines with starting positions given by (0, ys,j) are tabulated in Table 2.5. These

lengths may also be considered as tortuosity of the j-th streamline, where τj = λj/L

and L = 1. This table reveals that the length (or tortuosity) of a hydraulic stream-

line is relatively similar to the diffusive streamline with the same starting location.

However, the hydraulic speeds are such that the fastest moving flow exists along the

non-tortuous pathway, while the fastest diffusive flow (or highest concentration gra-

dient) exists along the circle’s rounded fluid-solid boundary. These speeds mean that

individual streamlines contribute to the overall (or effective) tortuosity with different

weights; since the weight of an individual hydraulic streamline is different from the

diffusive streamline, the effective hydraulic and diffusive tortuosity of the unit cell are

quantitatively different.

Note that due to symmetry, the streamline with a starting position located pre-
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Hydraulic flow Diffusive flow

(0, ys,j) λ(yj) in Figure 2.8 (a) λ(yj) in Figure 2.9 (c)

0.05 1.0011 1.0010
0.15 1.0107 1.0103
0.25 1.0348 1.0348
0.35 1.0827 1.0852
0.45 1.1665 1.1814
0.495 1.2444 1.2732
0.505 1.2444 1.2732
0.55 1.1665 1.1814
0.65 1.0827 1.0852
0.75 1.0348 1.0348
0.85 1.0107 1.0103
0.95 1.0011 1.0010

Table 2.5: Hydraulic and diffusive streamline comparison: in-line array of circles,
φ = 0.71. Flow is from left to right. (0, ys,j) indicate the starting location of the
j-th streamline. The tortuosity of a hydraulic streamline is relatively similar to the
diffusive streamline with the same starting location.

cisely at ys,j = 0.5 (or 0.5+ = limε→0+(0.5 + ε) and 0.5− = limε→0−(0.5 − ε)) is the

longest streamline, with a theoretical length (or theoretical tortuosity) of

τmax =
λmax
L

= 1 + (π − 2)

√
1− φ
π

(2.171)

where L = 1, λmax = (1 − 2r) + πr, and r is the radius of the solid circle. Thus the

longest streamline (or maximum tortuosity) given φ = 0.71 is λmax = 1.3468. In both

flow cases (i.e., Figures 2.8 (a) and 2.9 (c)), the streamline closest to the solid circle

is ≈ λmax, and the streamline farthest from the solid circle is ≈ 1.

In Figure 2.10 we plot the analytical solution from Rayleigh (1892), which is

τ = 2 − φ (see Table 2.2), and find that the diffusive tortuosity data fits closely to

this solution for φ < 0.6 but deviates at lower porosities. One possible reason for

this discrepancy is an inadequate mesh refinement: as the solid circle becomes larger,

the fluid space between adjacent solids becomes smaller, and a finer mesh may be

required to obtain an accurate solution. However, the simulated data obtained for
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a solid square fits closely to the analytical solution for a circle,16 even at the lowest

porosity. We note that the solid square is perfectly resolved by the structured mesh,

unlike the solid circle, and thus we suggest that the solution for the solid circle (at

lower porosities) may suffer from artifacts caused by the discretization of the fluid-

solid interface.

In terms of the hydraulic tortuosity, we observe that it is independent of porosity

(or a very weak function of φ) for this isotropic (symmetrical) geometry. Regardless

of the solid circle’s radius, the fluid speeds are highest in the pore-space that lies

parallel to the driving force direction, as noted in Figure 2.8. Since the fluid speeds

are highest along a non-tortuous pathway, the tortuosity of the macroscopic flow

through the unit cell is computed to be close to one. We can expect the scenario to

be different for a geometry that contains solids which interrupt the main flow path,

as seen in the next example of staggered solids.

(a) Circle (b) Square

Figure 2.10: Tortuosity-porosity trends for in-line array of uniform shapes. Ana-
lytical solution is Rayleigh (1892). The diffusive tortuosity follows the analytical
solution until lower porosities, while the hydraulic tortuosity is a very weak function
of porosity.

16Valdés-Parada et al. (2011) shows that simulated data obtained using in-line array of cubes fits
closely to Rayleigh (1892)’s analytical solution.
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2.7.2 Staggered-array of uniform shapes

Figure 2.11 illustrates our second type of pore geometry. Unlike the previous pore

geometry, staggered-array of uniform shapes is an anisotropic geometry. To represent

this geometry, a rectangular unit cell with periodic boundaries is used, as shown by

the dashed-line rectangle. Input parameters to define this geometry are illustrated in

Figure B.2, and for the following staggered-array examples, a/b = 1 and La/Lb = 1.

By varying the solid square length, a range of porosities are obtained.

(a) Whole domain (b) φ = 0.36 (c) φ = 0.64 (d) φ = 0.84

Figure 2.11: Unit cell for staggered-array of uniform shapes (i.e., circles or squares),
represented by cells with periodic boundaries and porosity φ. For all staggered-array
examples: a/b = 1 and La/Lb = 1 (refer to Figure B.2 for dimension details).

Permeability and hydraulic tortuosity

The permeability was computed for a range of porosities. Starting with an initial

mesh resolution of 100 × 50, the meshes required refinement up to a maximum of

700× 350 in order to meet the convergence criteria of krel error < 1%. For a geometry

with φ = 0.73 as shown in Figure 2.13, the resulting full permeability tensor is

k =

kxx kxy

kyx kyy

 =

 0.0031 5.90× 10−19

−7.52× 10−19 0.0042

 , (2.172)

where the non-dimensional units are (Lb)
2 and Lb is taken as one unit. Notice the

tensor is symmetric and diagonal (i.e., kxy = kyx = 0 to machine precision), and

anisotropic (i.e., kxx 6= kyy). According to our notation used in Section 2.3.2, the

coordinate system {x} pertains to the principal directions of the (diagonal) perme-
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(a) Permeability-porosity trend (b) Anisotropy of geometry

Figure 2.12: Permeability-porosity trend for staggered-array of squares. The
anisotropic nature of this geometry is evident in (b): at a given porosity, perme-
ability is higher in y direction, while hydraulic tortuosity is higher in x direction.

ability tensor. The trend of the principal permeabilities over the porosity range tested

is shown in Figure 2.12 (a). The analytical solution for an in-line array of cylinders

(Gebart, 1992) is plotted against our staggered-array permeability for comparison,

while a fit is not expected. The permeability is characterized by an anisotropic ratio,

γ =
kyy
kxx

, (2.173)

where kyy > kxx for all porosities studied, as shown in Figure 2.12 (b).

The hydraulic tortuosity in the x and y direction was computed using the same

convergence criteria used to obtain permeability. Our results for a staggered-array

unit cell of φ = 0.73 are shown in Figure 2.13 and Table 2.6. In this example, the

pore geometry is such that there is not a straight flow path when the flow is driven

in the x direction. However, there is a straight flow path when the flow is driven

in the y direction. Due to this characteristic, we observe that the hydraulic flow is

more tortuous in the x direction than in the y direction, which is confirmed by the

anisotropic ratio for hydraulic tortuosity plotted in Figure 2.12 (b). By observing
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Figure 2.13, we notice that the fluid speeds are highest in the pore regions located

between two square corners. We also notice in (a) that the fluid speed is close to

being constant along a sinusoidal flow path which appears to occupy most of the

pore space, except towards the fluid-solid boundaries. The horizontally-driven flow

is interrupted by the center square and causes the flow path to diverge. However in

(b), the vertically-driven flow is not interrupted to the extent that would cause the

flow path to become sinusoidal. Instead, the geometry of the pore space allows for a

straight flow path to develop. We do not notice this sinusoidal flow path of constant

speed, rather we notice that the speed is more localized (i.e., speed is highest between

adjacent solid corners, and lowest along solid square sides).

(a) Flow in x direction (b) Flow in y direction

Figure 2.13: Fluid flow through a staggered-array of squares, φ = 0.73. Fluid speed
(i.e., magnitude of velocities) is indicated by color, and direction is indicated by flow
lines. Fluid speed is non-dimensional.

Flow driven by gx Flow driven by gy

(〈vx〉Ω, 〈vy〉Ω) (0.0031, 0) (0, 0.0042)
〈vmag〉Ω 0.0042 0.0045

α 0 90
〈vα〉Ω 0.0031 0.0042

τh,x = 〈vmag〉Ω/〈vx〉Ω = 1.3539 τh,y = 〈vmag〉Ω/〈vy〉Ω = 1.0567
τh,xα = 〈vmag〉Ω/〈vα〉Ω = 1.3539 τh,yα = 〈vmag〉Ω/〈vα〉Ω = 1.0567

Table 2.6: Calculated quantities from flow fields shown in Figure 2.13 used to compute
hydraulic tortuosity. Spatial averages of pore-space velocity-components (i.e., 〈vx〉Ω),
angle of mean flow (α), spatial average of fluid speed (〈vmag〉Ω), REV volume (Ω).
Quantities of zero are to machine precision (≈ 10−19).
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Diffusive Tortuosity

We obtained the full diffusive tortuosity tensor for this geometry using a convergence

criteria of τd,rel error < 0.1%. Starting with a uniform mesh of 100 × 50, the lowest

porosity required a refined mesh of 1000 × 500 while the highest porosity required

200 × 100 in order to meet the convergence criteria. Results for a staggered-array

unit cell of φ = 0.73 are shown in Figure 2.14 and Table 2.7. The diffusive tortuosity

tensor computed from the quantities in Table 2.7 is

τ d = (τ ′d)
−1 → τ d =

τd,xx τd,xy

τd,yx τd,yy

 =

 1.3514 −5.83× 10−16

4.05× 10−17 1.3092

 , (2.174)

where the tensor is symmetric and diagonal (i.e., τd,xy = τd,yx = 0 to machine pre-

cision), and anisotropic (i.e., τd,xx 6= τd,yy). In this geometry of staggered squares,

τd,xx > τd,yy, and thus diffusive flow is more tortuous in the x direction due to an

interrupted flow path.

(a) Px (b) Cx = Px + xs (c)
√

(∇xCx)2 + (∇yCx)2 and
diffusive flow lines

(d) Py (e) Cy = Py + ys (f)
√

(∇xCy)2 + (∇yCy)2 and
diffusive flow lines

Figure 2.14: Fields for a staggered-array unit cell of φ = 0.73: (a,d) solution to
the homogenization problem, (b,e) concentration field transformed from Pk (assum-
ing concentration gradient across unit cell is one), (c,f) magnitude of concentration
gradient (diffusion speed) and direction.
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X-problem (Px) Y-problem (Py)∫
Vf
∇xPxdV −0.3794∫

Vf
∇yPxdV −3.34× 10−17∫

Vf
∇xPydV 4.81× 10−16∫

Vf
∇yPydV −0.3446

τ ′d,xx = 1 + 1
Vf

∫
Vf
∇xPxdV 0.7400

τ ′d,yx = 1
Vf

∫
Vf
∇yPxdV −2.29× 10−17

τ ′d,xy = 1
Vf

∫
Vf
∇xPydV 3.29× 10−16

τ ′d,yy = 1 + 1
Vf

∫
Vf
∇yPydV 0.7638

Table 2.7: Calculated quantities from P fields shown in Figure 2.14: φ = 0.73,
Vf = 1.4592

Comparison of tortuosities for staggered-array unit cells

We computed hydraulic and diffusive tortuosity for a range of porosities of staggered-

array unit cells, and plotted the data in Figure 2.15. Data from Ryan et al. (1981) and

Kim et al. (1987) (both cited from Kim et al. (1987)) are also plotted for comparison.17

To solve the boundary-value problem presented in Section 2.5, Ryan et al. (1981)

employed the finite difference method while Kim et al. (1987) employed the boundary

element method. Regarding the diffusive tortuosity, our simulated data fits closely

to these two literature data, however, in Figure 2.15 (a) we observe our τd,xx data

diverges at lower porosities (φ < 0.6). While the exact reason for this discrepancy is

not clear, possible causes may be attributed to the difference in numerical methods

employed or the geometry of the staggered-array (especially at lower porosities that

contain very narrow flow channels). Figure 2.15 (b) shows a closer fit between our

τd,yy data to the literature data, in comparison with the fit shown in (a). Since the

narrowest channels exist at the lowest porosity and are orientated in the x direction,

this observation implies our diffusive tortuosity data may be sensitive to the mesh

17The works by Ryan et al. (1981) and Kim et al. (1987) were based on using the method of volume
averaging to obtain the boundary-value problem for diffusivity presented in Section 2.5. We are able
to compare our results to theirs since both the homogenization and volume averaging approaches
lead to the same boundary-value problem.
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resolution between adjacent solid boundaries. Despite the difference between our

data to that reported in literature, the anisotropic nature of this geometry is evident

from our results. Over the range of porosities, we observe that the hydraulic flow

is predominantly parallel to the driving force, unless an obstacle prevents a straight

flow path. Thus, τh,x > τh,y for all porosities as shown in Figure 2.15, and τh,y is a

very weak function of porosity. The anisotropic ratios of the tortuosities are

τh,y
τh,x

,
τd,yy
τd,xx

, (2.175)

and are plotted in Figure 2.16, along with the permeability ratio previously defined.

Over the whole porosity range, both anisotropic ratios of the tortuosities are less than

one, indicating the hydraulic and diffusive flows are more tortuous in the x direction

than in the y direction. The hydraulic tortuosity shows a greater degree of anisotropy

than diffusive tortuosity because τh,x ≈ 1 for all porosities while τh,y increases towards

the lower porosities.

(a) Tortuosity in horizontal direction (b) Tortuosity in vertical direction

Figure 2.15: Tortuosity-porosity trends for staggered-array of squares. Simulated
data is plotted against (diffusive) data from literature that employed finite difference
(F.D.) and boundary element (B.E.) methods. In this geometry, hydraulic tortuosity
in the y direction is a weak function of porosity.
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Figure 2.16: Anisotropic ratios in staggered-array of squares. For all porosities, the
anisotropic ratios for hydraulic and diffusive tortuosity are less than one, indicating
the hydraulic and diffusive flows are more tortuous in the x direction than in the y
direction. The hydraulic flow is more permeable in the y direction.

2.7.3 Randomly distributed squares

We generated a pore geometry comprised of randomly distributed squares, which is

a type of geometry used by others (Koponen et al., 1996, 1997, Duda et al., 2011).18

In this geometry, we imposed the constraint given by Koza et al. (2009) (i.e., the

ratio of obstacle length to domain length < 0.1) which was recommended to avoid an

anisotropic-related statistical errors. This same constraint was also respected in Duda

et al. (2011). Our geometries ranged from (effective) porosities of 0.45 < φ < 0.99.

Example pore geometries are shown in Figure 2.17. Our algorithm to generate these

pore geometries included a step to check for any fluid sites that may be isolated from

the flow path, which if found were changed to be solid sites. By filling in the isolated

fluid sites, we were able to represent the effective porosity of the geometry, as noted

in Koponen et al. (1997). Since lower porosity geometries contained more solid sites

than higher porosities, they were especially susceptible to isolated fluid sites. Filling

18Squares are freely overlapping in these works, however in our work, our square size is equivalent
to the cell size of the initial mesh resolution, thus no squares overlap.
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(a) φ = 0.53 (b) φ = 0.61 (c) φ = 0.70 (d) φ = 0.80 (e) φ = 0.90

Figure 2.17: Various pore structures for randomly distributed squares geometry. Any
fluid area isolated from flow path is converted to solid, thus φ is effective porosity of
geometry.

in the isolated sites created large solids within the pore geometry (especially noted in

Figure 2.17 (a)), and the impact of these solids on results will be discussed below.

Permeability and hydraulic tortuosity

We computed permeability using a convergence criteria of krel error < 1%. Starting

with an initial mesh of 100 × 100, the lowest porosity required a refined mesh of

400×400 and the highest porosity required 200×200 to meet the convergence criteria.

For the geometries of φ = 0.61, φ = 0.70, and φ = 0.90 (as shown in Figure 2.17 (b),

(c), and (e), respectively), the resulting full permeability tensors are

kφ=0.61 =

0.9275 0.0587

0.0586 1.0301

× 10−6, kφ=0.70 =

3.6856 0.4956

0.4964 3.7438

× 10−6, (2.176)

kφ=0.90 =

 5.6918 −0.0450

−0.0451 5.8817

× 10−5, (2.177)

where the units are non-dimensional. Notice all three tensors are (essentially) sym-

metric (i.e., kxy = kyx) but not diagonal (i.e., off-diagonal entries are non-zero).

According to our notation used in Section 2.3.2, the coordinate system {x} does not

pertain to the principal directions of the (diagonal) permeability tensor, and thus a

transformation should be done to obtain the diagonal tensor in the principal coordi-
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(a) Full tensor components, in {x} (b) Diagonalized tensor components, in {x∗}

Figure 2.18: Permeability-porosity trend for randomly distributed squares. The full
permeability tensor contains non-zero off-diagonal components, and is diagonalized to
obtain the principal permeability components, kmax and kt. {x} and {x∗} are related
by rotation angle θk, which is plotted in Figure 2.28 (a). The anisotropic ratio of the
principal components is plotted in Figure 2.28 (b).

nate system {x∗}. The nature of the anisotropic ratio of the diagonal permeability

tensor will be discussed later.

We computed hydraulic tortuosity from the flow field results which were obtained

using the convergence criteria for permeability, previously mentioned. For a configu-

ration case of φ = 0.7, results for hydraulic flow and computed hydraulic tortuosity

are shown in Figure 2.19 and Table 2.8. From Figure 2.19, the tortuous nature of

the fluid pathways are evident. We note that a few ‘hot spots’ of fastest moving fluid

(with speeds vmag > 5× 10−5) exist in the geometry, while the rest of the pore space

is characterized by moderate (1× 10−5 < vmag < 5× 10−5) to slow (vmag < 1× 10−5)

moving fluid. It appears that these high speeds are created when fluid moving at

moderate speeds becomes suddenly constricted into a narrow channel. After magni-

fying these regions, we observed a parabolic velocity profile in these narrow channels,

and the fluid was fastest along the channel’s center line. These are the characteristics

of channel flow, illustrated in Appendix A.3.1, Figure A.1. While Figure 2.19 illus-

trates fluid flow in the y direction only, similar characteristics were found for flow in
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(a) Fluid speed (b) Close up of boxed region in (a)

Figure 2.19: Flow (driven by gy) through randomly distributed squares, φ = 0.70.
Non-dimensional fluid speed is indicated by color. Zero speed at solid sites are kept
as dark blue for clarity of illustration (while these fluid speeds do not actually exist).

the x direction, thus we have omitted those illustrations. As shown in Table 2.8, the

computed hydraulic tortuosity is essentially isotropic, i.e., τh,x ≈ τh,y. So while the

geometry is comprised of randomly distributed squares, the overall geometry exhibits

an isotropic hydraulic tortuosity. The trend of hydraulic tortuosity versus porosity

in Figure 2.20 shows that the tortuosity increases in both the x and y direction as

porosity decreases. The anisotropic ratios fluctuate around one, and will be discussed

later using Figure 2.28 (b).

Flow driven by gx Flow driven by gy

(〈vx〉Ω, 〈vy〉Ω) (3.74× 10−6, 5.03× 10−7) (5.03× 10−7, 3.81× 10−6)
〈vmag〉Ω 5.14× 10−6 5.10× 10−6

α 7.65 82.48
〈vα〉Ω 3.78× 10−6 3.94× 10−6

τh,x = 〈vmag〉Ω/〈vx〉Ω = 1.3727 τh,y = 〈vmag〉Ω/〈vy〉Ω = 1.3393
τh,xα = 〈vmag〉Ω/〈vα〉Ω = 1.3604 τh,yα = 〈vmag〉Ω/〈vα〉Ω = 1.3278

Table 2.8: Calculated quantities from flow fields shown in Figure 2.19 used to compute
hydraulic tortuosity. Spatial averages of pore-space velocity-components (i.e., 〈vx〉Ω),
angle of mean flow (α), spatial average of fluid speed (〈vmag〉Ω), REV volume (Ω).
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(a) Tortuosity in direction of flow driving
force: τh,x and τh,y

(b) Tortuosity in direction of mean flow:
τh,xα and τh,yα

Figure 2.20: Hydraulic tortuosity-porosity trend for randomly distributed squares.
The flow pathways are more tortuous as geometry is comprised of more solid squares
(i.e., lower porosity). A difference between tortuosities as well as anisotropic ratios
in (a) and (b) is apparent only at the lowest porosities (φ < 0.53). The anisotropic
ratios fluctuate around one.

Figure 2.21: Angle of mean flow through randomly distributed squares. The angle is
with respect to the x axis. When flow is driven by gx and gy, the mean flow is off-set
from the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, by approximately the same
degree. Degree of off-set is small (< 10 degrees), except at the two lowest porosity
cases, φ = 0.45, 0.46.
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Fit to Kozeny-Carman equation

As presented in Section 2.4, the Kozeny-Carman equation relates permeability k, to

pore geometry properties such as porosity φ, hydraulic tortuosity τh, specific surface

area S, and a fitting coefficient βk (referred to as a shape factor or a form of the

Kozeny constant) that is used to account for different capillary tube shapes. Specific

surface area for the range of porosities was computed by equation (2.119) and shown in

Figure 2.22. The specific surface area increases as the porosity decreases because the

geometry is comprised of more solid squares. However, once the porosity is lowered

to the point where isolated fluid sites must be converted to large solid areas, the fluid-

solid interfacial area is reduced along with the specific surface area. We computed

the shape factor βk by equation (2.122) for this particular pore geometry, using our

permeability and hydraulic tortuosity data presented in Figures 2.18 (a) and 2.20 (a),

respectively. The trend for βk over the porosities is plotted in Figure 2.23, and we

observe that the shape factor does not change significantly within a porosity interval

of 0.65 < φ < 0.95, which was similarly reported in Duda et al. (2011).

Figure 2.22: Specific surface area for randomly distributed squares, over the range
of porosities studied. Specific surface area increases linearly as porosity decreases,
however this trend deviates at lower porosities due to the large non-uniform shapes
introduced into the lower porosity geometries.
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Figure 2.23: Shape factor, βk, used to fit simulated permeability and hydraulic tor-
tuosity data to Kozeny-Carman equation for geometries comprised of randomly dis-
tributed squares. βk is a weak function of porosity for 0.65 < φ < 0.95.

Diffusive Tortuosity

We obtained diffusive tortuosity for this geometry using different convergence criteria

for three ranges of porosities due to high refinement requirements. A convergence

criteria of τd,rel error < 3%, 2%, and 1% was used for a porosity range of 0.45 <

φ < 0.58, 0.58 < φ < 0.7, and 0.7 < φ < 0.99, respectively. The geometries were

generated using a mesh of 100×100, and the convergence criteria required a refinement

of 2000× 2000 for the lowest porosity, and 200× 200 for the highest porosity. Results

for a geometry of φ = 0.7 are shown in Figure 2.24 and Table 2.9, and the resulting

diffusive tortuosity tensor is

τ d = (τ ′d)
−1 → τ d =

τd,xx τd,xy

τd,yx τd,yy

 =

 2.7584 −0.2914

−0.2914 2.6175

 . (2.178)

Notice the tensor is symmetric (i.e., τd,xy = τd,yx) but not diagonal (i.e., the off-

diagonal components are non-zero). Thus, the diffusive tortuosity tensor is diagonal-

ized using the same procedure explained in Section 2.3.2 for a permeability tensor.

Results for the whole porosity range studied are presented in Figure 2.25.
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(a) Px (b) Cx = Px + xs

(c)
√

(∇xCx)2 + (∇yCx)2 (d) Close up of boxed region in (c)

Figure 2.24: Fields for geometry of randomly distributed squares, φ = 0.7: (a) so-
lution to the homogenization problem, (b) concentration field transformed from Pk
(assuming concentration gradient across unit cell is one), (c,d) magnitude of concen-
tration gradient (diffusion speed).

X-problem (Px) Y-problem (Py)∫
Vf
∇xPxdV -0.4435∫

Vf
∇yPxdV 0.0286∫

Vf
∇xPydV 0.0286∫

Vf
∇yPydV -0.4297

τ ′d,xx = 1 + 1
Vf

∫
Vf
∇xPxdV 0.3668

τ ′d,yx = 1
Vf

∫
Vf
∇yPxdV 0.0408

τ ′d,xy = 1
Vf

∫
Vf
∇xPydV 0.0408

τ ′d,yy = 1 + 1
Vf

∫
Vf
∇yPydV 0.3866

Table 2.9: Calculated quantities from P fields shown in Figure 2.24: φ = 0.7, Vf = 0.7
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(a) Full tensor components, in {x} (b) Diagonalized tensor components, in {x∗},
and anisotropic ratio

Figure 2.25: Diffusive tortuosity-porosity trend for randomly distributed squares.
The full diffusive tortuosity tensor contains non-zero off-diagonal components, and is
diagonalized to obtain the principal diffusive tortuosity components, τd,max and τd,t.
{x} and {x∗} are related by rotation angle θd, which is plotted in Figure 2.28 (a).
The anisotropic ratio of the principal components is plotted in Figure 2.28 (b).

Comparison of tortuosities for randomly distributed squares

Our hydraulic and diffusive tortuosity data are plotted in Figure 2.26 for a range of

porosity values, along with some of the trends from literature that we reported in

Tables 2.2 and 2.1. The trend from Koponen et al. (1997) was obtained for hydraulic

tortuosity for randomly distributed squares. The trend from Mackie and Meares

(1955) was for diffusive transport of electrolytes through a membrane, as discussed

in Section 2.6.1. The trend from Weissberg (1963) was also for diffusive transport,

through a geometry comprised of uniform spheres. It was given as an upper bound

for effective diffusion coefficient, and thus could be considered as the lower bound for

diffusive tortuosity since they are inversely related. Our hydraulic data fits moderately

close with the trend found by Koponen et al. (1997). Our diffusive data follows a

similar trend to Mackie and Meares (1955) until φ < 0.6, and remains above Weissberg

(1963)’s lower bound. In general, we observe that diffusive tortuosity is much greater

than hydraulic tortuosity, especially at low porosities.
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(a) Tortuosity-porosity trends (b) Close up of data (legend is same as in (a))

Figure 2.26: Comparison of hydraulic (τh,x and τh,y) and diffusive (τd,xx and τd,yy)
tortuosity trends for pore structures of randomly distributed squares, against trends
reported in literature.

Induced anisotropic properties at lower porosity geometries

Due to the method we used to generate the randomly distributed squares geometry,

anisotropic properties were introduced into the pore structure, especially at lower

porosities. This is evident in Figure 2.27, where a low and medium porosity is com-

pared. The lower porosity has large, non-uniform solid shapes within the geometry.

These large shapes were created by filling in isolated fluid sites that resulted from

the random distribution of squares in the domain.19 The result is a non-uniform

distribution of solids in the geometry, and an induced degree of anisotropy that is

shown in Figure 2.28 (b). (Note Figure 2.28 (a) shows that the rotation required to

obtain the diagonal tensors, k∗ and τ ∗d, are independent of porosity.) At the higher

porosities, the degree of anisotropy of all three properties is moderately close to one,

and thus we could consider those geometries as exhibiting isotropic behavior. As the

porosity is lowered, the permeability and diffusive tortuosity become anisotropic and

the degree of anisotropy of the permeability is higher than that of the diffusive tortu-

19To represent the connected pore space, or effective pore space (Koponen et al., 1997).
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osity. The degree of anisotropy of hydraulic tortuosity is less than diffusive tortuosity,

and is close to being isotropic for most of the porosity range. A possible reason for

this finding is hydraulic flow develops preferential pathways where the fluid speed is

highest along a pathway that is unhindered by solids, as shown in Figure 2.29 (b). If

vertical and horizontal preferential pathways are geometrically similar, an isotropic

hydraulic tortuosity is exhibited. On the other hand, the diffusive speeds are highest

adjacent to the fluid-solid boundaries, as seen in (d), thus the random geometry of

the pore structure appears to impact the diffusive tortuosity more than the hydraulic

tortuosity. (This point is also illustrated by comparing Figures 2.19 and 2.24.)

(a) φ = 0.4525 (b) φ = 0.7005

Figure 2.27: Induced anisotropy in lower porosity geometries (shown in (a)) comprised
of randomly distributed squares.

(a) Rotation angle, θ (b) Anisotropic ratios

Figure 2.28: Anisotropic ratios in geometries comprised of randomly distributed
squares: (a) Rotation to obtain diagonal tensors (k∗ and τ ∗d) is independent of poros-
ity. (b) Anisotropic ratios of diagonal tensors and anisotropic ratio of hydraulic
tortuosity. At lower porosities (φ < 0.6), anisotropic properties have been induced.
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(a) Fluid speed (b) Close up of boxed region in (a)

(c) Diffusion speed (d) Close up of boxed region in (c)

Figure 2.29: Comparison of hydraulic and diffusive flows through a low porosity
geometry comprised of randomly distributed squares: φ = 0.45. (a,b) Fluid flow
driven by gx. (c,d) Diffusive flow driven by ∇C = 1 from west to east. ‘Hot spots’
of fastest moving hydraulic flow are evident in channel centers, while diffusive speeds
are fastest along fluid-solid boundaries.

2.7.4 In-line array of ellipses

Another in-line array configuration was studied, however the solid grain was elliptical.

The orientation of the ellipse was specified by an angle θe relative to the horizontal

axis, and varying the orientation from 0 to 90 degrees resulted in different pore ge-

ometries as shown in Figure 2.30. This geometry allows us to study the impact that

the ellipse angle has on hydraulic and diffusive flow.
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(a) Whole domain,
θe = 20

(b) θe = 0 (c) θe = 45 (d) θe = 90

Figure 2.30: Unit cells for solid ellipse with aspect ratio = 3, φ = 0.8, and different
grain orientation angle θe.

Permeability and hydraulic tortuosity

We computed permeability for the elliptical geometries of φ = 0.8, for 0 ≤ θe ≤ 90

degrees. The initial mesh resolution was 50 × 50, and all configurations required a

mesh refinement up to 350×350 to meet the convergence criteria of krel error < 1%. The

solid edge of the ellipse was refined during each mesh refinement. Due to the nature

of the elliptical geometry, the permeability tensors in {x} contained non-zero off-

diagonal components as shown in Figure 2.31 (a), unless the ellipse was orientated in

a direction parallel to the fluid driving force (i.e., θe = 0 or θe = 90). The permeability

tensors were diagonalized to obtain the principal permeability components, kmax and

kt, and results are plotted in (b). The diagonal permeability tensor, k∗, has the

greatest degree of anisotropy when the ellipse is orientated at θe = 0 or θe = 90,

and the smallest degree of anisotropy when θe = 45. However, k∗ is never isotropic

due to the configuration of the pore geometry; while this geometry is comprised of

in-line array of ellipses, Figure 2.32 illustrates that when θe = 45, the solids form

a staggered-array pattern in the rotated coordinate system {x∗}. Permeability is

anisotropic in such a geometry.

We computed the hydraulic tortuosity components, τh,x and τh,y, as well as the

tortuosities in the direction of mean flow. The influence of the ellipse orientation

on fluid speed is evident in Figures 2.32 and 2.33; fluid speed is fastest in regions
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(a) Full tensor components, in {x} (b) Diagonalized tensor components, in {x∗}

Figure 2.31: Permeability versus ellipse angle for in-line array of ellipses. The full per-
meability tensor was diagonalized to obtain the principal permeability components,
kmax and kt. {x} and {x∗} are related by rotation angle θk plotted in Figure 2.38.
Anisotropic ratio is plotted in Figure 2.39.

of uninterrupted flow, which may or may not be parallel to the ellipse orientation

angle θe. This is further evident in Figure 2.34, where flow in the x direction is most

tortuous when θe ≈ 70, and flow in the y direction is most tortuous when θe ≈ 20.

These flows are least tortuous when the ellipse is orientated in the direction of the

fluid driving force (i.e., θe = 0 or θe = 90). Since fluid speeds are fastest in regions of

straight-flow (i.e., non-tortuous) pathways, the tortuosity component in the direction

of mean flow α, shown in Figure 2.34 (b), is less than the tortuosity component in

the direction of flow driving force, shown in (a), unless α = 0 or 90. The angle of

mean flow is not equal to the ellipse orientation angle unless θe = 0 or 90, as shown

in Figure 2.35. Due to symmetry, τh,x and τh,y are identical when θe = 45, as well as

the off-set angle between the mean flow and the driving force direction.
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(a) θe = 0 (b) θe = 20 (c) θe = 45

Figure 2.32: Fluid flow (driven by gx) past a solid ellipse, aspect ratio=3, φ = 0.8.
Non-dimensional fluid speed indicated by color, and direction indicated by flow lines.

(a) θe = 0 (b) θe = 20 (c) θe = 45

Figure 2.33: Fluid flow (driven by gy), as compliment to Figure 2.32.

(a) Tortuosity in direction of flow driving
force: τh,x and τh,y

(b) Tortuosity in direction of mean flow:
τh,xα and τh,yα

Figure 2.34: Hydraulic tortuosity versus ellipse angle for in-line array of ellipses. The
tortuosity component in the direction of mean flow is less than (or equal to) the
tortuosity component in flow driving direction.
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Figure 2.35: Angle of mean flow, α, (with respect to x axis) for in-line array of ellipses.
Mean flow direction is parallel to driving force direction when θe = 0 or 90. As θe is
rotated between 0 and 90, angle of mean flow departs from driving force direction.

Diffusive Tortuosity

We computed the full diffusive tortuosity tensors, using a convergence criteria of

τd,rel error < 0.1%. Starting with an initial mesh resolution of 50×50, this convergence

criteria was met after the mesh and solid ellipse edge was refined up to 250× 250. As

shown in Figure 2.37 (a), off-diagonal components were non-zero and thus the tensors

were not diagonal, except when θe = 0 or θe = 90. The tensors were diagonalized,

and results are plotted in (b). As mentioned previously regarding the permeability

anisotropy, the diffusive tortuosity tensor is always anisotropic due to nature of the

elliptical solids and due to the staggered-array configuration when θe = 45. Unlike

the permeability, the minimum principal component of the diffusive tortuosity tensor,

τd,t, is not significantly impacted by the ellipse angle and remains close to one. As

will be discussed below, τd,t corresponds to the principal direction that is essentially

parallel to the ellipse angle, and thus it is natural to expect the diffusive flow in that

direction will be minimally tortuous as it is unhindered by the solid ellipses.
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(a) Px (b) Cx = Px + xs (c)
√

(∇xCx)2 + (∇yCx)2

and diffusive flow lines

Figure 2.36: Fields for a unit cell comprised of a solid ellipse, θe = 45: (a) solution to
the homogenization problem, (b) concentration field transformed from Pk (assuming
concentration gradient across unit cell is one), (c) diffusion speed and direction.

(a) Full tensor components, in {x} (b) Diagonalized tensor components, in {x∗},
and anisotropic ratio

Figure 2.37: Diffusive tortuosity versus ellipse angle for in-line array of ellipses. The
full diffusive tortuosity tensor is diagonalized to obtain the principal diffusive tortuos-
ity components, τd,max and τd,t. {x} and {x∗} are related by rotation angle θd plotted
in Figure 2.38. Anisotropic ratio is plotted in Figure 2.39.

Comparison of properties for in-line array of ellipses

As shown in Figure 2.38, the diagonalization of τ d required a coordinate system

rotation θd that matched very closely to the ellipse angle θe (in an absolute sense,

since τ d required a rotation of −90 degrees to obtain the diagonal tensor of the form

given in Section 2.3.2, i.e., τ ∗d,xx = τd,max and τ ∗d,yy = τd,t). On the other hand, the
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diagonalization of k required a rotation angle θk that was slightly off-set from the

ellipse angle, except when θe = 45 (aside from θe = 0 and θe = 90). The anisotropic

ratios of the properties shown in Figure 2.39 indicate the ellipse orientation greatly

impacts the permeability anisotropy and that permeability exhibits the highest degree

of anisotropy compared to diffusive and hydraulic tortuosity. On the other hand, the

ellipse angle moderately impacts the anisotropy of diffusive tortuosity, and even less

so the anisotropy of hydraulic tortuosity.

Figure 2.38: Coordinate system rotation required to obtain diagonal tensors (k∗ and
τ ∗d), of in-line array of ellipses.

(a) (b) Close up view of plot (a)

Figure 2.39: Anisotropic ratios of properties in geometries comprised of in-line array
of ellipses.
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2.7.5 Infinitely long cylinder in 3D

We performed hydraulic modeling on 3D pore geometries to compare our findings

with the 2D geometries. The first 3D structure was an infinitely long cylinder, which

is analogous to the in-line array of circles example, presented previously. The flow

(driven by gx) through this geometry is illustrated in Figure 2.40 (while results were

obtained for other directions too). The fluid speed and direction shown on the xy-

plane is identical to our 2D results presented previously in Figure 2.8 (a).

(a) Fluid speed and direction (b) Fluid speed and direction on xy-plane

Figure 2.40: Flow (driven by gx) through a cylindrical (3D) pore geometry, φ = 0.85.
Mesh resolution 50× 50× 10.

Permeability and hydraulic tortuosity

Our results for permeability and hydraulic tortuosity in the cylindrical (3D) pore

geometry are shown in Figure 2.41. The permeability in the x and y directions fits

closely to the analytical solution given by Gebart (1992), as is expected since these

directions are orthogonal to the cylinder, which is what Gebart (1992)’s trend was

developed. The permeability in the z direction, which is parallel to the cylinder, is not

expected to fit with this analytical solution. In general, the permeabilities decrease

as porosity decreases. Flow in the x and y directions is essentially non-tortuous, since
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τh,x and τh,y reach a quantity that is only 2% greater than a tortuosity of one. Flow

in the z direction exhibits absolutely no tortuous behavior, which is expected since

the flow path in the direction parallel to the cylinder contains no obstruction that

would interrupt its path.

(a) Permeability-porosity trend (b) Hydraulic tortuosity-porosity trend

Figure 2.41: Permeability and tortuosity trends for cylindrical (3D) pore geometry.
50 × 50 × 10. (a) kxx and kyy fits closely to Gebart (1992)’s trend, while kzz is not
expected to fit the trend. (b) Flow in x and y directions is essentially non-tortuous,
and flow in z direction exhibits absolutely no tortuous behavior.

(a) Permeability and hydraulic tortuosity
anisotropic ratios

(b) Close up view of plot (a)

Figure 2.42: Degree of anisotropy for cylindrical (3D) pore geometry. Permeability
is isotropic in directions that are orthogonal to cylinder, otherwise is anisotropic.
Hydraulic tortuosity is essentially isotropic in all directions.
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Fit to Kozeny-Carman equation

The specific surface area for the cylindrical (3D) pore geometries was computed by

equation (2.119), and the trend is shown in Figure 2.43 (a). Using the permeability

and hydraulic tortuosity data, the shape factor was computed by the Kozeny-Carman

equation, and results are plotted in Figure 2.43 (b). Due to the symmetrical nature of

the geometry, the permeability and hydraulic tortuosity exhibits isotropic behavior

in the directions orthogonal to the cylinder. Thus, the shape factor is computed

using the averages of permeability and hydraulic tortuosity in these directions, i.e.,

kav = (kxx + kyy)/2 and τh,av = (τh,xx + τh,yy)/2. The shape factor appears to be

relatively independent of porosity between the interval 0.4 < φ < 0.8.

(a) Specific surface area versus porosity (b) βk-porosity trend

Figure 2.43: Specific surface area and βk-porosity trend for cylindrical (3D) pore
geometry. (a) At very high porosities, S < 1. (b) The trend is similar to that for
randomly distributed squares (2D) geometry.

2.7.6 Randomly distributed cubes in 3D

We also performed hydraulic modeling on 3D structures comprised of randomly dis-

tributed cubes. This pore geometry is closer to a realistic porous media sample than

the preceding examples, however any floating squares present in the geometry is con-
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sidered unrealistic.20 Example geometries are shown in Figure 2.44, and hydraulic

flow results through these geometries are shown in Figures 2.45 and 2.46. When com-

paring these low (φ = 0.597) and high (φ = 0.86) porosity examples, it is evident that

the fluid in the higher porosity geometries reaches faster speeds, however the flow is

less tortuous.

(a) φ = 0.597 (b) φ = 0.863

Figure 2.44: 3D pore geometries comprised of randomly distributed cubes. Mesh
resolution 10× 10× 10. Cube length= 1/10 of unit length.

Requirements for convergence of 3D geometries

Results for randomly distributed cubes (3D) pore geometries were obtained using

mesh refinement until meeting a convergence criteria of kii < 5% and τii < 1%, where

i = 1, 2, 3 (or x, y, z). The number of cells versus the porosity required for the solution

to converge is shown in Figure 2.47. The lower porosity cases for randomly distributed

squares are comprised of narrow fluid channels between solid spaces. Such narrow

channels require enough spatial resolution to obtain accurate velocities. On the other

hand, the higher porosity cases did not require as high of a spatial resolution for

solution to converge.

20To make this example more realistic, any floating squares should be removed, or re-located such
that they are attached to the rest of the stable structure. However, to keep our geometry generation
as simple as possible, we did not implement an algorithm to handle this unrealistic property.
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(a) Fluid speed and direction (b) Streamlines

(c) Fluid speed and direction: slice in xy-plane (d) Fluid speed and direction: slice in xz-plane

Figure 2.45: Flow (driven by gx) through 3D structure of randomly distributed cubes,
φ = 0.597. (a,c,d) Fastest fluid speed reached in slices shown is ≈ 2.5 × 10−3 (non-
dimensional units). (b) High degree of tortuous flow pathways is evident.
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(a) Fluid speed and direction (b) Streamlines

(c) Fluid speed and direction: slice in xy-plane (d) Fluid speed and direction: slice in xz-plane

Figure 2.46: Flow (driven by gx) through 3D structure of randomly distributed cubes,
φ = 0.86. (a,c,d) Fastest fluid speed reached in slices shown is ≈ 8 × 10−3 (non-
dimensional units). (b) Flow pathways are moderately tortuous.
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Due to the resolution requirements for 3D modeling, we did not respect the con-

straint given by Koza et al. (2009) regarding the ratio of cube to domain length.

Instead, we started with initial geometries that were resolved with a relatively coarse

mesh, rather than starting with high resolution meshes. Since we performed mesh

refinement until the solution converged within a specified criteria, it was important to

start with the coarsest mesh possible, otherwise our memory limit would be reached

before the convergence criteria was met.

Figure 2.47: Porosity versus ‘number of cells’ and ‘cell size’ required for solution to
meet convergence criteria for 3D structures of randomly distributed cubes.

Permeability and hydraulic tortuosity

We computed the permeability and hydraulic tortuosity for a range of porosities.

Results are presented in Figures 2.48. As porosity decreases, the permeability de-

creases and the hydraulic tortuosity increases. This finding is not surprising, since

a solid structure containing more solid volume will allow less fluid to pass through

the structure however the flow will follow a more tortuous pathway. A relatively

weak degree of anisotropic behavior is evident in Figure 2.49, and thus we deem this

pore geometry as essentially isotropic over the entire range of porosities tested. This

finding is different from the randomly distributed squares (2D) pore geometry, which

exhibited a permeability anisotropy ratio of up to four at the lower porosities. In the
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3D geometry, the lower porosity structures that are generated contain fewer isolated

fluid sites in comparison with the 2D geometry. When we converted any isolated fluid

sites into solid sites to represent the effective porosity, we subsequently introduced

large non-uniform solids in the pore structure, which induced anisotropic properties

into the 2D pore geometry. Thus, the 3D geometries do not suffer from an induced

anisotropy to the same degree as the 2D geometries.

(a) Permeability-porosity trend (b) Hydraulic tortuosity-porosity trend

Figure 2.48: Trends for 3D structures of randomly distributed cubes. (a) Trend of
permeability is nearly logarithmic, and permeability decreases as porosity decreases.
(b) Flow is essentially non-tortuous at high porosity, and becomes more tortuous as
porosity decreases.

Figure 2.49: Degree of anisotropy for 3D structures of randomly distributed cubes.
Degree of anisotropy fluctuates around one, indicating that permeability and hy-
draulic tortuosity are essentially isotropic.
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Fit to Kozeny-Carman equation

The specific surface area of the pore geometries was computed using equation (2.119),

however not shown for brevity as the trend was similar to previous examples. The

shape factor βk was computed from the Kozeny-Carman equation, and results are

plotted in Figure 2.50. Averages of permeability and hydraulic tortuosity in the x,

y, and z directions are taken to compute βk, since isotropic behavior is exhibited

by these properties. At the porosity interval of 0.6 < φ < 1, we express the shape

factor as a function of porosity using two different equations: a quadratic polynomial

(degree n = 2), and a log(y). These fits are

βk(φ) = 78φ2 − 106φ+ 39, 0.6 < φ < 1, for kav and τh,av, (2.179)

βk(φ) = 10−0.46(101.37)φ, 0.6 < φ < 1, for kav and τh,av, (2.180)

where kav = (kxx + kyy + kzz)/3 and τh,av = (τh,xx + τh,yy + τh,zz)/3. The polynomial

fit is computed using MATLAB’s built-in function polyfit, and the exponential fit is

computed using a function called logfit which was written by Jonathan Lansey.21

(a) Polynomial fit: βk = aφn + bφ+ c (b) log(y) fit: βk = 10−0.46(101.37)φ

Figure 2.50: βk-porosity trend (with fits) for 3D structures of randomly distributed
cubes.

21Downloaded from: http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/29545-power-law–
exponential-and-logarithmic-fit
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2.8 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we presented methods to compute permeability, hydraulic tortuosity,

and diffusive tortuosity. We generated several different pore geometries, including

both in-line array and staggered-array of uniform shapes, and randomly distributed

squares (2D) and cubes (3D). We also evaluated how the rotation of an elliptical solid

impacts the hydraulic and diffusive flow. For the in-line array of circles geometry, our

simulated permeability data was validated against the analytical solution from Gebart

(1992), and our simulated diffusive tortuosity data was validated against Rayleigh

(1892)’s trend. We studied the anisotropy of the computed properties, and fit data

from some of the pore geometries to the Kozeny-Carman equation to obtain the shape

factor βk. The main findings from the geometries studied are:

� Hydraulic tortuosity is not equal to diffusive tortuosity in the same pore geom-

etry. In the in-line array of uniform shapes (either circle or square), hydraulic

tortuosity was weakly dependent on porosity, while diffusive tortuosity was

almost linearly related to porosity (recall Figure 2.10). In the randomly dis-

tributed squares geometry, the diffusive tortuosity was greater (up to a factor

of ten) than hydraulic tortuosity as porosity decreased (recall Figure 2.26). In

all examples, hydraulic speeds were highest along the mid-channel space be-

tween adjacent solids and formed a parabolic velocity profile, while diffusive

speeds were highest along the fluid-solid boundary which could be extremely

irregular or complex (as seen in the randomly distributed squares geometry);

we suspected this boundary impact on flow to be the main reason why these

two tortuosity types were quantitatively different in the same pore geometry.

� Related to the previous point, hydraulic and diffusive tortuosity (as well as

permeability) can exhibit different anisotropic behavior in the same pore ge-

ometry. In the staggered-array of uniform shapes (square), we observed that
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the hydraulic tortuosity had a greater degree of anisotropy compared to dif-

fusive tortuosity’s anisotropy (recall Figure 2.16). This behavior was due to

the nature of the geometry, which allowed for a non-tortuous hydraulic flow in

one of the principal directions. In the randomly distributed squares, the large

non-uniform shapes that were introduced into the geometry as a result of iso-

lated fluid sites led to an induced anisotropic behavior; at higher porosities, all

properties exhibited essentially isotropic behavior, but at lower porosities, k, τh

and τ d became anisotropic by varying degrees (recall Figure 2.28 (b)).

� Three geometries (i.e., randomly distributed squares, staggered-array of squares,

in-line array of ellipses) demonstrated that when the permeability is anisotropic,

the effective diffusion coefficient (inversely proportional to diffusive tortuosity)

can also be anisotropic however not necessarily by the same degree. In general,

the degree of anisotropic permeability was greater than the degree of anisotropic

diffusion in the same pore geometry. This finding has important implications

for the Darcy-scale modeling cases which will be presented in the following

Chapter.

� A few qualitative statements can be made regarding the flow behavior demon-

strated in some of the examples (i.e., staggered-array of squares, randomly

distributed squares (2D) and cubes (3D)). Hydraulic tortuosity and permeabil-

ity are generally related; the more tortuous the flow pathway is in a direction,

the slower the fluid speed and the less permeable it is in that direction. Lower

porosity geometries are characterized by slower fluid speeds and more tortuous

hydraulic pathways, in addition to more tortuous diffusive pathways. By equa-

tion (2.152), which shows the effective diffusion coefficient is inversely related

to diffusive tortuosity, we can deduce that the more tortuous the diffusing flow

is in a direction, the slower the rate of (effective) diffusion.
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Chapter 3

Modeling buoyancy-driven

convection at the Darcy-scale

In this Chapter, we will explain a commonly employed model for buoyancy-driven

convection of CO2 in the subsurface after injection and migration under a caprock.1

Dimensional analysis of the model after Xu et al. (2006) will be performed, however

we will extend their approach to include an anisotropic ratio for effective diffusion.

We will then present the results of numerical simulations that correspond to different

hypothetical input parameters as well as computer-generated pore geometries. Our

findings will be compared with those reported in literature, namely the relationship

between the Rayleigh number(s) and the onset time of convective transport.

Work flow

From the pore-scale, we can compute the permeability and diffusive tortuosity, as

shown in Figure 3.1. Then we can use these quantities as inputs to model the

buoyancy-driven convection scenario, as shown in Figure 3.2. In this sense, we are

upscaling properties from pore-scale to Darcy-scale, and then use these upscaled prop-

erties (i.e., permeability and effective diffusivity or diffusive tortuosity) for numerical

simulations that take place at the Darcy-scale.

1A caprock refers to a section of low permeability that inhibits fluid flow and transport
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Figure 3.1: Upscaled properties: the fluid-solid space is fully resolved at the pore-scale
(left) but not at the Darcy-scale (right). Instead, pore-scale features are represented at
the Darcy-scale with upscaled properties such as permeability and diffusive tortuosity.

Figure 3.2: A homogeneous reservoir, where upscaled properties are computed from
one representative elementary volume (REV). This is a (not to scale) depiction of the
domain used for Darcy-scale modeling of buoyancy-driven convection, where the re-
quired input parameters are permeability and effective diffusion coefficient (inversely
related to diffusive tortuosity).

3.1 Buoyancy-driven convection model

The buoyancy-driven convection scenario involves convective-diffusive transport of

CO2 in fluid-filled porous media. In this work, we neglect displacement (of the pore

space fluid) and treat CO2 as a solute that fully dissolves into the surrounding fluid

(H2O) with a negligible volumetric expansion,2 a commonly employed assumption.

2Ennis-King and Paterson (2005) report that the partial molar volume is weakly dependent on
concentration, pressure, and salinity. Regarding temperature, they report the partial molar volume
does not change substantially at temperatures below 200 degrees, and is small (≈ 40 cm2/mol).
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Thus, the system is single-phase. This modeling scenario has been considered by many

authors, including Ennis-King and Paterson (2005), Hassanzadeh and Keith (2005),

Pau et al. (2010), Pruess and Zhang (2008), Riaz et al. (2006), Xu et al. (2006), Allen

and Sun (2012), Bestehorn and Firoozabadi (2012), Cheng et al. (2012), Kong and

Saar (2013) and Szulczewski et al. (2013).

The transport of CO2 is modeled by the macroscale convection-diffusion equation,

∂ (φC)

∂t
+∇ · (uC) = ∇ ·

(
φDeff∇C

)
, (3.1)

where φ is the porosity of the media, C is the concentration of the dissolved CO2, t is

time, u is the Darcy velocity (where u = φ〈vf〉yf , where 〈vf〉yf is the spatial average3

of the pore-space velocity), and Deff∗ = φDeff is the effective diffusion coefficient4

of CO2 in the fluid. The convective term is uC and the diffusive term is φDeff∇C.

Assuming incompressible fluid flow, the continuity (or mass balance) equation is

∇ · u = 0. (3.2)

The flow velocity is computed by Darcy’s equation,

u = −k

µ
(∇P + ρg) , (3.3)

where k is the permeability, µ is the dynamic fluid viscosity (or K = k
µ

is the hydraulic

conductivity), ∇P is the pressure gradient, ρ is the fluid density, and g = (gx, gy) =

(0, g) where g is gravitational acceleration (positive in the downward direction). The

commonly termed pressure equation is obtained upon substitution of equation (3.3)

into (3.2). The fluid density ρ is a function of the dissolved CO2, thus equations (3.1)

and (3.3) are coupled together by equation (3.4).

3refer to Section 2.3 for definition of spatial average
4refer to Section 2.5, equation (2.152)
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Density of CO2-H2O mixture

Several studies have looked at the impact of CO2 dissolution on the density of the

solution (refer to Riaz and Cinar (2014) and citations therein). These studies have

shown that the solubility of CO2 in water increases with increasing pressure, and the

density of the solution increases as more CO2 is dissolved into water (Riaz and Cinar,

2014). This density increase is nearly linear with CO2 concentration (Ennis-King

et al., 2005, Slim and Ramakrishnan, 2010). On the other hand, studies have shown

CO2 solubility decreases with an increase in either temperature or salinity (Riaz

and Cinar, 2014). In our work, we assume isothermal conditions5 and we neglect

salinity, thus the density of the resulting CO2-H2O mixture ρ is computed by (Slim

and Ramakrishnan, 2010)

ρ = ρ0 + ρ0βvC → ρ = ρ0 + ∆ρ
C

Csat
, (3.4)

where ρ0, βv, Csat is pure fluid density (which does not contain CO2), the volumet-

ric expansion coefficient, and the saturated concentration respectively. Notice that

(ρ0βvCsat) = ∆ρ = ρsat − ρ0, which is the difference between the density of pure

fluid (which does not contain CO2) and the density of saturated fluid (which contains

the maximum amount of CO2 possible at given reservoir conditions). Several studies

have used different values for ∆ρ depending on the reservoir conditions assumed in

the problem (refer to Table 1 in Allen and Sun (2012)). For example, Pruess and

Zhang (2008) and Pau et al. (2010) used ∆ρ = 10.45 kg/m3, assuming typical reser-

voir conditions to be T = 45 degrees Celsius and P = 100 bar. Given an initial

density of ρ0 = 1000 kg/m3 for the unsaturated water, this density increase implies

the density of CO2 saturated water is ≈ 1% greater than the unsaturated conditions.

5Ennis-King and Paterson (2005) claim that temperature effects are not strong enough in typical
CO2 storage sites to contribute to the instability of the CO2 fluid layer, and that the contribution
from dissolved CO2 is dominant. Thus we deemed it was appropriate to neglect a thermal gradient
in our model.
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3.1.1 Non-dimensional form

Several works (i.e., Ennis-King and Paterson (2005), Xu et al. (2006), Slim and Ra-

makrishnan (2010), Cheng et al. (2012)) that have modeled the buoyancy-driven con-

vection scenario have performed dimensional analysis to make their modeling equa-

tions non-dimensional. These works have assumed either i) an isotropic permeability

and effective diffusion (Slim and Ramakrishnan, 2010), or ii) an anisotropic perme-

ability and isotropic effective diffusion (Ennis-King and Paterson, 2005, Xu et al.,

2006, Cheng et al., 2012). Here, we follow the same dimensional analysis as Xu et al.

(2006), except we consider both permeability and effective diffusion to be anisotropic.

In component form

Assuming that k and Deff are diagonal tensors (i.e., the coordinate system {x} per-

tains to the principal directions of permeability and effective diffusion) and the prin-

cipal components (kxx, kyy, D
eff
xx, D

eff
yy) are homogeneous,6 the model equations in com-

ponent form are

φ
∂C

∂t
+ ux

∂C

∂x
+ uy

∂C

∂y
= φ

(
Deff
xx

∂

∂x

∂C

∂x
+Deff

yy

∂

∂y

∂C

∂y

)
, (3.5)

∂ux
∂x

+
∂uy
∂y

= 0, (3.6)

ux = −kxx
µ

(
∂p

∂x

)
, (3.7)

uy = −kyy
µ

(
∂p

∂y
+ ∆ρ

C

Csat
gy

)
, (3.8)

ρ = ρ0 + ∆ρ
C

Csat
, (3.9)

where gy = 9.81 (positive in the downwards direction), and where φ is assumed to be

homogeneous through out the domain. Notice that ux and uy are written in terms of

6i.e., k and Deff are spatially uniform and thus are not functions of x (after Xu et al. (2006))
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p, not P , which are related by p = P + ρ0gyy, and correspondingly,

∂p

∂x
=
∂P

∂x
,

∂p

∂y
=
∂P

∂y
+ ρ0gy, (3.10)

since ∂y/∂y = 1 and ∂y/∂x = 0. Thus, equations (3.7) and (3.8) came from

ux = −kxx
µ

(
∂P

∂x

)
= −kxx

µ

(
∂p

∂x

)
, (3.11)

and

uy = −kyy
µ

(
∂P

∂y
+ ρgy

)
= −kyy

µ

(
(
∂p

∂y
− ρ0gy) + (ρ0 + ∆ρ

C

Csat
)gy

)
(3.12)

= −kyy
µ

(
∂p

∂y
+ ∆ρ

C

Csat
gy

)
, (3.13)

respectively.

Scaling relations

Xu et al. (2006) used γ to represent permeability anisotropy, and we extend their

model by introducing β to represent effective diffusion anisotropy. The permeability

and effective diffusion component ratios are defined to be

γ :=
kyy
kxx

, β :=
Deff
yy

Deff
xx

→ β =
τd,xx
τd,yy

(3.14)

since Deff and τd are inversely related (recall equation (2.152) presented in the previous

Chapter). Other scaling relations are

x =
x′H
√
γ
, y = y′H,

∂

∂x
=

∂
√
γ

∂x′H
,

∂

∂y
=

∂

∂y′H
, t = t′

H2

Deff
yy

,

ux = u′x
φDeff

yy

H
√
γ
, uy = u′y

φDeff
yy

H
, C = C ′Csat, p =

p′µφDeff
yy

kyy
.
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Upon substitution of the scaling relations into equations (3.5)–(3.8) and using the

definitions given in equation (3.14), the non-dimensional modeling equations are

∂C ′

∂t′
+ u′x

∂C ′

∂x′
+ u′y

∂C ′

∂y′
=

(
γ

β

)
∂

∂x′
∂C ′

∂x′
+

∂

∂y′
∂C ′

∂y′
, (3.15)

∂u′x
∂x′

+
∂u′y
∂y′

= 0, (3.16)

u′x = −∂p
′

∂x′
, (3.17)

u′y = −∂p
′

∂y′
−RayyC ′, (3.18)

where the non-dimensional number in the vertical direction is

Rayy =
gy∆ρkyyH

µφDeff
yy

=
gy∆ρkyyH

µφD/τd,yy
. (3.19)

Defining the non-dimensional number in the horizontal direction to be

Raxx =
gy∆ρkxxH

µφDeff
xx

=
gy∆ρkxxH

µφD/τd,xx
(3.20)

allows us to write the non-dimensional transport equation as

∂C ′

∂t′
+ u′x

∂C ′

∂x′
+ u′y

∂C ′

∂y′
=
(
Rayy
Raxx

)
∂

∂x′
∂C ′

∂x′
+

∂

∂y′
∂C ′

∂y′
, (3.21)

since the ratio of the anisotropic permeability γ and anisotropic effective diffusion β

is equivalent to the Rayleigh ratio, i.e.,

γ

β
=
kyy/D

eff
yy

kxx/Deff
xx

=
kyyτd,yy
kxxτd,xx

=
Rayy
Raxx

. (3.22)
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Upon substitution of equations (3.17) and (3.18) into (3.16), the non-dimensional

pressure equation is

∂

∂x′
∂p′

∂x′
+

∂

∂y′

(
∂p′

∂y′
+RayyC

′
)

= 0 . (3.23)

Thus, the inputs required for this non-dimensional model (where the permeability

and effective diffusion are diagonal tensors, and spatially uniform throughout the

domain) are Raxx and Rayy. We note from equation (3.22) that the Rayleigh ratio is

equivalent to the permeability ratio when the diffusive tortuosity is isotropic, i.e.,

Rayy
Raxx

=
kyy
kxx

= γ when β = 1, (3.24)

and this reduces our model to the same as given in Xu et al. (2006). However, we

showed in Chapter 2 that it is unlikely to find a pore geometry with an anisotopic

permeability and isotropic diffusive tortuosity. Thus we emphasize the importance of

including β in the model to account for the impact of effective diffusion anisotropy.

Initial and boundary conditions

The initial and boundary conditions for the non-dimensional form of the buoyancy-

driven convection problem is shown in Figure 3.3. For the transport equation, the top

boundary is Dirichlet (C ′ = Csat = 1), and the bottom is Neumann (∂C ′/∂y′ = 0).

For the pressure equation, the top and bottom are both Neumann (u′y = ∂p′/∂y′ = 0).

The sides are periodic in order to represent an infinitely wide domain. As previously

mentioned, the input parameters for this problem are Rayy and Raxx. Additional

input parameters for numerical simulations are the dimensionless time step ∆t′ and

cell size ∆x′, ∆y′, and initial conditions C ′0 = 0, and u′x = u′y = 0.
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Figure 3.3: Non-dimensional initial and boundary conditions of the buoyancy-driven
convection problem.

Typical Rayleigh numbers

A range of Rayleigh numbers have been used in literature. Hassanzadeh et al. (2007)

reported data for 24 acid gas injection sites in Alberta, Canada, and computed the

corresponding Rayleigh number for each site, given an isotropic permeability and

effective diffusion coefficient. The range of computed Rayleigh numbers was 0 < Ra <

1359 (0 corresponding to the case where ∆ρ = 0). Pau et al. (2010) reported typical

reservoir conditions that corresponded to a Rayleigh number of Ra = 2873, while

the Rayleigh number corresponding to the characteristics of Sleipner is reportedly

Ra = 10000 (Hassanzadeh et al., 2007). In our work, we use similar Rayleigh numbers

and their ranges.

3.1.2 Numerical method

The partial differential equations (3.21) and (3.23) are solved in time and space using

cell-centered finite difference. We consider a 2D domain, Ω = (0, Lx) × (0, Ly),

to be discretized into m× n cells. The index notation we use here is i = 1, . . .m and

j = 1, . . . n, where i, j correspond to cell-centers, and i + 1/2, j + 1/2 correspond to
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edge-centers.7 Concentration and pressure are solved at cell-centers, and velocity is

solved at edge-centers.

Discrete form of transport equation

To discretize the transport equation, we integrate equation (3.21) in time and space,

∫
t

∂C

∂t
dt+

∫
V
ux
∂C

∂x
dV +

∫
V
uy
∂C

∂y
dV =

∫
V

((
Rayy
Raxx

)
∂

∂x

∂C

∂x
+

∂

∂y

∂C

∂y

)
dV, (3.25)

where primes have been dropped for clarity. Using an implicit scheme to solve for the

dimensionless Ci,j, the discrete non-dimensional transport equation is

∆x∆y
Cs+1
i,j − Cs

i,j

ts+1 − ts
+ ...(

uxC
∗|i+1/2,j − uxC∗|i−1/2,j

)s+1
∆y +

(
uyC

∗|i,j+1/2 − uyC∗|i,j−1/2

)s+1
∆x =(

Rayy
Raxx

) Cs+1
i+1,j − Cs+1

i,j

xi+1 − xi
∆y −

(
Rayy
Raxx

) Cs+1
i,j − Cs+1

i−1,j

xi − xi−1

∆y...

+
Cs+1
i,j+1 − Cs+1

i,j

yj+1 − yj
∆x−

Cs+1
i,j − Cs+1

i,j−1

yj − yj−1

∆x, (3.26)

where the time step size is ∆t = ts+1 − ts, and the uniform cell volume is ∆x∆y =

(xi+1/2 − xi−1/2)(yj+1/2 − yj−1/2). The upwind scheme is applied to handle the con-

vective flux terms, i.e.,

uxC
∗|i+1/2,j =


ux,i+1/2,jCi,j if ux,i+1/2,j > 0,

ux,i+1/2,jCi+1,j if ux,i+1/2,j < 0,

(3.27)

uyC
∗|i,j+1/2 =


uy,i,j+1/2Ci,j if uy,i,j+1/2 > 0,

uy,i,j+1/2Ci,j+1 if uy,i,j+1/2 < 0.

(3.28)

7This is different index notation from that used for staggered grid finite difference in Section 2.2
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Similar notation is applied to uxC
∗|i−1/2,j and uyC

∗|i,j−1/2. Refer to Appendix A.2.8

for the expanded (general) form of equation (3.26) with the upwind scheme. After

writing out the equations for each cell and treating boundary conditions appropriately,

the system of m× n linear (transport) equations is written into the form

[A](mn×mn)[C](mn×1) = [b](mn×1) → [C] = [A]−1[b] (3.29)

where [A] contains the transport equation coefficients, [C] are the unknown concen-

trations to solve for, and [b] contains the known quantities on the right hand side of

the equations. By solving this system, we are computing Cs+1.

Discrete form of mass balance and pressure equation

To discretize the mass balance equation, we integrate equation (3.16) in space,

∫
V

∂ux
∂x

dV +
∫
V

∂uy
∂y

dV = 0 ⇒
uxi+1/2,j − uxi−1/2,j

xi+1/2 − xi−1/2

+
uyi,j+1/2 − u

y
i,j−1/2

yj+1/2 − yj−1/2

= 0,

(3.30)

where primes have been dropped for clarity. Equivalently,

uxi+1/2,j∆y − uxi−1/2,j∆y + uyi,j+1/2∆x− uyi,j−1/2∆x = 0, (3.31)

where the uniform cell volume is ∆x∆y = (xi+1/2 − xi−1/2)(yj+1/2 − yj−1/2). The

discrete form of equations (3.17) and (3.18) are

uxi+1/2,j = −pi+1,j − pi,j
xi+1 − xi

, uyi,j+1/2 = −pi,j+1 − pi,j
yj+1 − yj

−RayyCi,j+1/2, (3.32)

uxi−1/2,j = −pi,j − pi−1,j

xi − xi−1

, uyi,j−1/2 = −pi,j − pi,j−1

yj − yj−1

−RayyCi,j−1/2, (3.33)
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thus by substituting equations (3.32) and (3.33) into equation (3.31), we have the

discrete non-dimensional pressure equation,

− pi+1,j − pi,j
xi+1 − xi

∆y +
pi,j − pi−1,j

xi − xi−1

∆y + ...

− pi,j+1 − pi,j
yj+1 − yj

∆x+
pi,j − pi,j−1

yj − yj−1

∆x = RayyCi,j+1/2∆x−RayyCi,j−1/2∆x. (3.34)

After writing out the equations for each cell and treating boundary conditions appro-

priately, the system of linear (pressure) equations is written into the form

[A](mn×mn)[p](mn×1) = [b](mn×1) → [p] = [A]−1[b] (3.35)

where [A] contains the pressure equation coefficients, [b] contains the known quantities

on the right hand side of the equations, and we are computing ps+1. Due to the

boundary conditions, [A] is singular, thus a unique solution for [p] is obtained by

adding the condition
∑
i

∑
j P(i,j) = 0. Once ps+1 is computed, the components of

fluid velocity us+1 are computed by equations (3.32) and (3.33).

Boundary conditions

At the north boundary (i.e., i = 1, . . .m, j = n+ 1/2), we apply a Dirichlet boundary

condition for concentration, and a Neumann boundary condition for velocity,

∂C

∂y
|N =

CN − Ci,j
yj+1/2 − yj

=
CN − Ci,j

∆y/2
, uy|N = 0, (3.36)

where CN is the concentration at the north boundary, which is CN = Csat for this

scenario. At the south boundary (i.e., i = 1, . . .m, j = 1−1/2), we apply a Neumann

boundary condition for both concentration and velocity,

∂C

∂y
|S = 0, uy|S = 0. (3.37)
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The east and west sides are periodic boundaries, thus

∂C

∂x
|W =

∂C

∂x
|E, ux|W = ux|E. (3.38)

Algorithm

The algorithm of our non-dimensional buoyancy-driven convection model, which uses

cell-centered finite difference, an implicit and an upwind scheme, is:

1. Select ∆t′, ∆x′ and ∆y′. Select Rayy and Raxx or compute by

Rayy =
gy∆ρkyyH

µφDeff
yy

, Raxx =
gy∆ρkxxH

µφDeff
xx

.

2. Set initial condition (s = 0): time=ts, Cs
(i,j) = 0 and us(i,j) = 0.

3. Enter time step (iteration) loop, it = 1, . . . ;

(a) Update time step, s = s+ 1.

(b) Implicitly solve Cs from system in equation (3.29), which was formed from

equation (3.26), upwind scheme, and boundary conditions (using initial or

previous C and u, and Rayy/Raxx).

(c) Solve ps from system in equation (3.35), which was formed from equation

(3.34) and boundary conditions (using Rayy and Cs).

(d) Compute us from equations (3.32) to (3.33) (using ps, Rayy and Cs).

(e) Return to top of loop and repeat, or exit loop when final time step reached.

4. Save results to output file.
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3.2 Observation of convective onset

Of interest in the buoyancy-driven convection scenario is the determination of the

time when convective transport begins, known as the ‘onset time’ and also the ‘crit-

ical time’.8 Past work (cited in Table 3.1) has determined onset time by different

approaches, and we categorize their methods as either i) stability analysis,9 or ii) di-

rect numerical simulation. While the theory behind stability analysis (SA) is beyond

the scope of this work, we note that literature shows that the critical time for which

convective transport begins (in an isotropic system) may be predicted by

tc = c0

(
µφ
√
Deff

(∆ρ)gyk

)2

, (3.39)

where c0 is a dimensionless numerical constant. Note that if S.I. units10 are used,

tc is in seconds. Work which considered an isotropic system (kxx = kyy = k and

Deff
xx = Deff

yy = Deff) and scaled time using t = t′ H
2

Deff wrote the dimensionless critical

time as a function of the (isotropic) Rayleigh number,

t′c = tc
Deff

H2
= c0

(
µφ
√
Deff

(∆ρ)gyk

)2
Deff

H2
→ t′c = c0Ra

−2. (3.40)

Other work which considered an anisotropic permeability (γ = kyy/kxx) however kept

the effective diffusion coefficient isotropic and scaled time using t = t′ H
2

Deff expressed

8However, a lag can exist between the critical time (obtained from stability analysis) and the time
when convective onset is readily observed in numerical simulations. This lag is attributed to the
fact that the velocity of the fluid must become significant enough before affecting the flow dynamics
seen in numerical simulations (Cheng et al., 2012).

9Here, we use the term stability analysis broadly to include ‘linear stability analysis’, ‘quasi-
steady-state approximation’, ‘energy stability’, ‘global stability analysis’, which are the various
methods we have seen in literature used to determine convective onset.

10S.I. units (International System of Units) for µ, ∆ρ, gy, k, Deff are Pa · s, kg/m3, m/s2, m2,
m2/s, respectively.
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the dimensionless critical time as a function of the vertical Rayleigh number,

t′c = tc
Deff

H2
= c0

(
µφ
√
Deff

(∆ρ)gykyy

)2
Deff

H2
→ t′c = c0Ra

−2
yy , (3.41)

where the numerical constant c0 was given as a function of the permeability anisotropic

ratio, i.e., c0 = c1γ
n as shown in Table 3.1. A summary of previously obtained values

for c0, specific to anisotropic permeability, was presented in Green and Ennis-King

(2014), while values specific to isotropic permeability was presented in Riaz and Cinar

(2014). Our summary for the range of c0 values seen in literature is given in Table

3.1 and we indicate whether the numerical constant was obtained through a stability

analysis method or by observations from numerical simulation. Below, we highlight

the findings that are relevant for our numerical simulation work.

Late onset time from numerical simulation

Several studies (Ennis-King and Paterson, 2005, Hassanzadeh et al., 2007, Pau et al.,

2010, Bestehorn and Firoozabadi, 2012) agree that the observed onset time from

numerical simulations is later than predicted from stability analysis (or equivalently,

the c0 value obtained from numerical simulation is much higher than that obtained

from stability analysis). Reasons for this discrepancy has been attributed to different

criteria used to define the onset time (Pau et al., 2010), impact of mesh resolution

(Ennis-King and Paterson, 2005), and a period of time between initial instability

and when convective instability is observable in numerical simulations (Riaz et al.,

2006, Hassanzadeh et al., 2007). More specifically, Ennis-King and Paterson (2005)

attributed the ‘late’ simulated onset times to inadequate mesh refinement, saying

that a relatively coarse grid acts to stabilize the (incoming) diffusive CO2 layer. Riaz

et al. (2006) found that the predictions from stability analysis matched with numerical

simulation observations, however only at early times. At later times, they observed
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Reference Method c0 from eqn.
(3.40) or (3.41) Notes

Ennis-King and Paterson
(2005) SA 78γ−1.9

Ennis-King et al. (2005) SA 75γ−1.16 as referenced from Green and
Ennis-King (2014)

Xu et al. (2006) SA 75.19γ−1.2581

75.19γ0.9471 for k = kv, and γ = kh/kv

Riaz et al. (2006) SA 146 for k = kv = kh

Hassanzadeh et al. (2007) NS 500 for k = kv = kh.
obtained using 100 < Ra < 3000

Pruess and Zhang (2008) NS 1155.6 for k = kv = kh
1411.5 for k = kv = kh

Slim and Ramakrishnan
(2010) SA 47.9 obtained using 75 < Ra < 1000

Pau et al. (2010) NS 3670 k = kv = kh.
with a 1% level of fluctuation in k

1796 k = kv = kh.
with a 1% level of fluctuation in φ

Cheng et al. (2012) SA 47.9γ0.79 for k = kv

Bestehorn and
Firoozabadi (2012) SA 50 for k = kv = kh

Meybodi and
Hassanzadeh (2013) NS 2700 for k = kv = kh

Table 3.1: Numerical constant c0 from past work. For formulas, k = kh and γ = kv/kh
unless otherwise noted. SA: stability analysis. NS: numerical simulation. We note
that Pau et al. (2010) claimed the calculation of c0 = 146 in Riaz et al. (2006) to be
incorrect, and recalculated it to be c0 ≈ 500.

the convective fingering behaved in a nonlinear manner. Differences between findings

by numerical simulations also exist, and this discrepancy has also been attributed to

differences in the definition of onset time (Pau et al., 2010, Bestehorn and Firoozabadi,

2012, Meybodi and Hassanzadeh, 2013). For example, tc has been defined as the

point in time when the proportion of CO2 dissolved departs from the pure diffusive

solution by a specified percentage (Ennis-King and Paterson, 2005, Pau et al., 2010,

Bestehorn and Firoozabadi, 2012), or when the average velocity has increased by a

specified amount (Rapaka et al., 2008).
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Impact of porous media parameters on onset time

Since solubility trapping is beneficial for long-term geological CO2 storage, it is helpful

to know the formation conditions that will lead to an earlier onset of convective

transport. The impact of anisotropic permeability on the onset time has been studied

by several authors (Ennis-King and Paterson, 2005, Ennis-King et al., 2005, Xu et al.,

2006, Hong and Kim, 2008, Cheng et al., 2012). In these works, the permeability

anisotropic ratio was defined as γ = kv/kh, where kv and kh are vertical and horizontal

permeability, respectively. These works typically considered anisotropy cases where

γ < 1 (or in other words, kh > kv). As pointed out in Cheng et al. (2012), a

characteristic of many natural aquifers is strong anisotropy (i.e., kh is several times

greater than kv). Ennis-King et al. (2005) considered cases of kh = 10−14 and 10−12

m2, and γ = 1 and 0.1, and concluded the diffusing front will be more stable (and a

later onset time will be predicted) when the vertical permeability is smaller. Similar

findings were reported in Ennis-King and Paterson (2005), who considered cases of

kh = 10−14, 10−13 and 10−12 m2, and γ = 1, 0.1 and 0.01. Their corresponding SA

predictions for critical time (or onset time) varied from 12000 years to < 1 day, and

are illustrated in Figure 3.4. As seen from the Figure, the onset time is earliest when

the formation is isotropic and the permeability is high. At a fixed kh, the onset time

is delayed as the formation becomes strongly anisotropic, or in other words, as kv

becomes smaller. One of their main conclusions was simply that the convective onset

time can range from one to several hundreds of years, depending on the permeability

in an anisotropic system. Xu et al. (2006) varied γ and the values of kv and kh,

and concluded that convective instability will occur earlier in time when either kv or

kh are high, but increasing kv is more impactful on the onset time than increasing

kh by the same factor. Hong and Kim (2008) decreased kv and concluded a strong

anisotropic effect causes the system to be more stable and thus leads to a later onset

time. Cheng et al. (2012) considered cases where kv is fixed and kh is increased,
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Figure 3.4: Impact of permeability anisotropy on convective onset time: data from
Table 2 in Ennis-King and Paterson (2005). Onset is earliest when γ = kv/kh = 1
and permeability is high. At a fixed kh, the onset time is delayed as the formation
becomes strongly anisotropic, or in other words, as kv becomes smaller.

leading to stronger anisotropy. They found a larger kh value (and thus higher degree

of anisotropy) leads to an earlier onset time and more intense convective activity.

From the above mentioned works, the general finding is that convective onset will be

earliest in time when the formation is isotropic (γ = kv/kh = 1), and the permeability

is high. As the degree of anisotropy becomes stronger (i.e., γ << 1), the system will

become more stable and convective onset time will be delayed. While the actual

quantities of kv and kh influence the stability of the system, the vertical permeability

seems to have a stronger impact on the onset time.

Aside from anisotropy permeability, several works have focused on pure isotropic

permeability or have induced a fluctuation in the isotropic permeability to study the

effects on onset time. Riaz et al. (2006) fixed the parameter inputs while varying the

isotropic permeability k. Using a range of approximately k = 10−14 to 10−12 m2, the

corresponding onset time range was tc = 2000 years to 10 days. Hassanzadeh et al.

(2007) performed numerical simulations using a range of Rayleigh numbers from 100 <

Ra < 3000. Their results for tc versus Ra, which corresponded to c0 = 500, showed

the same trend as results obtained from stability analysis but with a slight offset.
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They realized that formations are characterized with heterogeneous permeability and

speculated that a fluctuation in the media parameters would influence the onset time.

Pau et al. (2010) performed numerical simulations for a range of k and φ (as well as

Deff) values. They found that a 1% level of fluctuation introduced in k leads to a

different value of c0 compared to when a 1% level of fluctuation was introduced in

φ. They also reported that the value of c0 will decrease as the level of fluctuation

increases. In other words, the onset time will be earlier as the media parameters

become more heterogeneous, and the heterogeneity of some media parameters are

more impactful on the onset time than others. Bestehorn and Firoozabadi (2012) also

studied how fluctuations in porosity, permeability, and concentration field influences

convective onset.

While we have just discussed the studies which extended previous work by consid-

ering an anisotropic permeability, we emphasize that these works assumed an isotropic

effective diffusion coefficient, Deff = Deffδij. In our pore-scale modeling work, we com-

puted the permeability and effective diffusion coefficient of several pore geometries,

and found that a geometry characterized by an anisotropic permeability also exhibited

an anisotropic diffusivity. Thus, an extension to the above works is to consider both

anisotropic ratios. By accounting for both anisotropic permeability and anisotropic

diffusivity (β = Deff
yy/D

eff
xx), and by scaling time by t = t′ H

2

Deff
yy

, we express the dimen-

sionless critical time as a function of the Rayleigh numbers,

t′c = tc
Deff
yy

H2
= c0

 µφ
√
Deff
yy

(∆ρ)gykyy

2

Deff
yy

H2
→ t′c = c0Ra

−2
yy , (3.42)

where c0 is given as a function of the Rayleigh ratio, i.e., c0 = c1 (Rayy/Raxx)
n. From

numerical simulations, the numerical constant c0 can be computed by equation (3.42),

using the observed t′c and corresponding Rayleigh numbers.
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3.3 Results

We performed numerical simulations of the buoyancy-driven convection scenario pre-

sented in this Chapter. The input parameters in the following examples are Raxx

and Rayy. The Rayleigh numbers can be either i) selected or ii) computed from a

set of parameters: gy, µ, ∆ρ, D, φ, kxx, kyy, D
eff
xx = D/τd,xx, and Deff

yy = D/τd,yy.

We distinguish the first four parameters as Darcy-scale parameters, and the last five

as pore-scale parameters since they can be obtained from pore-scale modeling in a

specific pore geometry. In the following examples, we use the Darcy-scale parameters

from Pau et al. (2010) which are summarized in Table 3.2.

gy µ ∆ρ D H
(m/s2) (Pa · s) (kg/m3) (m2/s) (m)

9.81 0.5947× 10−3 10.45 2× 10−9 1

Table 3.2: Darcy-scale parameters from Pau et al. (2010) that are used through out
the following examples.

3.3.1 Isotropic pore-scale parameters: Ra = 2873

Our first example employs typical fluid and isotropic media parameters that have been

used in previous work (Pau et al., 2010), which are: φ = 0.3, k = 1×10−11 m2, τd = 1,

Deff = 2 × 10−9 m2/s. Using other parameters from Table 3.2, the corresponding

Rayleigh number is Ra = 2873. Simulation results are shown in Figures 3.5 and

3.6. Figure 3.5 shows the percentage of ultimate CO2 dissolution in the domain over

time, plotted against the analytical solution for pure diffusive transport. The black

squares along the simulated (blue) curve correspond to the concentration profiles that

are illustrated in Figure 3.6. The time at which the two curves diverge indicates the

initiation of convective transport. By observing the curves in Figure 3.5, it appears

that the onset time is around 1.5× 10−3, however a more precise approach is used to

numerically determine the onset time as the point when the two curves diverge by a
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Figure 3.5: Ultimate CO2 dissolved versus time for Ra = 2873. ∆t′ = 1 × 10−6,
∆x′ = 1/100, ∆y′ = 1/400. The onset time (tc) is the point of deviation between
analytical and simulated curves. Inserted equation is the pure diffusive (analytical)
solution from Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) (as referenced by Hassanzadeh et al. (2007)).

Figure 3.6: Fingering development seen at select times for Ra = 2873. ∆t′ = 1×10−6,
∆x′ = 1/100, ∆y′ = 1/400. Black square marker in Figure 3.5 indicate select times.
Convective waves can be seen by 1.5× 10−3 (non-dimensional time).
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specified value or percentage, similar to the approach taken by others (i.e., Pau et al.

(2010), Bestehorn and Firoozabadi (2012)). Our approach11 indicates an onset time

of 1.4 × 10−3, and the numerical constant is calculated to be c0 = 11556, according

to equation (3.40).

Impact of time step and mesh resolution

In order to determine the appropriate mesh size and time step, we ran numerical

simulations using consecutively smaller mesh and time step sizes until convergence to

the same solution (i.e., onset time) was observed. This is a similar approach used by

others (i.e., Pruess and Zhang (2008)). The results from numerical simulations are

plotted in Figure 3.7. From these results, we conclude that a spatial resolution of 100

by 400 cells (i.e., dimensionless cell size ∆x′ = 1/100, ∆y′ = 1/400) and dimensionless

time step of ∆t′ = 1× 10−6 is appropriate for the case of Ra = 2873.

(a) Mesh comparison. ∆t = 1× 10−6. (b) Time step comparison. 100× 100 cells.

Figure 3.7: Ultimate CO2 dissolved versus time for Ra = 2873, using various mesh
resolutions and time step sizes.

11We compute the difference between the curves, and then compute the gradient of the difference.
We consider the onset time to be when the gradient is > a specified tolerance. We set the tolerance
to a value between 10−3 − 10−7, depending on the level of accuracy desired (i.e., if we want to find
the point in time when the curves differ by the slightest amount, we set the tolerance as 10−7).
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3.3.2 Hypothetical anisotropic Rayleigh numbers

In this example, we study the effect of anisotropic permeability and effective diffusion

on the onset time by using the Rayleigh numbers as shown in Table 3.3. These

Rayleigh numbers are chosen to represent the following hypothetical pore geometries:

� Geometry where anisotropic permeability is greater than anisotropic effective

diffusion, i.e., γ > β. By equation (3.22), this corresponds to Rayy/Raxx > 1.

� Geometry where permeability and effective diffusion are both isotropic, i.e.,

γ = β. This corresponds to Rayy/Raxx = 1.

� Geometry where anisotropic permeability is less than anisotropic effective dif-

fusion, i.e., γ < β. This corresponds to Rayy/Raxx < 1.

As we have previously discussed in Section 3.2, several authors have stated what

kind of effect an anisotropic permeability has on onset time. It has been concluded

that both the permeability anisotropy and the actual values of horizontal and verti-

cal permeability impact the onset time (Xu et al., 2006, Ennis-King and Paterson,

2005, Cheng et al., 2012). Since our model accounts for both anisotropic permeabil-

ity and effective diffusion, an analogous statement is that both Rayy/Raxx and the

values of Raxx and Rayy impact onset time. To demonstrate this, we use four dif-

ferent sets of Rayleigh number combinations (i.e., Rayy = 500, 1000, 2000, 10000 and

Rayy/Raxx = 1.67, 1, 0.71). These hypothetical anisotropic Rayleigh numbers are

considered realistic, given the range of Rayleigh numbers reported in Section 3.1.1.

The onset times observed from our numerical simulations of the different cases are

reported in Table 3.3. Additionally, we plot ultimate CO2 dissolved versus time in

Figure 3.8, along with the analytical solution (see inserted equation in Figure 3.5), in

order to observe the onset time. From the plots, we observe that at any fixed Rayy,

the onset time is earlier than the isotropic case when Rayy/Raxx < 1, and the onset

time is delayed as Rayy/Raxx > 1. To interpret this finding physically, we note that
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Buoyancy-driven
Pore-scale parameters Rayleigh convection result

φ kxx kyy τd,xx τd,yy Deff
xx Deff

yy Raxx Rayy
Rayy
Raxx

Onset time
(m2) (m2) (m2

s ) (m2

s ) t′c

0.3 - - - - - - 300 500 1.67 0.04876
0.3 - - - - - - 500 500 1 0.03885
0.3 - - - - - - 700 500 0.71 0.03322

0.3 - - - - - - 600 1000 1.67 0.01451
0.3 - - - - - - 1000 1000 1 0.01127
0.3 - - - - - - 1400 1000 0.71 0.00979

0.3 - - - - - - 1200 2000 1.67 0.00433
0.3 - - - - - - 2000 2000 1 0.00331
0.3 - - - - - - 2800 2000 0.71 0.00292

0.3 - - - - - - 6000 10000 1.67 0.000215
0.3 - - - - - - 10000 10000 1 0.000178
0.3 - - - - - - 14000 10000 0.71 0.000162

Table 3.3: Anisotropic and isotropic Rayleigh numbers, computed from various com-
binations of porous media parameters (indicated by ‘-’), and the onset time observed
from numerical simulation of buoyancy-driven convection. Other parameters are as
given in Table 3.2

Rayy/Raxx is the coefficient of ∇2
xC in equation (3.21). When the coefficient is above

one, diffusive transport in the x direction is enhanced, and when the coefficient is less

than one, diffusive transport in the x direction is dampened. Enhancing the diffusive

transport in the x direction acts to stabilize the incoming CO2 diffusive layer, which

delays the onset of convective instability. While this finding is evident from past

work that considered anisotropic permeability, our work is including the impact of

effective diffusion anisotropy. We recall γ/β = Rayy/Raxx in equation (3.22) to make

an analogous statement: the incoming diffusive layer will be stabilized and onset

time will be delayed when the permeability anisotropy ratio (γ) is greater than the

effective diffusion anisotropy ratio (β) for a fixed kyy and τd,yy. It is interesting to

note that three of our geometries in Chapter 2 (i.e., randomly distributed squares,

staggered-array of squares, in-line array of ellipses) exhibited behavior where γ > β.
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(a) Rayy = 500, ∆t = 10−5, ∆x =
1/100, ∆y = 1/500

(b) Rayy = 1000, ∆t = 10−5, ∆x =
1/100, ∆y = 1/400

(c) Rayy = 2000, ∆t = 10−5, ∆x =
1/400, ∆y = 1/400

(d) Rayy = 10000, ∆t = 10−6, ∆x =
1/400, ∆y = 1/400

Figure 3.8: Ultimate CO2 dissolved versus time for anisotropic and isotropic Rayleigh
numbers with Rayy = 500, 1000, 2000, 10000. The onset time (tc) is observed as the
point of deviation between analytical and simulated curves. ∆t, ∆x, or ∆y are the
values required for obtaining the converged onset time solution.

In Figure 3.9, we plot our numerical simulation data for a specific Rayy/Raxx,

and fit the data with an equation to show how the onset time is a function Rayy.

This yields numerical constants for three different equations according to equation

(3.42), which are functions of Rayy. However, we can use our data in Table 3.3

to express onset time as a function of Rayy and Rayy/Raxx, where the numerical

constant is of the form c0 = c1

(
Rayy
Raxx

)n
, thus t′c = c1

(
Rayy
Raxx

)n
Ramyy, where c1, n, and m

are constants. This is equivalent to the approach taken by others that we reviewed
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Figure 3.9: Onset time from numerical simulation results, expressed as a function of
Rayy at an isotropic or anisotropic Rayleigh number Rayy/Raxx.

in Table 3.1, which gave the numerical constant c0 as a function of the permeability

anisotropic ratio, i.e., c0 = c1γ
n. Since we have a set of twelve data points but require

the solution for only three constants, the problem is overdetermined. As such, we

employ the method of least squares and find a correct (but not unique) solution for

the constants: c1 = 2790, n = 0.43, and m = −1.80. Thus,

t′c = 2790
(
Rayy
Raxx

)0.43

Ra−1.80
yy , (3.43)

is the expression to predict onset time based on anisotropic porous media properties,

which accounts for both permeability and effective diffusion anisotropy.

Another finding can be made by comparing the onset times forRayy = 500, 1000, 2000,

and 10000 with a fixed Rayy/Raxx. Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 illustrate the advanc-

ing CO2 front. We note that Rayy is the coefficient of the buoyancy term in equation

(3.18), for uy. As such, it is natural to expect that a larger Rayy value will result in

a higher velocity in the y direction, which our numerical simulation results demon-

strate. Farajzadeh et al. (2007)’s numerical simulations already demonstrated this

finding, however they employed an isotropic Rayleigh number, Rayy = Raxx = Ra.
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Since our model contains an anisotropic Rayleigh number ratio, an extension to Fara-

jzadeh et al. (2007)’s conclusion is that the concentration front moves faster (in the

y direction) for a larger Rayy (equivalently for a larger product of kyyτd,yy).

(a) Rayy/Raxx = 1.67

(b) Rayy/Raxx = 0.71

Figure 3.10: Concentration profiles at select times for Rayy = 1000 and anisotropic
Rayleigh numbers. ∆t = 10−5, ∆x = 1/100, ∆y = 1/400.

(a) Rayy/Raxx = 1.67

(b) Rayy/Raxx = 0.71

Figure 3.11: Concentration profiles at select times for Rayy = 2000 and anisotropic
Rayleigh numbers. ∆t = 10−5, ∆x = 1/400, ∆y = 1/400.
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(a) Rayy/Raxx = 1.67

(b) Rayy/Raxx = 0.71

Figure 3.12: Concentration profiles at select times for Rayy = 10000 and anisotropic
Rayleigh numbers. ∆t = 10−6, ∆x = 1/400, ∆y = 1/400.

3.3.3 Rayleigh numbers corresponding to pore geometries

The examples in the previous section showed how the Rayleigh number ratio, Rayy/Raxx,

and Rayy effects the onset time of convection. Now we will compute k and Deff(τ )

for some pore-structures and obtain their corresponding Rayleigh numbers. Perme-

ability and diffusive tortuosity are obtained using pore-scale modeling as explained

in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.6.1, respectively.

Isotropic geometry: circular solid

Recall the pore geometry of in-line array of uniform circles in Section 2.7.1 (Figure

2.6). We note that an analytical solution exists for both permeability and diffusive tor-

tuosity of in-line array of uniform circles (recall Gebart (1992) and Rayleigh (1892)),

however we rely on our pore-scale modeling results of k and τ d for a range of porosities.

Dimensional quantities are obtained by specifying a dimension 0.05mm×0.05mm for

the REV shown in Figure 2.6. Results of the pore-scale computations are presented

in Table 3.4. We note that these permeabilities are relatively high for reservoir con-
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Pore-scale parameters Buoyancy-driven
for (0.05mm)2 REV Rayleigh convection results

φ kxx = kyy τd,xx = τd,yy Raxx = Rayy Onset Time # Fingers
(m2) t′c at Onset

(a) 0.37 1.10× 10−12 1.90 490 0.048 3
(b) 0.47 4.30× 10−12 1.61 1258 0.0075 6
(c) 0.57 9.90× 10−12 1.47 2191 0.0026 11
(d) 0.74 3.34× 10−11 1.27 4976 0.00055 23
(e) 0.80 5.41× 10−11 1.20 6978 0.00026 37

Table 3.4: k and τ d values for solid circle from pore-scale modeling, their correspond-
ing Ra numbers, and the results from simulation of buoyancy-driven convection (at
Darcy-scale). Other parameters used for calculation of Ra come from Table 3.2.

ditions, even in the lowest porosity case, however this is an idealized geometry. Our

simulated pore-scale parameters are used to compute the corresponding Rayleigh

numbers according to equations (3.19) and (3.20), and with the other parameters

presented in Table 3.2. We performed numerical simulations of the buoyancy-driven

convection scenario given these Rayleigh numbers, and report the observed onset time

and number of fingers that develop at onset in Table 3.4.

Our observations for 490 ≤ Ra < 7000 show that given an isotropic pore structure,

the onset time will be earlier when the Rayleigh number is larger, a finding also

reported by others (i.e., Xu et al. (2006)). Our data is fitted by the (green) trend line

shown in Figure 3.13. This fit is given by the equation

t′c(Ra) = 103.92Ra−1.95 → t′c(Ra) = 8318Ra−1.93, (3.44)

and thus our results suggest a numerical constant of c0 = 8318 according to equation

(3.40). Xu et al. (2006) reported a fit of t′c = 75.19Ra−2 from their stability analysis

results, using a Rayleigh number range of 300 < Ra < 600. Hassanzadeh et al.

(2007) found a fit of t′c(Ra) = 500Ra−2 from their numerical simulation results,

using 100 < Ra < 3000. While our fit is qualitatively similar to Xu et al. (2006) and

Hassanzadeh et al. (2007), we note that our computed c0 is much higher than reported
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Figure 3.13: Impact of isotropic Rayleigh number on onset time. The data is fit by
t′c(Ra) = 8318Ra−1.95, suggesting c0 = 8318 according to equation (3.40).

in these works. Since our fit was obtained using numerical simulation, we expect our c0

to be much higher than stability analysis predictions, for reasons previously discussed

in Section 3.2. Comparing our results with other studies which employed numerical

simulation still reveals that our c0 is much higher: Meybodi and Hassanzadeh (2013)

obtained c0 = 2700 from their numerical simulations, and Pau et al. (2010) obtained

a maximum of c0 = 3670. A possible reason for this discrepancy is due to the lack of

perturbation in our media parameters. We recall that Riaz and Cinar (2014) provided

a summary of past work that reported a value for c0 based on numerical simulation,

and this range was 500 ≤ c0 ≤ 5000; a rather large range attributed to the fact

that different numerical schemes were employed and some work imposed an initial

perturbation while other work did not, thus relying on truncation error alone to cause

‘convective’ instability.

Anisotropic porous media: staggered-array of squares

The computed permeability and diffusive tortuosity for a media comprised of staggered-

array of squares are presented in Table 3.5, along with the corresponding Rayleigh
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Pore-scale parameters
for 0.1mm× 0.05mm REV Rayleigh

φ kxx kyy τd,xx τd,yy Raxx Rayy
Rayy

Raxx

(m2) (m2)

(a) 0.36 3.99× 10−13 5.10× 10−13 1.93 1.68 184 205 1.11
(b) 0.42 7.17× 10−13 9.23× 10−13 1.83 1.62 267 305 1.14
(c) 0.48 1.19× 10−12 1.54× 10−12 1.73 1.56 368 431 1.17
(d) 0.54 1.85× 10−12 2.42× 10−12 1.64 1.51 488 585 1.20
(e) 0.59 2.76× 10−12 3.63× 10−12 1.56 1.46 629 772 1.23
(f) 0.64 3.98× 10−12 5.29× 10−12 1.48 1.41 795 1002 1.26
(g) 0.69 5.60× 10−12 7.54× 10−12 1.41 1.36 994 1284 1.29
(h) 0.73 7.75× 10−12 1.06× 10−11 1.35 1.31 1237 1634 1.32
(i) 0.77 1.06× 10−11 1.46× 10−11 1.30 1.27 1533 2065 1.35
(j) 0.81 1.42× 10−11 1.98× 10−11 1.24 1.22 1892 2588 1.37
(k) 0.84 1.89× 10−11 2.64× 10−11 1.20 1.19 2330 3213 1.38
(l) 0.87 2.49× 10−11 3.46× 10−11 1.16 1.15 2858 3945 1.38

(m) 0.90 3.24× 10−11 4.46× 10−11 1.12 1.12 3496 4791 1.37
(n) 0.92 4.18× 10−11 5.66× 10−11 1.09 1.09 4276 5775 1.35
(o) 0.94 5.36× 10−11 7.10× 10−11 1.07 1.07 5239 6930 1.32
(p) 0.97 8.83× 10−11 1.10× 10−10 1.03 1.03 8044 10035 1.25

Table 3.5: k and τ d values for staggered-array of squares from pore-scale modeling,
and their corresponding Ra numbers. Other parameters used for calculation of Ra
come from Table 3.2.

numbers. The dimensional units for permeability were obtained for an REV of

2La×Lb = 0.1mm×0.05mm. As shown in Figure 3.14, there is an interplay between

the anisotropic ratios of permeability, diffusive tortuosity and Rayleigh numbers. As

such, we do not expect to find a trend between onset time and Rayy that is fitted

according to equation (3.42). However, we obtained a trend between onset time and

Rayy and Rayy/Raxx in equation (3.43), and can use that expression to predict the

onset time given this anisotropic geometry. Figure 3.15 shows the predicted onset

time against the porosity of this anisotropic (staggered-array of squares) geometry.

Additionally, five numerical simulation cases were carried out. The observed onset

times match the predicted trend relatively well. In general, the trend reveals that

convective transport will be initiated later in time as the porosity of the anisotropic

media (and subsequently the anisotropic ratios of the permeability and diffusive tor-

tuosity) is lowered.
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Figure 3.14: Staggered-array geometry: impact of anisotropic ratios for permeability
and diffusive tortuosity on Rayleigh number ratio (plot of data from Table 3.5).

Figure 3.15: Predicted and simulated onset time by equation (3.43) versus porosity,
for an anisotropic media (comprised of staggered-array of squares).

3.4 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we presented the set-up and governing equations used to model the

buoyancy-driven convection scenario at the Darcy-scale. We followed the same dimen-

sional analysis as Xu et al. (2006), however we accounted for an anisotropic diffusive

tortuosity (while Xu et al. (2006) did not), and thus the non-dimensional numbers

that appeared in the transport and pressure equations were the Rayleigh numbers,

Rayy and Raxx. For numerical simulations, the Rayleigh numbers were either se-
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lected, hypothetical or computed from pore geometry properties. The onset time of

convection was reported after running simulations using different mesh resolution and

time step size to ensure convergence. The following findings were made:

� Simulation results of the isotropic case (where selected parameters corresponded

to Ra = 2873, after Pau et al. (2010)) led to a numerical constant of c0 ≈ 12000

according to equation (3.40). Simulation results of the isotropic case (in-line

array of circles) where parameters were computed from pore-scale modeling and

corresponded to 490 ≤ Ra < 7000 led to c0 = 8318. Reasons for these seemly

high numerical constants (relative to those reported in literature) was attributed

to relying on truncation error alone to cause convective instability.

� Hypothetical anisotropic Rayleigh numbers with ranges 500 < Rayy < 10000

and 0.71 < Rayy/Raxx < 1.67 were used to determine the impact of anisotropy

on onset time. Simulation results led to an expression for onset time as a

function of these Rayleigh numbers, of the form t′c = c1

(
Rayy
Raxx

)n
Ramyy. Using the

method of least squares, the constants were: c1 = 2790, n = 0.43, m = −1.80.

� The anisotropic pore geometry comprised of staggered-array of squares corre-

sponded to Rayleigh numbers with ranges 200 < Rayy < 10000 and 1.11 <

Rayy/Raxx < 1.38, however these ranges were not linearly related. Thus, the

expression for onset time as a function of the Rayleigh numbers, i.e., t′c =

2790
(
Rayy
Raxx

)0.43
Ra−1.80

yy , was used to predict the onset time for the porosity range.

� We claimed it was important to extend Xu et al. (2006)’s model by introducing

β to account for the anisotropy of effective diffusion, as it provides a more real-

istic representation of a geological formation. This was shown in our previous

Chapter, where three geometries (i.e., randomly distributed squares, staggered-

array of squares, in-line array of ellipses) revealed that the anisotropic nature of

a pore geometry is captured by both the permeability and diffusive tortuosity.
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Chapter 4

Lattice Boltzmann method for

modeling thermal convection

In this Chapter, we will use the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) to model a scenario

that is analogous to buoyancy-driven convection: thermal flow. We will present the

modeling equations for thermal convection, and then present our multiple-relaxation-

time (MRT) LBM used to model the governing equations. We will explain the imple-

mentation of the boundary conditions, which is known as the moment-based method.

The results will be presented by three different configurations: 1) a square cavity, 2)

the Rayleigh-Bénard problem (i.e., a rectangular domain with infinitely long parallel

plates, one cooled and the other heated), and 3) a rectangular domain with infinitely

long parallel plates, only the top heated. The first two configurations will serve to

validate our numerical implementation since a wealth of benchmark data is available

in literature. The third configuration is the analogy to the buoyancy-driven convec-

tion scenario we presented in the beginning of this thesis (and in detail in Section

3.1). We note that the third configuration does not model porous flow, however this

configuration will provide insight into convective flows (such as the critical Rayleigh

number, which was previously discussed in Section 3.2) and will lay the foundation for

using MRT-LBM with moment-based boundary conditions to model buoyancy-driven

convection of CO2 through fluid-filled porous media.
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4.1 Introduction

Lattice Boltzmann modeling (LBM) is a popular tool for modeling fluid flow through

porous media, as can be seen in Table 4.1, where we have identified the numerical

modeling method used in the recent pore-scale studies we introduced in Table 1.1.

In fact, the use of LBM (or its precursor) for pore-scale modeling is not new, and

studies such as Succi et al. (1989), Cancelliere et al. (1990) and Ferreol and Rothman

(1995) used LBM to model flow through computer-generated porous media and to

compute permeability. Cancelliere et al. (1990) even fit their data to the Kozeny-

Carman equation. Improvements in LBM have been made by recognizing the impact

of different collision operators and boundary condition implementations in porous

flows, most notably the physically unrealistic viscosity-dependence of the computed

permeability (Pan et al., 2006). Many works that compute permeability of real or

computer-generated porous media samples use LBM, likely due to LBM’s set-up and

numerical implementation which can handle high spatial resolution without high CPU

cost (i.e., there is no matrix inversion step in LBM that exists in finite difference).

Study Lattice Boltzmann
method

Finite Difference/Vol-
ume/Element method, or

other
Nabovati et al. (2014) X

Andrä et al. (2013b) X
(for permeability)

X
(for other properties)

Ebrahimi Khabbazi et al. (2013) X

Sukop et al. (2013) X

Hyman et al. (2013) X

Mostaghimi et al. (2013) X

Dvorkin et al. (2012) X

Latief and Fauzi (2012) X

Duda et al. (2011) X

Table 4.1: Popularity of employing lattice Boltzmann method in recent pore-scale
modeling studies.
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While we have just noted the popularity of using LBM for porous flows, the flow

and transport equations presented in the previous Chapters were numerically solved

using the finite difference method. However, as will be shown in this Chapter, we use

a multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) LBM implementation to model thermal convection

for comparison to the buoyancy-driven convection problem, and to lay the founda-

tion for extending our LBM implementation to handle porous flows. An analogy to

the buoyancy-driven convection scenario presented in Section 3.1 is natural thermal

convection in which convective transport of temperature (treated as a passive scalar

quantity) occurs through a single-phase fluid (i.e., air or water) due to a tempera-

ture gradient. This temperature gradient is typically imposed by external boundary

conditions, where two adjacent walls are fixed at different temperatures.

Application of LBM to thermal convective flows

The application of the lattice Boltzmann model to thermal flows began two decades

ago, when Alexander and Chen (1993) adopted a multi-speed approach to study Cou-

ette flow with an imposed temperature gradient, and Bartoloni et al. (1993) studied

Rayleigh-Bénard convection by modeling the temperature as a passive scalar. Since

then, other Boltzmann-based models have been postulated and implemented for ther-

mal convective flows. These models typically included the use of two separate distribu-

tion functions to evolve fluid and temperature (Shan, 1997, Guo et al., 2002, 2007) (of-

ten referred to as the ‘double-distribution function’ approach), and temperature was

treated as a passive scalar. Recently, Li et al. (2012) implemented a thermal LB model

(based on the double-distribution function of Guo et al. (2007)) and used different

collision schemes to show that the multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) collision operator

offered greater numerically stability than the commonly used single-relaxation-time

(BGK) scheme. Wang et al. (2013) also presented a thermal MRT-LBM model, and

compared their results with several other methods in the literature (de Vahl Davis,
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1983, Hortmann et al., 1990, Le Quere, 1991, Guo et al., 2002, Mezrhab et al., 2004).

Wang et al. (2013)’s is the most detailed study of LBM for natural convection that

we have seen to date. By computing the L2 error norm for the flow fields (velocity,

pressure, and temperature), they showed their algorithm converged with second order

in space. The computed Nusselt numbers were in good agreement with benchmark

solutions for a range of Rayleigh numbers and the authors emphasized the importance

of using multiple relaxation.

4.2 Governing macroscopic equations

Natural thermal convection is a buoyancy-driven flow which can be modeled with the

Boussinesq approximation. This approximation assumes that density variations due

to temperature can be neglected in all but the gravitational acceleration term, which

is included as a body force in the Navier-Stokes equations,

ρ
[
∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u

]
= −∇P + µ∇2u + F, (4.1)

∇ · u = 0, (4.2)

where ρ is the density, u is the flow velocity,1 P is pressure, µ is the dynamic viscosity,

and F is the body force acting on the fluid. This force is given by F = ρα(φ− φ0)g,

where α is the thermal expansion coefficient, φ and φ0 are the temperature2 and

reference temperature,3 respectively, and g = (0, g) is the gravitational acceleration.

The temperature evolves according to the advection-diffusion equation,

∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = D∇2φ, (4.3)

1Not to be confused with the symbol we used for Darcy’s velocity in the previous Chapters.
2Not to be confused with the symbol we used for porosity in the previous Chapters.
3The reference temperature can be computed by taking the average of the set wall temperatures,

i.e., φ0 = φW +φE

2 for the square cavity configuration and φ0 = φN +φS

2 for the Rayleigh-Bénard
configuration, where W , E, N and S denote wall location.
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where D is the thermal diffusion coefficient. (Note: Equations (4.1)–(4.3) are anal-

ogous to the model we presented in Chapter 3, where fluid flow was governed by

mass balance and Darcy’s equation, and the density variations due to concentration

where neglected in all but the gravitational acceleration term. The transport of CO2

concentration was governed by the convection-diffusion equation.)

Equations (4.1)-(4.3) are non-dimensionalized by scaling

t′ = t
D

L2
, x′ =

x

L
, u′ =

uL

D
, P ′ = P

L2

ρ0D2
, (4.4)

θ :=
(φ− φ0)

∆φ
, (4.5)

where ∆φ is the temperature difference between the thermally fixed walls. Defining

the Prandtl and Rayleigh numbers to be

Pr =
ν

D
, Ra =

αg(φ− φ0)L3

νD
, (4.6)

allows us to write the governing equations in non-dimensional form,

∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u = −∇P + Pr∇2u +RaPrθĝ, (4.7)

∇ · u = 0, (4.8)

∂θ

∂t
+ u · ∇θ = ∇2θ, (4.9)

where ĝ is a unit vector in the vertical direction and we have omitted primes for

clarity. The kinematic viscosity, ν, and the diffusion coefficient, D, are given in terms

of the non-dimensional numbers,

ν =

√
αg∆φL3Pr

Ra
, D =

√
αg∆φL3

PrRa
. (4.10)
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The characteristic velocity of the flow is

U =
√
αg∆φL. (4.11)

The flow physics in natural convection are controlled by Pr and Ra. Small Prandtl

number flows, such as for air (Pr = 0.71), are dominated by thermal diffusion, while

large Prandtl numbers (Pr = 7 for water near room temperature) correspond to

momentum diffusion dominated flows. The onset of convection is governed by the

Rayleigh number, where beyond some critical value the flow exhibits a Rayleigh-

Bénard instability and the primary form of thermal transport changes from con-

duction to convection. These flow physics are demonstrated by results of the three

configurations presented later.

4.3 The discrete Boltzmann formulation

An alternative to the more familiar methods of computational fluid dynamics is the

lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE), which is based on a velocity-space truncation of

the Boltzmann equation of classical kinetic theory (He and Luo, 1997b). By seeking

solutions which vary slowly over hydrodynamic timescales much longer than the col-

lision time, τν , the (lattice) Boltzmann equation can be shown to approximate the

Navier-Stokes equations (Chapman and Cowling, 1939, Qian et al., 1992, He and Luo,

1997a).

To formulate our lattice Boltzmann model, we explain how the continuous Boltz-

mann equation becomes discrete in velocity-space, and then discretized in time and

space. The continuous Boltzmann equation is

∂f

∂t
+ c · ∇f = Ω(f, f), (4.12)
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where f = f(x, c, t) is the distribution function which gives the number of particles

per unit volume at time t and location x, moving at velocity c. Hydrodynamic quan-

tities are found by taking moments with respect to particle velocity. This equation

conserves mass and momentum; the left hand side describes the movement of a parti-

cle, while the right hand side describes the particle collisions with a collision operator

Ω.4 Also, this equation is continuous in velocity-space, that is the particle velocity c

can be in an infinite number of directions. To make f direction specific, a finite set

of particle velocities {ci} is introduced, and thus

f(x, c, t) → fi(x, t). (4.13)

Replacing f and c with fi and ci in equation (4.12), the continuous Boltzmann

equation becomes discrete in velocity-space. The minimal velocity set required to

capture the Navier-Stokes equations in 2D is given by the D2Q9 lattice model (He

and Luo, 1997b), illustrated in Figure 4.1 (a).

In this work, we postulate two discrete velocity Boltzmann equations (DBEs), one

to describe the evolution of the fluid flow (fi) and another for thermal transport (gi),

∂fi
∂t

+ ci · ∇fi = − 1

τν

(
fi − f (eq)

i

)
+Ri, (4.14)

∂gi
∂t

+ ci · ∇gi = − 1

τD

(
gi − g(eq)

i

)
, (4.15)

where Ri is the forcing term, and where we have written the collision operator Ω using

the BGK scheme, that is collisions drive the particles toward the Maxwell-Boltzmann

equilibrium over a relaxation time denoted by τ ; τν and τD are the relaxation times

associated with viscous and thermal diffusion, respectively.5 The discrete particle ve-

4A commonly employed collision operator is BGK, named after the scientists (Bhatnagar-Gross-
Krook) who introduced it in 1954.

5The symbol for relaxation time τ used in this Chapter is not to be confused with the symbol we
used for tortuosity in the previous Chapters.
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(a) D2Q9 lattice (b) D2Q5 lattice

Figure 4.1: Two-dimensional lattice grids: (a) The D2Q9 lattice is used to evolve
hydrodynamic quantities with nine distribution functions fi and discrete velocity set
{ci}, i = 0, ..., 8. (b) The D2Q5 lattice is used to evolve thermal quantities with five
distribution functions and discrete velocity set {ci}, i = 0, ..., 4.

locity set {ci} for fi is the D2Q9 lattice, while that for the (linear) advection-diffusion

equation is the D2Q5 lattice model (i = 0, . . . , 4), both illustrated in Figure 4.1. The

equilibrium functions f
(eq)
i and g

(eq)
i are given by

f
(eq)
i = Wiρ

[
1 + 3ci · u +

9

2
(ci · u)2 − 3

2
u2
]
, (4.16)

g
(eq)
i = Tiφ [1 + 3ci · u] , (4.17)

where the weights are W0 = 4/9, Wi = 1/9 for i = 1, . . . , 4, Wi = 1/36 for i = 5, . . . , 8,

and T0 = 1/3, Ti = 1/6 for i = 1, . . . , 4. Equation (4.16) comes from the low Mach

number expansion (up to second order accuracy) of the discrete velocity Maxwell-

Boltzmann equilibrium (Qian et al., 1992) (also refer to Chen and Doolen (1998) and

references therein). Its construction ensures the Navier-Stokes equations are recovered

within the incompressible limit (He and Luo, 1997a). The equilibrium distribution

function given in equation (4.17) is sufficient to satisfy the linear heat transport
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equation. The source term Ri introduces the body force F and must satisfy

∑
i

Ri = 0,
∑
i

Rici = F,
∑
i

Ricici = Fu + uF. (4.18)

The first constraint in (4.18) is a statement of mass conservation and the second

accounts for the buoyancy effect. The third condition ensures F does not appear in

the viscous stress term in the Navier-Stokes equations. The explicit form of Ri is

(Luo, 1998)

Ri = Wi [3 (ci − u) + 9(ci · u)ci] · F. (4.19)

The hydrodynamic and thermal quantities, namely fluid density (ρ), momentum (ρu),

momentum flux (Π), thermal density (φ), and thermal flux (Ψ) are defined by mo-

ments of the distribution functions,

ρ =
8∑
i=0

fi, ρu =
8∑
i=0

fici, Π =
8∑
i=0

ficici, (4.20)

φ =
4∑
i=0

gi, Ψ =
4∑
i=0

gici. (4.21)

Now we show how the Navier-Stokes equations can be obtained from the discrete

Boltzmann equation (4.14) by looking for solutions that vary slowly over timescales

much longer than the collision time τν (Chapman and Cowling, 1939). First, taking

the 0th-, 1st-, and 2nd-order moments of equation (4.14) yields

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · ρu = 0, (4.22)

∂ρu

∂t
+∇ ·Π = F, (4.23)

∂Π

∂t
+∇ ·Q = − 1

τν
(Π−Π(eq)), (4.24)

where the imposed conditions to converse mass and momentum are
∑
i(fi−f

(eq)
i ) = 0

and
∑
i(fi−f

(eq)
i )ci = 0 respectively. Equations (4.22) and (4.23) are the conservation
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laws for mass and momentum (with a body force). The momentum flux, Π, is not

conserved by collisions and relaxes to equilibrium Π(eq) =
∑
i f

(eq)
i cici according to its

own partial differential equation (4.24). The third order moment in equation (4.24)

is given by Q =
∑
i ficicici. Then, by expanding ∂/∂t and the higher order moments

using the Chapman-Enskog expansion,

∂

∂t
=

∂

∂t0
+ τν

∂

∂t1
+ ..., (4.25)

Π = Π(0) + τνΠ
(1) + ..., (4.26)

Q = Q(0) + τνQ
(1) + ..., (4.27)

the (weakly compressible) Navier-Stokes equations to leading order are obtained, i.e.,

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · ρu = 0, (4.28)

∂ρu

∂t
+∇ ·

(
Π(0) + τνΠ

(1)
)

= 0, (4.29)

where

Π(0) = PI + ρuu, Π(1) = −1

3
ρ
(
∇u + (∇u)T

)
+O(Ma3), (4.30)

and where Ma = U/cs is the Mach number that describes the flow (U is the charac-

teristic velocity, and cs is the speed of sound). To ensure the error term O(Ma3) is

eliminated or minimized, we must maintain a low Mach number. A low Mach number

expansion of the Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium function assumes the lattice veloc-

ity is much smaller than the speed of sound, uLB << cs, where cs = 1/
√

3 in the

lattice system.6 The kinematic viscosity is seen to be a function of the relaxation

time, ν = τν/3, and the pressure is given by an ideal equation of state, P = ρ/3.

A similar procedure is applied to the discrete Boltzmann equation (4.15) for gi.

6Thus, in this work we select a low Mach number and compute the corresponding scaled lattice
velocity, uLB = csMa = Ma/

√
3.
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First, taking the 0th- and 1st-order moments of equation (4.15) yields,

∂φ

∂t
+∇ ·Ψ = 0, (4.31)

∂Ψ

∂t
+∇ · Γ = − 1

τD

(
Ψ−Ψ(eq)

)
, (4.32)

where
∑
i

(
gi − g(eq)

i

)
= 0, and where the second order moment is Γ =

∑
i gicici.

The thermal flux Ψ is not conserved by collisions and relaxes to equilibrium Ψ(eq) =∑
i g

(eq)
i ci according to equation (4.32). Then, expanding the non-conserved moments

with the Chapman-Enskog expansion, i.e., Ψ = Ψ(eq) + τDΨ(1) + . . ., yields at leading

order the advection-diffusion equation,

∂φ

∂t
+∇ · (φu) = D∇2φ− τD∇ ·

(
φ
∂u

∂t

)
+O(Ma3), (4.33)

where the diffusion coefficient is given by D = τD/3. The last term on the right

hand side of equation (4.33) gives rise to a numerical (artificial) diffusion term which

should ideally be eliminated or minimized. This will be addressed in Section 4.5.

4.3.1 The lattice Boltzmann equations

Content that the discrete velocity Boltzmann equations (4.14) and (4.15) furnish

the governing equations in the macroscopic and incompressible limit, we proceed to

discretize the model in space and time. To simplify the procedure we define new

equilibria

f
(0)
i = f

(eq)
i + τνRi, (4.34)

so that the discrete Boltzmann equation (4.14) can be written as

∂fi
∂t

+ ci · ∇fi = − 1

τν

(
fi − f (0)

i

)
. (4.35)
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Integrating equation (4.35) along a characteristic for time yields

fi(x + ci∆t, t+ ∆t)− fi(x, t) =
∫ ∆t

0
Ωi(x+ cis, t+ s)ds, (4.36)

where Ωi represents the collision term on the right hand side of equation (4.35). It

should be noted that the left hand side of equation (4.36) is exact. The right hand side

can be approximated using the Trapezium rule, which yields a second order accurate

but implicit system of algebraic equations,

fi(x+ci∆t, t+∆t)−fi(x, t) =
∆t

2

(
Ωi(x+ci∆t, t+∆t) + Ωi(x, t)

)
+O

(
∆t3

)
. (4.37)

Following He et al. (1998), we introduce the new variables

f i (x, t) = fi (x, t) +
∆t

2τν

(
fi (x, t)− f (0)

i (x, t)
)
. (4.38)

The previous implicit scheme (4.37) can now be expressed as explicit formula for the

new variables, f i, at the new time step,

f i (x + ci∆t, t+ ∆t)− f i(x, t) = − ∆t

τν + ∆t/2

(
f i(x, t)− f

(0)
i (x, t)

)
. (4.39)

We thus discard the fi and instead evolve the f i using (4.39). The hydrodynamic

moments of f i are also barred, that is

ρ̄ =
n∑
i

f i, ρ̄ū =
n∑
i

f ici, Π̄ =
n∑
i

f icici. (4.40)

However, the equilibrium function (4.16) depends on moments of fi (namely ρ and u),

not the moments of f i, thus ρ and u must be determined. Since density is conserved

and unaffected by the source term, Ri, it can be obtained just as easily from f i as it

can from fi, i.e., ρ =
∑
i fi =

∑
i f i. The velocity, u, however must be reconstructed
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from the first order moment of f i,

ρū =
∑
i

f ici = ρu− ∆t

2
F, (4.41)

and the momentum flux is reconstructed from the second order moment of f i,

Π̄ = Π +
∆t

2τν

(
Π−Π(0)

)
. (4.42)

Algebraic details on how to obtain ρū and Π̄ are given in Appendix C.1.

The same method of discretization applied to equation (4.15) yields the lattice

Boltzmann equation for gi,

gi (x + ci∆t, t+ ∆t)− gi(x, t) = − ∆t

τD + ∆t/2

(
gi(x, t)− g

(eq)
i (x, t)

)
, (4.43)

where the variable transformation came from

gi (x, t) = gi (x, t) +
∆t

2τD

(
gi (x, t)− g(eq)

i (x, t)
)
. (4.44)

The moments of gi are also barred, that is

φ̄ =
∑

gi, Ψ̄ =
∑

gici. (4.45)

The thermal density φ is obtained just as easily from gi as it can from gi, i.e., φ =∑
i gi =

∑
i gi, while the thermal flux Ψ must be reconstructed from gi, i.e.,

Ψ̄ = Ψ +
∆t

2τD

(
Ψ−Ψ(eq)

)
. (4.46)
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4.4 Boundary conditions

In this section, we present the details for handling the boundary conditions within

the framework of lattice Boltzmann modeling, in particular by using the ‘moment-

method’. Many works (i.e., Noble et al. (1995), He and Luo (1997a), He et al. (1997),

Ginzbourg and d’Humières (1996), Bennett (2010)) have studied flows in simple ge-

ometries, such as Poiseuille flow, in order to assess the appropriate implementation of

the no-slip boundary condition. An important finding is that the bounce-back method

(typically used due to its simplicity) results in a velocity slip error (Ginzbourg and

d’Humières, 1996, Noble et al., 1995). Since recognized, many techniques have been

proposed to reduce this slip error (see review of past work in Bennett (2010)).

The moment-method boundary implementation proposed by Bennett (2010) en-

sures the no-slip condition is met at rigid boundaries with machine precision. It is

an extension and generalization of the method of Noble et al. (1995) which formu-

lates the boundary conditions in terms of the moments of the distribution functions,

rather than on the distribution functions directly. Solid boundaries are considered to

be located precisely at grid points. Each boundary lattice node must supply incoming

distribution functions to the flow domain. For example, Figure 4.2 illustrates the in-

coming (unknown) distribution functions on a south wall and south-west corner. To

solve for the unknowns we need an equal number of linearly independent equations.

Further details are presented in the following sections. We note that this method

does not require constraints to be placed on the collision operator in order to satisfy

hydrodynamic boundary conditions.

4.4.1 Boundary conditions for f i (hydrodynamics)

The configurations considered in this work contain Neumann and periodic boundary

conditions for the hydrodynamics.
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(a) South-west corner (b) South wall

Figure 4.2: Unknown (incoming) distribution functions at boundaries. (a) f 1, f 2, f 5,
f 6, f 8, g1, and g2 are the unknowns at a south-west corner. (b) f 2, f 5, f 6, and g2

are the unknowns at a south wall. All others are known from the algorithms (4.39)
and (4.43). The white lattice nodes outside the boundaries do not exist.

Neumann boundaries

In all the configurations considered, the solid boundaries are impermeable to fluid

flow, rigid and stationary, and subjected to the no-slip condition. The bound-

ary condition applied is thus the Neumann condition. For these Neumann bound-

aries, the combinations of the unknown f i that appear in each of the moments (re-

call equation (4.40)) at horizontal and vertical walls are shown in Table 4.2, where

S̄xxyy =
∑
i f ic

2
ixc

2
iy. Our three linearly independent equations are obtained by choos-

ing three moments, one from each row of the appropriate table, and imposing bound-

ary conditions upon these moments. The three equations can then be solved for the

three unknowns in terms of the moment constraints and the known distributions.

Since we are computing the Navier-Stokes equations, it is logical to choose the hy-

drodynamic moments: the two components of momentum (i.e., ρūx and ρūy) and the

remaining independent component of the momentum flux (i.e., Π̄xx for south/north

and Π̄yy for east/west boundaries). These moments are indicated with red text in

the moment grouping Table 4.2. The no-slip and no-flow boundary conditions state

ux = uy = 0, and require the tangential derivative of the tangential component of
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Moments
Combination of unknowns Combination of unknowns

at south boundary at north boundary

ρ, ρūy, Π̄yy f 2 + f 5 + f 6 f 4 + f 7 + f 8

ρūx, Π̄xy, Q̄xyy f 5 − f 6 f 7 − f 8

Π̄xx, Q̄xxy, S̄xxyy f 5 + f 6 f 7 + f 8

Moments
Combination of unknowns Combination of unknowns

at east boundary at west boundary

ρ, ρūx, Π̄xx f 3 + f 6 + f 7 f 1 + f 5 + f 8

ρūy, Π̄xy, Q̄xxy f 6 − f 7 f 5 − f 8

Π̄yy, Q̄xyy, S̄xxyy f 6 + f 7 f 5 + f 8

Table 4.2: Moment groups for Neumann boundaries, used to solve for three unknown
(incoming) distribution functions. Red text indicates the hydrodynamic moments.

velocity to vanish at a solid boundary, ∂TuT = 0, where T denotes the tangential

component. By equations (4.26) and (4.30), and remembering that uT = 0, this third

condition can be expressed as ΠTT = Π
(0)
TT = ρ/3. It is important to respect the

variable transformation (4.38). That is, we place conditions on the flow variables,

which must then be expressed in terms of ‘barred’ quantities. For example, the three

unknowns to solve for at a south wall are f 2, f 5 and f 6, as illustrated in Figure

4.2. The hydrodynamic moments ρūx, ρūy, and Π̄xx yield three linearly independent

equations,

ρūx = f 1 − f 3 + f 5 − f 6 − f 7 + f 8 = 0, (4.47)

ρūy = f 2 − f 4 + f 5 + f 6 − f 7 − f 8 = −∆t

2
ρα(φ− φ0)gy, (4.48)

Π̄xx = f 1 + f 3 + f 5 + f 6 + f 7 + f 8 = Πxx =
ρ

3
, (4.49)

where ρūy = −∆t
2
Fy = −∆t

2
ρα(φ − φ0)gy as per equation (4.41) with the boundary

condition of uy = 0, and where Π̄TT = ρ/3 by equation (4.42). Note that gx = 0 in

all configurations considered. For a south wall, φ is the temperature at the boundary

which is either given by a Dirichlet boundary condition (in the Rayleigh-Bénard case)
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or computed from gi (in both the square cavity and thermal analogy cases). Thus,

from equations (4.47)–(4.49), the unknown f i at a south wall are given by

f 2 = f 1 + f 3 + f 4 + 2(f 7 + f 8)− ρ

3
− ∆t

2
ρα(φ− φ0)gy, (4.50)

f 5 = −f 1 − f 8 +
ρ

6
, (4.51)

f 6 = −f 3 − f 7 +
ρ

6
. (4.52)

The density, ρ, at a south wall can be found in terms of the imposed velocity (uy = 0)

and the known distribution functions. More specifically, since ρ =
∑8
i=0 f i = f 0 +

f 1 +f 2 +f 3 +f 4 +f 5 +f 6 +f 7 +f 8 and ρūy =
∑8
i=0 f iciy = f 2−f 4 +f 5 +f 6−f 7−f 8,

an equivalent statement is

ρ = ρūy + f 0 + f 1 + f 3 + 2
(
f 4 + f 7 + f 8

)
= −∆t

2
ρα(φ− φ0)gy + f 0 + f 1 + f 3 + 2

(
f 4 + f 7 + f 8

)
=

2
(
f 0 + f 1 + f 3 + 2

(
f 4 + f 7 + f 8

))
2 + ∆tα(φ− φ0)gy

. (4.53)

The unknown f i at other Neumann boundaries are computed in a similar manner as

the example given for a southern boundary, however are not shown here for brevity.

Corners

Special attention must be paid to the corners, where there are five unknown f i. We

simultaneously apply the conditions placed on the vertical and horizontal walls to

give constraints7 on ρ, ρux, ρuy, Πxx and Πyy. For example, the conditions at a

south-west corner lead to the following constraints on the hydrodynamic variables

7Alternatively, we could apply the boundary conditions at the corner to give constraints on ρux,
ρuy, Πxx and Πyy, with the fifth constraint of Πxy = 0, which eliminates the shear stress.
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and their (barred) moments,

ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 + f 7 + f 8, (4.54)

ρūx = f 1 − f 3 + f 5 − f 6 − f 7 + f 8 = 0, (4.55)

ρūy = f 2 − f 4 + f 5 + f 6 − f 7 − f 8 = −∆t

2
ρα(φ− φ0)gy, (4.56)

Π̄xx = f 1 + f 3 + f 5 + f 6 + f 7 + f 8 = Πxx =
ρ

3
, (4.57)

Π̄yy = f 2 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 + f 7 + f 8 = Πyy =
ρ

3
. (4.58)

where ρūy = −∆t
2
Fy = −∆t

2
ρα(φ − φ0)gy as per equation (4.41) with the imposed

velocity of uy = 0, and where Π̄TT = ρ/3 as previously explained. Thus, the five

incoming functions at a south-west corner are computed by

f 1 =
2ρ

3
− f 0 − f 3 −

∆t

2
ρα(φ− φ0)gy, (4.59)

f 2 =
2ρ

3
− f 0 − f 4, (4.60)

f 5 = −2ρ

3
+ f 0 + f 3 + f 4 + f 7 +

∆t

4
ρα(φ− φ0)gy, (4.61)

f 6 =
ρ

6
− f 3 − f 7, (4.62)

f 8 =
ρ

6
− f 4 − f 7 +

∆t

4
ρα(φ− φ0)gy, (4.63)

where ρ = 2
(
4f 7 + 2f 3 + 2f 4 + f 0

)
/(2 + ∆tα(φ−φ0)gy). The incoming unknown f i

at other corners are computed in a similar manner, however are not shown for brevity.

Periodic boundaries

Regarding periodic side boundaries, the incoming distribution functions are simply

streamed in from the opposite wall. For example, the unknown f i on a west periodic

boundary are set equal to the f i on the opposite boundary, i.e., f
W

1 = f
E

1 , f
W

5 = f
E

5 ,

f
W

8 = f
E

8 . In a similar manner for the east boundary, f
E

3 = f
W

3 , f
E

6 = f
W

6 , f
E

7 = f
W

7 .
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4.4.2 Boundary conditions for gi (thermal quantities)

The configurations considered in this work contain Dirichlet, Neumann, and periodic

boundary conditions for the thermal quantities.

Dirichlet boundaries

Since equation (4.43) is solved on the D2Q5 lattice grid, there is only one incoming

gi at a solid. For the walls that have a specified temperature, the Dirichlet boundary

condition can be realized by solving φwall =
∑
i gi =

∑
i gi for the incoming gi. For

example, at a north wall, the unknown (incoming) gi is computed by

φnorth =
∑
i

gi ⇒ g4 = φnorth − g0 − g1 − g2 − g3. (4.64)

Neumann boundaries

For the adiabatic walls, the Neumann boundary condition requires ΨN = 0, where

N is the normal component to the wall. When ΨN = 0, we find that Ψ̄N = 0 by

equations (4.46) and (4.17), remembering that u = 0. For example, at a south wall,

the Neumann boundary condition is implemented by

Ψy = 0 ⇒ Ψ̄y =
∑
i

giciy = 0 ⇒ g2 = g4. (4.65)

As shown in equation (4.65), this boundary implementation is reduced to simple

‘bounce-back’ for gi, and once we have found the incoming gi we can compute the

wall temperature φ needed for the force term in the boundary conditions for f i.

Corners

We must supply two unknown gi at the corners, and these are found by applying

the conditions on the vertical and horizontal walls simultaneously. For example, at a
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south-west corner in the cavity configuration, the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary

condition is placed on the south and west wall respectively. Thus, the boundary

conditions are implemented by

g2 = g4, g1 = φwest − g0 − g3 − 2g4. (4.66)

4.5 Multiple relaxation times

To improve accuracy and numerical stability one should use a multiple-relaxation-

time (MRT) collision operator (d’Humières, 1992, Ladd, 1994, Lallemand and Luo,

2000, d’Humières and Ginzburg, 2009). The idea of the MRT scheme is to relax the

moments at different rates, hence the term multiple-relaxation-time. This allows us

to tune the relaxation times such that we dampen any oscillations caused by non-

conserved (or ‘ghost ’) moments.8 In the MRT scheme, collisions are performed on the

moments of the distribution function (mi) rather than on the distribution functions

themselves (fi). Since we employ a second order accurate in time scheme (i.e., f i),

our MRT scheme performs collisions on m̄i rather than on f i.

The construction of the MRT scheme for f i presented in this Chapter follows

closely the model of Dellar (2003), which forms an orthogonal basis in R9 by intro-

ducing the ghost moments

J̄ =
8∑
i=1

Hif ici, N̄ =
8∑
i=1

Hif i, (4.67)

where Hi = (1,−2,−2,−2,−2, 4, 4, 4, 4)T . As mentioned, collisions are performed

on the (barred) moments, which produces the relaxed (barred) moments (or post-

8In the D2Q9 lattice model, there are nine distribution functions for f and nine independent
moments. However, only the first six moments (i.e., ρ, ρux, ρuy,Πxx,Πxy,Πyy) are hydrodynamic
and appear in the Navier-Stokes equation. The last three moments are non-hydrodynamic, and are
considered to be ‘ghost ’ moments. These ghosts moments can impact the numerical stability of the
simulations, and thus we want to relax them by collisions that drive them directly towards zero.
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collisional moments),

m̄′ = m̄− ∆t

τ + ∆t/2
(m̄−m(0)), (4.68)

where m(0) = meq + τR∗, (R∗ is the appropriate moment of Ri), and τ is the specific

relaxation time to each moment. However, the first three hydrodynamic moments

(i.e., ρ, ρux, ρuy) do not require a particular relaxation time since mass and momentum

are conserved (refer to Appendix C.2 for the details of how ρ and u are related to their

corresponding relaxed (barred) moments). The non-conserved moments are relaxed

to equilibrium with its own collision time (i.e., τν , τJ , τN), in particular,

Π̄
′

= Π̄− ∆t

τν + ∆t/2

(
Π̄−Π(0)

)
, (4.69)

J̄ ′ = J̄ − ∆t

τJ + ∆t/2

(
J̄ −J (0)

)
, (4.70)

N̄ ′ = N̄ − ∆t

τN + ∆t/2

(
N̄ − N (0)

)
, (4.71)

where the primes denote post-collisional moments, and the equilibrium ghost moments

are N (0) = J (0)
α = 0. While collisions are performed on the moments themselves, we

still require the post-collision f ’s, which are expressed in terms of the nine (relaxed)

independent moments

f i = Wi

(
ρ+ 3ρu · ci +

9

2

(
Π̄
′ − ρ

3
I
)

:
(
cici −

1

3
I
))

+WiHi

(
1

4
N̄ ′ + 3

8
ci · J̄

′
)
.

(4.72)

To summarize, the algorithm we use in this work for the MRT scheme with

moment-based boundary conditions is:

1. construct the nine independent (barred) moments (i.e., ρ, ūx, ūy, Π̄xx, Π̄xy, Π̄yy,

J̄x, J̄y, and N̄ ) from the pre-collision f i (recall equation (4.40)),

2. construct the nine equilibrium moments by taking moments of equation (4.16),
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remembering equation (4.34) and N (0) = J (0)
α = 0,

3. relax the non-conserved moments according to equations (4.69)–(4.71),

4. reconstruct the distribution function by equation (4.72), using the relaxed (or

post-collisional) moments,

5. advect,

6. apply boundary conditions.

The moment-based boundary conditions discussed in Section 4.4 are free from

numerical slip and allow us to choose the relaxation times for the ghost moments

(i.e., τJ , τN) purely on the grounds of numerical stability. The numerical properties

of the lattice Boltzmann algorithm are primarily controlled not by each individual

relaxation time but by the product Λ = τντJ (d’Humières and Ginzburg, 2009). One

should determine τν according to the non-dimensional numbers that characterize the

flow (here the Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers) and fix τJ according to Λ. The value

Λ = 1/4 eliminates the recurrence of the non-equilibrium parts of the moments and

gives the optimal stability (d’Humières and Ginzburg, 2009). Throughout this work

we use Λ = 1/4 and τN = τν (i.e., a two-relaxation-time model).

The MRT model for gi follows the same algorithm presented above, and is designed

to minimize the numerical diffusion term in equation (4.33). We use the same model

as Wang et al. (2013) (but in terms of gi) which constructs the moments



φ

φ̄ux

φ̄uy

K̄xx

K̄yy


=



1 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 1

−4 1 1 1 1

0 1 −1 1 −1





g0

g1

g2

g3

g4


, (4.73)
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with equilibria

[
φ, φux, φuy, Aφ, 0

]
. (4.74)

A Chapman-Enskog analysis shows that the diffusion coefficient D is now a function

of the parameter A as well as the relaxation time for the temperature flux (τD):

D = τD(4 + A)/10. Furthermore, to ensure that the numerical diffusion term is

isotropic at fourth order, one should fix τD =
√

3/6 and adjust A according to the

Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers. The relaxation times for the ghost moments are

τK =
√

3/3 (Wang et al., 2013).

4.6 Results

The results for three different configurations of thermal convection are shown in this

section. We use the first two configurations to validate our numerical implementation

and show the capabilities of the MRT-LBM, then we present the third configuration

as an analogy to the buoyancy-driven convection scenario.

4.6.1 Square cavity

We study the benchmark problem of convection in a unit square cavity, as illustrated

in Figure 4.3. The side walls have a fixed temperature of 0.5 and −0.5, and thus

∆φ = 1 and both the initial and reference temperature of the fluid in the domain

are equal to zero. The top and bottom walls are insulated (i.e., thermal flux is zero).

All the walls are impermeable to fluid flow and are rigid, thus the no-slip boundary

condition applies. For comparison with existing results in literature, we fixed the

Prandtl number to Pr = 0.71, and ran simulations for Rayleigh numbers of Ra = 103,

104, 105, and 106. We ran simulations using different mesh resolutions that ranged

from coarse (17× 17) to very fine (513× 513), and we also ran simulations under two
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Figure 4.3: Geometry and boundary conditions for square cavity problem. For hy-
drodynamics: all walls are impermeable to fluid flow (Neumann). For heat transport:
side walls are fixed at a specified temperature (Dirichlet), and top and bottom walls
are insulated (Neumann).

different Mach numbers: Ma = 0.01 (i.e., scaled velocity uLB = ∆t/∆x = 0.0058)

and Ma = 0.017 (i.e., uLB = 0.01). For brevity, we only present the numerical

results for Ma = 0.01 since we observed that the Mach number has little effect on

the accuracy of the model at larger Ra (as also noted by Wang et al. (2013)). The

results obtained using Ma = 0.017 can be found in Allen and Reis (2015).9

The converged flow fields at all studied Rayleigh numbers are plotted in Figure

4.4. The plots for the streamlines are colored by the vertical component of velocity.

Evidently, our lattice Boltzmann model is capturing the distinguishing flow patterns

of natural convection in a cavity: at low Ra there is a dominant recirculating motion

in the core region; at high Ra a prominent boundary layer develops along the wall.

Table 4.3 shows the global L2 error norm for the velocity, pressure, and tempera-

ture. The global L2 error norm for velocity is defined to be

||δu||2 =

∑
i,j ||u(x)− uREF (x)||2∑

i,j ||uREF (x)||2
(4.75)

where uREF is the reference data obtained on the finest grid unless otherwise noted.

9accepted for publication
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(a) Streamlines for uy

(b) Isotherms

(c) Pressure

Figure 4.4: Converged contours of flow fields for convection in a square cavity. From
left to right, Ra = 103, Ra = 104, Ra = 105, Ra = 106. Color range is from maximum
(red) to minimum (blue) values, i.e., for temperature: 0.5 to -0.5.

The L2 error norms for pressure and temperature are computed in a similar way.

The second order convergence rate shown in Table 4.3 for all flow fields confirms the

consistency and robustness of our model.

To assess the accuracy of the proposed model, we compute the same quantities

as determined in Wang et al. (2013): the volume averaged Nusselt number (Nu), the

average Nusselt number along the hot wall (Nu0), and the average Nusselt along the
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Ra 103 104 105 106

Nx ×Ny ||δu||2
17 × 17 3.8378×10−3 9.1547×10−3 5.0138×10−2 /
33 × 33 9.9338×10−4 2.2051×10−3 1.0162×10−2 6.9697×10−2

65 × 65 2.4786×10−4 5.4122×10−4 2.4145×10−3 1.5226×10−2

129 × 129 5.9270×10−5 1.2735×10−4 5.7055×10−4 3.5222×10−3

257 × 257 1.0565×10−5 2.4951×10−5 1.1394×10−4 6.9953×10−4

||δp||2
17 × 17 1.9747×10−4 2.8808×10−4 5.6873×10−4 /
33 × 33 2.3928×10−5 5.4801×10−5 1.2527×10−4 2.3457×10−4

65 × 65 4.5027×10−6 1.0606×10−5 2.4002×10−5 5.4268×10−5

129 × 129 1.5225×10−6 2.2072×10−6 6.6312×10−6 1.2545×10−5

257 × 257 1.3833×10−7 4.1803×10−7 1.3608×10−6 2.3763×10−6

||δφ||2
17 × 17 5.7971×10−3 1.9711×10−2 5.5311×10−2 /
33 × 33 1.4877×10−3 5.1686×10−3 1.3157×10−2 4.1906×10−2

65 × 65 3.7060×10−4 1.2948×10−3 3.3174×10−3 9.9381×10−3

129 × 129 8.8551×10−5 3.0982×10−4 7.9399×10−4 2.3559×10−3

257 × 257 1.7869×10−5 6.2417×10−5 1.5892×10−4 4.7023×10−4

Table 4.3: L2 error norms for velocity, pressure, and temperature for convection in a
cavity. Pr = 0.71 and Ma = 0.01. The reference solution was taken from the finest
mesh, 513× 513. ‘/’ denotes no data could be obtained.

vertical center-line (Nu1/2). These Nusselt numbers are defined to be

Nu =
∫
x

∫
y
qxdydx, Nu0 =

∫
y
qxdy|x=0, Nu1/2 =

∫
y
qxdy|x=1/2, (4.76)

where qx is the heat flux in the horizontal direction. We also compute the maximum

and minimum Nusselt number along the hot wall, Numax and Numin. The data

given in Table 4.4 show the expected increase of the Nusselt numbers with Rayleigh

number. Table 4.5 shows excellent agreement between this work and existing data

sets is observed for the Nusselt numbers at all values of Ra studied.

Higher Rayleigh numbers

In order to further validate the implementation of our MRT-LBM with moment-based

boundaries, we consider thermal flows at higher Rayleigh numbers: Ra = 107 and 108.
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Ra Nx ×Ny Nu Nu0 Nu1/2 Numax Numin

103

17 × 17 1.11475 1.11817 1.12009 1.61096 0.68996
33 × 33 1.11695 1.11755 1.11830 1.53030 0.66940
65 × 65 1.11758 1.11766 1.11793 1.50971 0.68633
129 × 129 1.11774 1.11775 1.11782 1.50717 0.69004
257 × 257 1.11778 1.11778 1.11778 1.50652 0.69091
513 × 513 1.11779 1.11779 1.11779 1.50636 0.69116

104

17 × 17 2.24098 2.29983 2.24937 4.11339 -0.02687
33 × 33 2.24307 2.25699 2.24607 3.65742 0.44218
65 × 65 2.24427 2.24642 2.24513 3.56119 0.55228
129 × 129 2.24466 2.24497 2.24487 3.53808 0.57725
257 × 257 2.24477 2.24482 2.24481 3.53276 0.58301
513 × 513 2.24480 2.24482 2.24480 3.53148 0.58443

105

17 × 17 4.51470 4.6661 4.46250 8.71631 -4.4723
33 × 33 4.52764 4.65068 4.51976 8.96268 0.28395
65 × 65 4.52226 4.54914 4.52173 8.01197 0.4549
129 × 129 4.52179 4.52578 4.52168 7.79034 0.67295
257 × 257 4.52166 4.52220 4.52165 7.73640 0.71469
513 × 513 4.52164 4.52171 4.52164 7.72402 0.72451

106

17 × 17 / / / / /
33 × 33 8.90735 9.30616 8.86301 18.9873 -9.03869
65 × 65 8.85041 9.07916 8.84407 20.33220 -0.65411
129 × 129 8.83108 8.87860 8.83049 18.28123 0.58460
257 × 257 8.82667 8.83368 8.82668 17.71770 0.88506
513 × 513 8.82570 8.82646 8.82583 17.57820 0.95634

Table 4.4: Nusselt numbers for convection in a cavity with Pr = 0.71 and Ma = 0.01.

Converged contours of the flow fields for the highest Rayleigh number are presented in

Figure 4.5. While the converged results at the lower Rayleigh numbers were obtained

on a relatively coarse lattice grid, we require a finer mesh to resolve the flow at the

higher Rayleigh numbers. As such, the coarsest grid used is 65 × 65 for Ra = 107

and 257× 257 for Ra = 108. The Nusselt numbers are presented in Table 4.6, as well

as the benchmark data for these flows. An excellent agreement is found, especially

with the highly accurate pseudo-spectral simulations of Le Quere (1991). The L2

error norms for velocity, pressure, and temperature are presented in Table 4.7, where

flow on the finest grid (1025 × 1025) was used as the reference solution. This mesh

convergence study demonstrates the second order convergence rate of our model.
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Ra Study Nu Nu0 Nu1/2 Numax Numin

103

This work 1.1178 1.1178 1.1178 1.5063 0.6914
Wang et al. (2013) 1.1178 1.1178 1.1178 1.5063 0.6912
de Vahl Davis (1983) 1.118 1.117 1.118 1.505 0.692
Guo et al. (2002) - 1.1168 - 1.5004 -

104

This work 2.2448 2.2448 2.2448 3.5302 0.5856
Wang et al. (2013) 2.2448 2.2448 2.2448 3.5310 0.5849
de Vahl Davis (1983) 2.243 2.238 2.243 3.528 0.586
Hortmann et al. (1990) 2.24475 - - 3.53087 -
Guo et al. (2002) - 2.2477 - 3.5715 -

105

This work 4.5216 4.5212 4.5216 7.7116 0.7343
Wang et al. (2013) 4.5216 4.5214 4.5216 7.7161 0.7279
Mezrhab et al. (2004) 4.521 - - - -
de Vahl Davis (1983) 4.519 4.509 4.519 7.717 0.729
Hortmann et al. (1990) 4.52164 - - 7.72013 -
Guo et al. (2002) - 4.5345 - 7.7951 -

106

This work 8.8249 8.8192 8.8250 17.4387 0.9895
Wang et al. (2013) 8.8253 8.8192 8.8254 17.5274 0.9769
Le Quere (1991) 8.8252 - 8.8252 17.5360 0.97946
Mezrhab et al. (2004) 8.824 - - - -
de Vahl Davis (1983) 8.800 8.817 8.799 17.925 0.989
Hortmann et al. (1990) 8.82513 - - 17.536 -
Guo et al. (2002) - 8.7775 - 17.4836 -

Table 4.5: Comparison of Nusselt number results from different studies on square
cavity convection. ‘-’ denotes data not available.

(a) Streamlines (b) Isotherms (c) Pressure

Figure 4.5: Converged contours of flow fields for convection in a square cavity at
Ra = 108. Ma = 0.017 and Pr = 0.71.
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Ra Nx ×Ny Nu Nu0 Nu1/2 Numax Numin

107

65 × 65 16.88755 17.57645 16.87737 43.79111 -2.32421
129 × 129 16.60153 16.98110 16.59980 49.16712 -1.77141
257 × 257 16.54184 16.62034 16.54164 43.33952 0.48276
513 × 513 16.52771 16.53985 16.52770 40.34342 1.41714
1025 × 1025 16.52496 16.52570 16.52546 39.62226 1.31032
Le Quere (1991) 16.523 - 16.523 39.3947 1.36635
Dixit and Babu (2006) 16.79 - - - -

108

257 × 257 30.37062 30.96480 30.36674 108.6155 -0.34501
513 × 513 30.25930 30.37972 30.25897 97.25299 0.77426
1025 × 1025 30.23339 30.25111 30.23347 89.68699 1.59352
Le Quere (1991) 30.225 - 30.225 87.2355 1.91907
Dixit and Babu (2006) 30.506 - - - -

Table 4.6: Nusselt numbers for convection in a cavity at higher Rayleigh numbers,
with comparison to benchmark data. Pr = 0.71 and Ma = 0.01. ‘-’ denotes data not
available.

Ra 107 108

Nx ×Ny ||δu||2
65 × 65 1.4522×10−1 /
129 × 129 4.0732×10−2 /
257 × 257 9.9766×10−3 8.6717×10−2

513 × 513 2.0087×10−3 2.1006×10−2

||δp||2
65×65 1.1701×10−4 /
129×129 2.5446×10−5 /
257×257 5.7786×10−6 9.5022×10−6

513×513 1.1096×10−6 1.8056×10−6

||δφ||2
65 × 65 7.6525×10−2 /
129 × 129 1.7937×10−2 /
257 × 257 4.2262×10−3 1.5639×10−2

513 × 513 8.4280×10−4 3.1467×10−3

Table 4.7: L2 error norms for velocity, pressure, and temperature for convection in a
cavity at higher Rayleigh numbers. Pr = 0.71 and Ma = 0.01. The reference solution
is taken from the finest mesh, 1025× 1025. ‘/’ denotes no data could be obtained.
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4.6.2 Rayleigh-Bénard convection

The set-up of this problem is illustrated in Figure 4.6. There is no fluid flow across

the top and bottom boundaries. The top and bottom boundaries are fixed at a

temperature of −0.5 and 0.5, respectively, and thus ∆φ = 1 and both the initial

and reference temperature of the fluid in the domain are equal to zero. The side

boundaries are periodic, in order to represent an infinitely wide domain.

Figure 4.6: Boundary conditions of the Rayleigh-Bénard scenario. For hydrodynam-
ics: top and bottom walls are fixed at specified temperatures (Dirichlet). For heat
transport: top and bottom walls are insulated (Neumann). Sides are periodic.

In order to compare our work to benchmark data, we model Rayleigh-Bénard

convection using combinations of Ra = 2000, Ra = 50000, Pr = 0.71, and Pr =

7.0. We use a Mach number of Ma = 0.017 (equivalently uLB = 0.01). A Prandtl

number of 0.71 and 7.0 correspond to the ratio of momentum to thermal diffusivity

for that of air and room temperature water, respectively. The Rayleigh number

indicates whether the convective boundary layer is laminar or turbulent. Ra & 106

indicates a turbulent flow, thus the cases studied here are laminar. As evident from

the results shown in Figure 4.7, the temperature profiles evolve into a symmetric wave-

like pattern, which remains at steady state. The Rayleigh and Prandtl combinations

impact the shape of the isothermal contours. The isothermal contours between the

same Rayleigh number do not differ significantly by the Prandtl numbers considered
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(a) Ra = 2000, Pr = 0.71 (b) Ra = 50000, Pr = 0.71

(c) Ra = 2000, Pr = 7.0 (d) Ra = 50000, Pr = 7.0

Figure 4.7: Converged contours of isothermal flow fields for Rayleigh-Bénard convec-
tion. Mesh resolution 161 × 81. Color range is from maximum (red) to minimum
(blue) values, i.e., for temperature: 0.5 to −0.5.

here. On the other hand, the contours differ significantly by the Rayleigh numbers at

the same Prandtl number. The isothermal contours of Ra = 2000 reveal wide waves,

while the isothermal contours of Ra = 50000 reveal narrow waves.

Similar to the previous example, we compute the Nusselt numbers following Wang

et al. (2013) to assess the accuracy of our model. The volume averaged Nusselt number

for the Rayleigh-Bénard convection problem is computed by

Nu = 1 +
〈uφ〉H
D∆φ

(4.77)

where 〈 〉 is the average in the domain volume. The other Nusselt numbers are

computed using similar definitions to those shown in equation (4.76), however the

heat flux in the vertical direction is used rather than in the horizontal direction, and

the hot wall and center-line are located at y = 0 and y = 1/2 respectively. We

compare our results to the spectral solution from Clever and Busse (1974) (for the
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Pr Ra Nx ×Ny Nu Nu0 Nu1/2 Numax Numin

0.71

2000

21 × 11 1.17797 1.17163 1.19160 1.83422 0.54174
41 × 21 1.20022 1.19352 1.20023 1.79518 0.59713
81 × 41 1.20679 1.20257 1.20490 1.77876 0.61454
161 × 81 1.20903 1.20678 1.20761 1.77373 0.61988
321 × 161 1.20988 1.20874 1.20905 1.77204 0.62171
641 × 321 1.21023 1.20966 1.20979 1.77137 0.62242
Clever and Busse
(1974) 1.212 - - - -

Wang et al. (2013) 1.2105286 1.2105285 1.2105286 1.7707886 0.62302137

50000

21 × 11 / / / / /
41 × 21 4.03574 4.31008 3.91774 8.73286 0.82999
81 × 41 4.06650 4.17686 3.97329 8.05373 0.92630
161 × 81 4.11253 4.14920 4.06496 7.63800 0.95117
321 × 161 4.13790 4.15322 4.11402 7.52963 0.95840
641 × 321 4.15111 4.15836 4.13916 7.50422 0.96075
Clever and Busse
(1974) 4.245 - - - -

Wang et al. (2013) 4.1646388 4.1645918 4.1646398 7.4952083 0.96233878

7

2000

21 × 11 1.17909 1.23911 1.19158 1.81958 0.53016
41 × 21 1.20227 1.19654 1.20267 1.78193 0.59002
81 × 41 1.20898 1.20523 1.20722 1.76613 0.60878
161 × 81 1.21131 1.20930 1.20996 1.76156 0.61478
321 × 161 1.21222 1.21119 1.21146 1.75998 0.61676
641 × 321 1.21275 1.21370 1.21255 1.75935 0.61752
Clever and Busse
(1974) 1.214 - - - -

Wang et al. (2013) 1.2128951 1.2128949 1.2128952 1.7587893 0.61814835

50000

21 × 11 3.99028 4.22699 3.87683 6.13681 0.69478
41 × 21 3.66531 3.99275 3.51238 7.17519 0.67866
81 × 41 3.72120 3.86389 3.62149 6.50689 0.99450
161 × 81 3.78618 3.84680 3.73582 6.28366 1.09850
321 × 161 3.82175 3.85045 3.79657 6.23107 1.12502
641 × 321 3.84022 3.85432 3.82769 6.21833 1.13273
Clever and Busse
(1974) 3.894 - - - -

Wang et al. (2013) 3.8589814 3.8589675 3.8589819 6.2129528 1.1359736

Table 4.8: Comparison of Nusselt numbers for Rayleigh-Bénard problem, with com-
parison to benchmark data (i.e., mesh independent solutions from Clever and Busse
(1974) using spectral method, and from Wang et al. (2013) using MRT-LBM).
Ma = 0.017. ‘-’ and ‘/’ denotes no data available and obtainable, respectively.

highest wavenumber Clever and Busse (1974) reported), and against Wang et al.

(2013) which used an MRT-LBM scheme. The Nusselt data is presented in Table 4.8,

and high accuracy is demonstrated.
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4.6.3 Thermal analogy for buoyancy-driven convection

The boundaries for this problem are similar to the Rayleigh-Bénard configuration

shown in Figure 4.6, however a Neumann boundary condition is applied to the south

wall rather than the Dirichlet boundary condition. Also, the north wall is fixed with

a temperature of θ = 1. By setting φ0 = 0 and ∆φ = 1, we note that θ = φ by

equation (4.5). These conditions lead to the same initial and boundary conditions

for the buoyancy-driven convection of CO2 presented in Figure 3.3 except the non-

dimensional concentration C ′ is replaced with a non-dimensional temperature θ.

We use the same combinations of Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers to obtain results

for the thermal analogy (to buoyancy-driven convection) configuration. Other cases,

i) Ra ≈ 105 with Pr = 0.5 and 300, and ii) Pr = 1 with Ra = 2000 and 106, are

presented in Allen et al. (2013) which we do not present here. An aspect ratio of 4:1 is

used for better visualization of the developing convective fingers. A coarse resolution

of 81×21 lattice nodes is used to reduce computation cost. This resolution corresponds

to a lattice grid of ≈ 0.025 units (non-dimensional) given a domain height of one unit.

A Mach number of Ma = 0.01 (equivalently uLB = 0.0058) is used, which results in

a time step of ∆t = uLB∆x = 0.0001425. The non-dimensional force is one. The

evolution of the temperature profile for i) Ra = 50000, Pr = 0.71 and ii) Ra = 50000,

Pr = 7.0 are shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 respectively, where t is the non-dimensional

time. Results for Ra = 2000 reveal that thermal diffusive transport (or conduction)

dominated over time, with minimal and no convective transport for Pr = 0.71 and

Pr = 7.0 respectively, thus these temperature profiles are not presented here.

While no benchmark data is available to compare these results to, we have already

validated the numerical implementation and showed the MRT-LBM capable to handle

high Rayleigh numbers (turbulent flow). Thus, for the results of this configuration, a

few qualitative statements can be made regarding the impact of the Prandtl number

on thermal flows. Recall Pr = ν/D is the ratio of momentum diffusivity (kinematic
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(a) t = 2.9 (b) t = 5.8 (c) t = 8.7

(d) t = 11.5 (e) t = 14.4 (f) t = 17.3

(g) t = 20.2 (h) t = 23.1 (i) t = 26.0

(j) t = 28.9 (k) t = 31.8 (l) t = 34.6

Figure 4.8: Evolution of temperature profile (and isothermal contours) for thermal
analogy to CO2 fingering. Ra = 50000, Pr = 0.71, and Ma = 0.01. Mesh resolution
81× 21.

(a) t = 11.5 (b) t = 14.4 (c) t = 17.3

(d) t = 20.2 (e) t = 23.1 (f) t = 26.0

(g) t = 28.9 (h) t = 31.8 (i) t = 34.6

(j) t = 37.5 (k) t = 52.0 (l) t = 80.8

Figure 4.9: Evolution of temperature profile (and isothermal contours) for thermal
analogy to CO2 fingering. Ra = 50000, Pr = 7, and Ma = 0.01. Mesh resolution
81× 21.
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viscosity) to thermal diffusivity: when Pr is less than unity, the flow is dominated by

thermal diffusion, and when Pr is above unity, the flow is dominated by momentum

diffusion.

� Time of convective onset: Instability of the diffusing front (and the onset

of convection) occurs at an earlier time when the flow is dominated by thermal

diffusion (i.e., Prandtl number is less than unity). This is demonstrated by

comparing the Figures, which show an onset time of t = 5.8 (or earlier) when

Pr = 0.71, and t = 14.4 when Pr = 7.0.

� Development of convective waves: The convective waves develop in a sim-

ilar manner at both Prandtl numbers considered, however their development is

at different rates. In Figure 4.8, we observe four waves at t = 8.7 that merge into

two waves by t = 14.4. In Figure 4.9, we also observe this behavior, where four

waves (seen at t = 20.2) merge into two (shortly after t = 52.0). At the higher

Prandtl number (i.e., flow dominated by momentum diffusion), the convective

fingers develop into long and narrow fingers that reach the bottom boundary

before merging into adjacent fingers.

� Impact of bottom boundary: It is important to note that the development

of convective fingers is influenced by the depth of the domain, as well as the

degree of turbulence in the fluid (i.e., the Rayleigh number). Once the finger

has lengthened enough to reach the bottom boundary, the advancing front of

the convective finger cannot develop in the vertical direction anymore, so it

begins to develop in the horizontal direction. At the same time the finger is

developing downwards, low-density fluid is moving up, opposite to the direction

of the finger. This is called ‘upwelling’.

� Approaching the saturated state: The domain approaches the saturated

state (where θ = 1 everywhere in the domain) at a faster rate when the flow is
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dominated by thermal diffusion (i.e., Pr is less than unity). This is shown by

comparing the temperature profiles (or degree of saturation) seen at t = 34.6 in

Figure 4.8 and t = 80.8 in Figure 4.9. The rate of saturation is impacted by the

thermal diffusive flux across the top boundary. This diffusive flux across the top

boundary is higher when Pr = 0.71, thus we observe the domain approaches a

saturated state quicker than when Pr = 7.0.

In summary, results for the thermal analogy to the buoyancy-driven convection

scenario at Ra = 2000 and Ra = 50000 demonstrate that convective transport is

initiated only above a critical Rayleigh number. When the Rayleigh number is high

enough (i.e., Ra > 2000), the thermal flow field undergoes a transition from pure

diffusion to the initiation and development of convective waves. Convective waves

lengthen and reach the bottom boundary, and merge together into adjacent waves

as the system ultimately reaches a (saturated) steady state. Steady state is reached

when the domain is saturated with the maximum temperature (i.e., the temperature

of the top boundary), and no thermal waves are apparent anymore. (Note that this

steady state behavior is different from that of the Rayleigh-Bénard configuration

which maintains the wave-like pattern). The transition from initial to saturated state

takes longer (or occurs at a slower rate) when the flow is dominated by momentum

diffusion (i.e., Pr > 1). The temperature flow fields are qualitatively similar to the

concentration profiles shown in Section 3.3 (i.e., Figure 3.6), in terms of the transition

from pure diffusive to convective transport and early convective wave (or fingering)

development. Thus thermal convection provides an appropriate analog for modeling

buoyancy-driven convection of CO2.
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4.7 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we presented the governing equations used to model thermal flows,

and then presented our second order accurate in time, MRT-LBM scheme with

moment-based boundary conditions. This scheme was implemented and used to

model natural thermal convection in three different configurations: in a square cavity,

between two infinitely long parallel plates (Rayleigh-Bénard), and in a configuration

analogous to the buoyancy-driven convection scenario presented in Chapter 3. Our

main findings from the results presented in this Chapter are:

� Our scheme was able to capture the distinguishing flow patterns of natural

convection in all three configurations, as shown by Figures 4.4, 4.7, and 4.8,

respectively. The flow fields (velocity, pressure, and temperature) converged

with second order, as shown by the L2 norms presented in Table 4.3 for the

square cavity. This confirmed the consistency and robustness of our model.

The computed Nusselt numbers for the square cavity and Rayleigh-Bénard

configurations matched with benchmark data, as shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.8,

respectively.

� Our scheme was capable of handling high Rayleigh numbers, Ra = 107 and

108, to model thermal flow in a square cavity, as shown by Figure 4.5 and our

computed Nusselt numbers in Table 4.6 which matched with benchmark data.

� The thermal analogy configuration captured the distinguishing flow patterns

in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 that were also demonstrated by the buoyancy-driven

convection scenario in Chapter 3. In particular, the thermal field evolved from

an initially stable state (characterized by pure diffusive transport) into a state

characterized by instability and convective fingering. When the Prandtl number

was less than unity (i.e., when the flow was dominated by thermal diffusion), the

onset time of convective fingering occurred earlier and the domain approached
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a saturated state at a faster rate. This behavior is due to the faster rate of

thermal diffusion across the top boundary. The thermal analogy configuration

demonstrated that the flow field will undergo a transition from pure diffusive to

convective transport only when the Rayleigh number is above a critical value.

Below this critical value, no instability in the thermal field will occur.
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Chapter 5

Concluding remarks

This thesis is concluded with a summary of each Chapter, a list of the original con-

tributions of this thesis, and several ways in which this work could be extended for

future research.

5.1 Summary

Chapter 1 set the scene for this thesis by reviewing the progress that has been made

on modeling an important transport process that occurs during geological CO2 stor-

age: buoyancy-driven convection. We highlighted that while a lot of CO2 storage

modeling takes place at the Darcy-scale, relatively little work employs pore-scale

modeling specifically for the buoyancy-driven convection scenario, except in the case

of fractures. Indeed, we reviewed a lot of pore-scale modeling work which aimed to

capture the effective properties of media, however we emphasized that most work

did not apply these upscaling techniques to model buoyancy-driven convection at the

Darcy-scale. This research gap led to the motivation and importance of this thesis

work. Our work was an attempt to link the characterization of porous media samples

(that takes place at the pore-scale) to the flow and transport behavior observed by

numerical simulation that takes place at the Darcy-scale.

Our pore-scale modeling work was presented in Chapter 2. We reviewed the gov-
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erning equations used to model flow and transport at the pore-scale, namely Stokes

equations and the microscale convective-diffusion equation. The numerical method

used to solve the Stokes equations was the staggered grid finite difference method,

which we implemented using a vector-matrix notation. We reviewed the details on

how to obtain the full permeability tensor and the full effective diffusion tensor us-

ing the method of homogenization. We then reviewed the concept of tortuosity and

provided a literature review of past work that has computed different forms of tortu-

osity, namely hydraulic and diffusive. While we noted that past work has recognized

the difference between tortuosity types, we emphasized that a few studies have failed

to distinguish the difference and have mistakenly used them interchangeably. In this

work, hydraulic tortuosity was computed by the method given in both Koponen et al.

(1997) and Duda et al. (2011), which used the velocity fields computed by pore-scale

modeling. Diffusive tortuosity was computed by solving the homogenization problem

given for the effective diffusion coefficient. We presented where each tortuosity type

is utilized, namely in the Kozeny-Carman equation, and in the macroscale diffusive

transport term where effective diffusion is inversely related to diffusive tortuosity.

We generated both 2D and 3D idealized pore geometries of different porosities,

which we have seen used in literature. Using such pore geometries provided us a way

to validate our model and compare our results quantitatively to published data. We

computed permeability, hydraulic tortuosity, and diffusive tortuosity quantities for

all 2D pore geometries. The trends between porosity and each separate property en-

abled us to emphasized that hydraulic tortuosity is not the same quantity as diffusive

tortuosity in the same pore geometry. The anisotropic nature of the pore geometries

was characterized by the anisotropic ratios of each computed property. For some of

the pore geometries, we fit our data to the Kozeny-Carman equation by computing

the shape factor βk. The main findings from Chapter 2 were: (i) hydraulic tortu-

osity is not equal to diffusive tortuosity and can be very different quantitatively in
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the same pore geometry, (ii) in some pore geometries, hydraulic tortuosity is a very

weak function of porosity, (iii) the degree of anisotropy of one tortuosity type can be

different from another type, (iv) pore geometries characterized by an anisotropic per-

meability can also exhibit an anisotropic diffusive tortuosity however not necessarily

by the same degree, and (v) low porosity geometries are generally characterized by low

permeability, tortuous hydraulic pathways and highly tortuous diffusive pathways.

Our Darcy-scale modeling work was presented in Chapter 3, where we presented

the set-up and governing equations used to model the buoyancy-driven convection

scenario. The governing equations were non-dimensionalized after Xu et al. (2006),

however we accounted for an anisotropic diffusive tortuosity, while Xu et al. (2006) did

not. Thus, the input parameters for the model were Rayleigh numbers in the vertical

and horizontal directions, Rayy and Raxx, respectively. These Rayleigh numbers

were a function of the vertical and horizontal properties, i.e., the products of kxxτd,xx

and kyyτd,yy. To the best of our knowledge, this was the first time the diffusive

tortuosity was not assumed to be isotropic. In fact, our pore-scale modeling results

indicated that there is a relationship between permeability and diffusive tortuosity;

when one property is anisotropic, the other property can also exhibit anisotropy.

Thus, we emphasized that is it more realistic to represent a geological formation with

an anisotropic permeability and an anisotropic diffusive tortuosity.

We obtained the Rayleigh numbers that corresponded to the permeability and

diffusive tortuosity computed from pore geometries, and then performed numerical

simulations of the buoyancy-driven convection scenario using these Rayleigh numbers

as inputs. Our Rayleigh numbers represented both isotropic (in-line array of circles)

and anisotropic (staggered-array of squares) pore geometries. Buoyancy-driven con-

vection modeling was performed using various mesh resolutions and time step sizes to

ensure the solution for onset time converged. The relationship between the onset time

and Rayleigh number was reported, and the numerical constant c0 was determined
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according to equations (3.40) or (3.42). The main findings from Chapter 3 were: (i)

the onset time observed for an isotropic Rayleigh number of Ra = 2873 (after Pau

et al. (2010)) corresponded to a numerical constant of c0 ≈ 12000 and reasons for this

high numerical constant were discussed, (ii) the use of anisotropic Rayleigh numbers

enabled us to extend previous statements by Farajzadeh et al. (2007) and Xu et al.

(2006) regarding the influence of horizontal and vertical properties on the flow behav-

ior, and enabled us to formulate onset time as a function of the Rayleigh numbers,

(iii) the onset time observed for Rayleigh numbers corresponding to the isotropic pore

geometry led to a numerical constant of c0 = 8318, and (iv) the properties computed

from the anisotropic pore geometry led to Rayleigh numbers that were not fixed by

Rayy or Rayy/Raxx, thus no numerical simulations were performed however onset

time was predicted by the expression obtained in item (ii).

In Chapter 4, we modeled an analogous scenario to the buoyancy-driven convec-

tion of CO2 in the subsurface: natural thermal convection. We employed the lattice

Boltzmann method (LBM) to do this. While the domain of our thermal convection

simulations did not comprise of porous media, this work laid the foundation for us

to extend our MRT-LBM model with moment-based boundary conditions to porous

flows. By comparing our results against benchmark thermal flows (without porous

media), we were able to validate our implementation and demonstrate the accuracy,

consistency, and robustness of our model. We assessed our results by computing the

Nusselt numbers and comparing them against a wealth of benchmark data found in

literature. We also computed the L2 norm errors of the converged pressure, veloc-

ity, and temperature fields on successively refined meshes. By using three different

configurations to model thermal convection, our main findings from Chapter 4 were:

(i) our model demonstrated excellent accuracy and second order convergence, (ii)

our model was capable of handling turbulent flows that were characterized by high

Rayleigh numbers (Ra = 107 and Ra = 108), and (iii) the thermal analogy configu-
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ration captured the distinguishing flow patterns that were also demonstrated by the

buoyancy-driven convection scenario, in addition to demonstrating that convective

transport will be initiated only when the Rayleigh number is above a critical value.

5.2 List of contributions

1. At the pore-scale:

(a) Hydraulic tortuosity is not equal to diffusive tortuosity and can be quanti-

tatively different by up to a factor of ten at a given porosity; as such these

terms cannot be used interchangeably, as some work has overlooked. In

some pore geometries, hydraulic tortuosity can be almost independent of

porosity. The degree of anisotropy of one tortuosity type can be different

from another type.

(b) The nature of permeability and diffusive tortuosity are linked; when one

property is anisotropic, and other property can also exhibit anisotropy

however not necessarily by the same degree. Thus it is more realistic

to compute the diffusive tortuosity tensor by pore-scale modeling, rather

than assuming that a porous media sample is characterized by an isotropic

quantity.

(c) Our results for the randomly distributed squares example demonstrated

that relative to high porosities, the low porosity geometries are character-

ized by low permeability, tortuous hydraulic flow paths, and highly tortu-

ous diffusive flow paths.

2. At the Darcy-scale:

(a) A link was provided between pore-scale and Darcy-scale modeling of the

buoyancy-driven convection scenario by measuring the permeability and
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diffusive tortuosity of computer-generated pore geometries and using these

effective properties as inputs for Darcy-scale modeling. This approach

was different from that typically shown in literature, where a range of

permeability values were selected, and where permeability was treated as

anisotropic and diffusive tortuosity was assumed to be isotropic. Our pore-

scale findings enabled us to conclude that it is important and necessary to

account for the degree of effective diffusion anisotropy, not only the degree

of permeability anisotropy.

(b) The observed onset time for an isotropic Rayleigh number of Ra = 2873

(after Pau et al. (2010)) corresponded to a numerical constant of c0 ≈

12000. Also, the onset time observed for Rayleigh numbers of 490 < Ra <

7000 (computed from effective properties of the isotropic pore geometry)

led to a numerical constant of c0 = 8318. These values were much higher

than values reported by others given in Table 3.1. However we did not

add any perturbation to induce instability in the diffusing front, thus the

reason for these seemly high numerical constants was attributed to relying

on truncation error alone to cause convective instability.

(c) The use of anisotropic Rayleigh numbers with ranges 500 < Rayy < 10000

and 0.71 < Rayy/Raxx < 1.67 enabled us to formulate an expression for

onset time as a function of the Rayleigh number ratio. Our observed onset

time data was fit by t′c = c1

(
Rayy
Raxx

)n
Ramyy where c1 = 2780, n = 0.43, and

m = −1.80, which were computed using the method of least squares.

(d) Related to the point above, the use of anisotropic Rayleigh numbers (that

were a function of kxxτd,xx and kyyτd,yy) enabled us to extend previous

statements by Farajzadeh et al. (2007) and Xu et al. (2006) regarding the

influence of horizontal and vertical properties on the flow behavior. In

particular, we extended Xu et al. (2006)’s finding by stating that the onset
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time depends on the Rayleigh ratio (i.e., kyyτd,yy/kxxτd,xx) and the actual

quantities of kyyτd,yy and kxxτd,xx, not only respective of permeability (i.e.,

kyy/kxx and kyy). We extended Farajzadeh et al. (2007)’s finding by stating

that the rate of the advancing concentration front depends on the combined

effect of kyyτd,yy, not only kyy.

3. Thermal convection as an analog :

(a) Our multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) lattice Boltzmann model with moment-

based boundary conditions was used to model two thermal convection

configurations frequently seen in literature (square cavity and Rayleigh-

Bénard), and demonstrated excellent accuracy and second order conver-

gence. Our model was capable of handling turbulent flows that were char-

acterized by high Rayleigh numbers (Ra = 107 and Ra = 108). This work

(pertaining to the square cavity configuration) has been accepted for pub-

lication in Progress in Computational Fluid Dynamics: an International

Journal (Allen and Reis, 2015).

(b) To the best of our knowledge, this was the first attempt of applying

the moment-based boundary conditions, which was proposed by Bennett

(2010) for the lattice Boltzmann equation, to model natural thermal con-

vection. The moment-based condition contains no numerical slip error on

solid boundaries, which the standard bounce-back method suffers from.

(c) The thermal analogy configuration captured the distinguishing flow pat-

terns that were also demonstrated by the buoyancy-driven convection sce-

nario, in addition to demonstrating that convective transport will be ini-

tiated only when the Rayleigh number is above a critical value.
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5.3 Future research

Suggestions for future work include the following items:

� increase the complexity of the buoyancy-driven convection model (presented in

Chapter 3) by including more physics (i.e., dispersive transport) and chemistry

(i.e., dissolution of rock, salinity of brine, reaction);

� instead of using relatively ideal and simple computer-generated pore geometries

(presented in Chapter 2), use images of real porous media samples that are

obtainable from The Rock Physics Network website1 to compute effective prop-

erties and quantitatively compare hydraulic tortuosity to diffusive tortuosity;

� perform Darcy-scale modeling of CO2 injection to determine the impact of the

media’s effective properties on CO2 transport behavior at an injection site;

� extend the model to include multi-phase flow in order to model the trapping

mechanisms at pore-scale (i.e., residual trapping);

� represent a heterogeneous permeability and diffusive tortuosity field for the

buoyancy-driven convection scenario by using different REV samples of pore

geometries taken at multiple locations in a hypothetical reservoir;

� similar to the point above, study the influence that perturbations (or noise) in

the porous media property fields have on the onset time of convection;

� perform realistic simulations of the buoyancy-driven convection scenario by us-

ing 3D modeling and/or using input parameters from a real CO2 storage site,

such as Sleipner (North Sea);

� extend the numerical implementation of MRT-LBM with moment-based bound-

ary conditions to handle a domain comprised of both fluid and solid phase.

1http://www.rockphysics.ethz.ch/downloads. Made available from ETH Zurich (Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology Zurich).
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A Algebra & derivations

A.1 Operators for homogenization

We note that the gradient, divergence, and Laplacian operators for a function F (x, x/ε)

are written as functions of F (x, y) by the chain rule. For the gradient of a scalar func-

tion F ,

∂

∂xi
F (x, x/ε) =

∂

∂xi
F (x, y) +

1

ε

∂

∂yi
F (x, y), (A.1)

where there is no repeated index and thus no summation is implied. For the divergence

of a vector function F = (F1, F2, F3),

∂

∂xi
F (x, x/ε)i =

∂

∂xi
F (x, y)i +

1

ε

∂

∂yi
F (x, y)i, (A.2)

where repeated index implies summation over indices i = 1, 2, 3. For the Laplacian

of a vector function F = (F1, F2, F3),

∂

∂xi

∂

∂xi
F (x, x/ε)j =

(
∂

∂xi
+

1

ε

∂

∂yi

)((
∂

∂xi
+

1

ε

∂

∂yi

)
F (x, y)j

)

=

(
∂

∂xi

∂

∂xi
+ 2ε−1 ∂

∂xi

∂

∂yi
+ ε−2 ∂

∂yi

∂

∂yi

)
F (x, y)j

=
(
∆xixi + 2ε−1∆xiyi + ε−2∆yiyi

)
F (x, y)j, (A.3)

where repeated index implies summation over indices i = 1, 2, 3.
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A.2 Algebraic steps and expansions

A.2.1 Details for equation 2.2

Expanding the left-hand-side of equation (2.1) gives (Gonzalez and Stuart, 2008)

∂

∂t
(ρv) +∇ · (ρv⊗ v) =

∂

∂t
(ρv) +∇ · (v⊗ (ρv))

= ρ
∂v

∂t
+ v

∂ρ

∂t
+ ρv · ∇v + (∇ · (ρv))v

= ρ

[
∂v

∂t
+ v · ∇v

]
+ v

[
∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv)

]
, (A.4)

where a dyadic property (i.e., ∇ · (u⊗w) = w · ∇u + (∇ ·w)u, where w and u are

vectors) was used to expand the divergence of ρv⊗ v (re-written as v⊗ (ρv)).

A.2.2 Substitution of expanded pε and vε,i into Stokes eqns.

Upon substitution of the operators for homogenization and the expanded functions

(2.73) and (2.74), equations (2.69) and (2.70) become

−
(
∂

∂xi
+

1
ε

∂

∂yi

)
(p(0)(x, y) + εp(1)(x, y) + ...) + ...

µ
(
∆xjxj + 2ε−1∆xjyj + ε−2∆yjyj

)
(v(0)
i (x, y) + εv

(1)
i (x, y) + ε2v

(2)
i (x, y) + ...) = −ρgi,

(A.5)

and

(
∂

∂xi
+

1
ε

∂

∂yi

)
(v(0)
i (x, y) + εv

(1)
i (x, y) + ε2v

(2)
i (x, y) + ε3v(3)

x (x, y) + ...) = 0. (A.6)
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A.2.3 Equations (2.85) and (2.87) in 3D

According to equations (2.85) and (2.87), the 12 equations to solve are the following:

For g = (1, 0, 0), i.e., j = 1 and i = 1, 2, 3,

− ∂

∂y1

Q1 +
∂

∂yk

∂

∂yk
N11 = δ11 = 1, (A.7)

− ∂

∂y2

Q1 +
∂

∂yk

∂

∂yk
N21 = δ21 = 0, (A.8)

− ∂

∂y3

Q1 +
∂

∂yk

∂

∂yk
N31 = δ31 = 0, (A.9)

∂

∂y1

N11 +
∂

∂y2

N21 +
∂

∂y3

N31 = 0. (A.10)

For g = (0, 1, 0), i.e., j = 2 and i = 1, 2, 3,

− ∂

∂y1

Q2 +
∂

∂yk

∂

∂yk
N12 = δ12 = 0, (A.11)

− ∂

∂y2

Q2 +
∂

∂yk

∂

∂yk
N22 = δ22 = 1, (A.12)

− ∂

∂y3

Q2 +
∂

∂yk

∂

∂yk
N32 = δ32 = 0, (A.13)

∂

∂y1

N12 +
∂

∂y2

N22 +
∂

∂y3

N32 = 0. (A.14)

For g = (0, 0, 1), i.e., j = 3 and i = 1, 2, 3,

− ∂

∂y1

Q3 +
∂

∂yk

∂

∂yk
N13 = δ13 = 0, (A.15)

− ∂

∂y2

Q3 +
∂

∂yk

∂

∂yk
N23 = δ23 = 0, (A.16)

− ∂

∂y3

Q3 +
∂

∂yk

∂

∂yk
N33 = δ33 = 1, (A.17)

∂

∂y1

N13 +
∂

∂y2

N23 +
∂

∂y3

N33 = 0. (A.18)
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A.2.4 Expansion of equation (2.128)

Upon substitution of the expanded form of cε (i.e., equation (2.132)), the homoge-

nization operators, and vε,i = ε2v
(2)
i (x, y) into equation (2.128), we find

∂

∂t
(c(0)(x, y) + εc(1)(x, y) + ε2c(2)(x, y) + ...) + ...

1

ε

(
ε2v

(2)
i (x, y)

)( ∂

∂xi
+

1

ε

∂

∂yi

)
(c(0)(x, y) + εc(1)(x, y) + ε2c(2)(x, y) + ...) = ...(

∂

∂xi
+

1

ε

∂

∂yi

)(
Dij

(
∂

∂xj
+

1

ε

∂

∂yj

)
(c(0)(x, y) + εc(1)(x, y) + ε2c(2)(x, y) + ...)

)
.

(A.19)

A.2.5 Details to get from equations (2.139) to (2.140)

Equation (2.139) is re-written as equation (2.140) by the following algebraic steps:

− ∂

∂yi
Dij

∂

∂xj
c(0)(x) =

∂

∂yi
Dij

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

∂

∂xk
c(0)(x)

− ∂

∂yi
Dijδjk

∂

∂xk
c(0)(x) =

∂

∂yi
Dij

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

∂

∂xk
c(0)(x)

0 =
∂

∂yi

(
Dijδjk +Dij

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

)
∂

∂xk
c(0)(x)

0 =
∂

∂yi

(
Dij

(
δjk +

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

))
. (A.20)
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A.2.6 Details for equation (2.143)

Upon substitution of c(1) = Pk(x, y) ∂
∂xk

c(0)(x), equation (2.142) reduces to

niDijδjk
∂

∂xk
c(0)(x) + niDij

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

∂

∂xk
c(0)(x) = 0(

niDijδjk + niDij
∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

)
∂

∂xk
c(0)(x) = 0

niDijδjk + niDij
∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y) = 0

ni

(
Dij

(
δjk +

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

))
= 0. (A.21)

A.2.7 Full effective diffusion tensor

Using c(1) = Pk(x, y) ∂
∂xk

c(0)(x) (i.e., equation (2.138)), the algebraic steps to go from

equation (2.145) to (2.147) are

φ
∂

∂t
c(0)(x) =

∂

∂xi
〈Dij〉y

∂

∂xj
c(0)(x) +

∂

∂xi
〈Dij

∂

∂yj
c(1)(x, y)〉y

=
∂

∂xi

(
〈Dij〉yδjk

∂

∂xk
c(0)(x) + 〈Dij

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)〉y

∂

∂xk
c(0)(x)

)

=
∂

∂xi

(
〈Dij〉yδjk + 〈Dij

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)〉y

)
∂

∂xk
c(0)(x)

=
∂

∂xi
Deff∗

ik

∂

∂xk
c(0)(x), (A.22)

where

Deff∗

ik = 〈Dij

(
δjk +

∂

∂yj
Pk(x, y)

)
〉y. (A.23)
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A.2.8 Expansion of equation (3.26)

The upwind scheme can be implemented by the following:

uxC∗|i+1/2,j = max(uxi+1/2,j, 0)Ci,j + min(uxi+1/2,j, 0)Ci+1,j, (A.24)

uxC∗|i−1/2,j = max(uxi−1/2,j, 0)Ci−1,j + min(uxi−1/2,j, 0)Ci,j, (A.25)

uyC∗|i,j+1/2 = max(uyi,j+1/2, 0)Ci,j + min(uyi,j+1/2, 0)Ci,j+1, (A.26)

uyC∗|i,j−1/2 = max(uyi,j−1/2, 0)Ci,j−1 + min(uyi,j−1/2, 0)Ci,j. (A.27)

Dropping the s+1 for clarity, expanding the convective and diffusive flux terms, and

accounting for the upwind scheme, equation (3.26) becomes

∆x∆y
∆t︸ ︷︷ ︸

CellCo

Ci,j + max(uxi+1/2,j , 0)∆y︸ ︷︷ ︸
EconvFluxCoPos

Ci,j + min(uxi+1/2,j , 0)∆y︸ ︷︷ ︸
EconvFluxCoNeg

Ci+1,j . . .

−max(uxi−1/2,j , 0)∆y︸ ︷︷ ︸
WconvFluxCoPos

Ci−1,j −min(uxi−1/2,j , 0)∆y︸ ︷︷ ︸
WconvFluxCoNeg

Ci,j . . .

+ max(uyi,j+1/2, 0)∆x︸ ︷︷ ︸
NconvFluxCoPos

Ci,j + min(uyi,j+1/2, 0)∆x︸ ︷︷ ︸
NconvFluxCoNeg

Ci,j+1 . . .

−max(uyi,j−1/2, 0)∆x︸ ︷︷ ︸
SconvFluxCoPos

Ci,j−1 −min(uyi,j−1/2, 0)∆x︸ ︷︷ ︸
SconvFluxCoNeg

Ci,j . . .

−
(
Rayy
Raxx

)
∆y

xi+1 − xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
EdiffF luxCo

Ci+1,j −
(
Rayy
Raxx

)
∆y

xi − xi−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
WdiffF luxCo

Ci−1,j −
∆x

yj+1 − yj︸ ︷︷ ︸
NdiffF luxCo

Ci,j+1 −
∆x

yj − yj−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
SdiffF luxCo

Ci,j−1 . . .

+


(
Rayy
Raxx

)
∆y

xi+1 − xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
EdiffF luxCo

+
(
Rayy
Raxx

)
∆y

xi − xi−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
WdiffF luxCo

+
∆x

yj+1 − yj︸ ︷︷ ︸
NdiffF luxCo

+
∆x

yj − yj−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
SdiffF luxCo

Ci,j =
∆x∆y

∆t︸ ︷︷ ︸
CellCo

Csi,j .

where each coefficient corresponding to Cs+1 and Cs has been grouped and labeled

using under-braces. For example, EconvF luxCoPos stands for ‘east convective flux

coefficient with a positive ux’ and EdiffF luxCo stands for ‘east diffusive flux coef-

ficient’.
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A.3 Derivations

A.3.1 Derivation of Hagen-Poiseuille equation

An open rectangular channel

Steady-state, laminar flow through an open channel is illustrated in Figure A.1. Due

to the configuration of the channel, we can assume that the velocities in any direction

except for the direction of macroscopic flow are zero, and that the velocity in the

direction of macroscopic flow develops into a parabolic velocity such that the velocity

is a function of the channel thickness only, i.e.,

vy = vz = 0, vx = vx(y). (A.28)

These conditions reduce Stokes equations in the x, y, and z directions to

−∂p
∂x

+ µ

(
∂2

∂y∂y
vx(y)

)
= 0, −∂p

∂y
= 0, −∂p

∂z
= 0, (A.29)

and thus we can describe the flow through the open channel using one differential

equation,

−dp
dx

+ µ

(
d2

dydy
vx(y)

)
= 0. (A.30)

We assume the no-slip boundary condition applies, and thus the velocities at the

boundaries are zero, i.e., vx(y = R) = 0. By integrating and applying the boundary

condition to equation (A.30), the velocity in the macroscopic flow direction is

vx(y) = −dp
dx

R2 − y2

2µ
. (A.31)

Should we want to compute the volumetric flow rate (or flux), q, of fluid through the
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Figure A.1: Laminar flow through an open channel, of infinite length and height
2R. The fluid velocity develops into a parabolic profile, vx(y). The no-slip boundary
condition implies that vx(R) = 0 at the rigid and stationary wall boundaries.

open channel with cross-sectional area A, we compute the spatial average velocity

vx(y) =

∫ R
−R vx(y)dy∫ R
−R dy

=
q

A
, (A.32)

thus q = vx(y)A. The expression for vx(y) was derived in equation (A.31), thus its

spatial average is

vx(y) = −dp
dx

(R2 − y2)

2µ
= −dp

dx

R2

3µ
, (A.33)

since

y2 =

∫ R
−R y

2dy∫ R
−R dy

=

∫ R
0 y2dy∫ R

0 dy
=

1
3
y3|R0
y|R0

=
1

3
R2. (A.34)

Thus the volumetric flow rate is expressed by

q = vx(y)A = −dp
dx

R2

3µ
A , (A.35)

for laminar flow (Reynolds number < 1000) through an infinitely long open channel.
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An open cylindrical channel

Now, instead of an open rectangular channel, imagine steady-state, laminar flow

through an open cylindrical channel. Using a mathematical transformation to write

the terms following in cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, x),

∂p

∂xi
=
∂p

∂r
r̂ +

1

r

∂p

∂θ
θ̂ +

∂p

∂x
x̂, (A.36)

and

∂2vi
∂xj∂xj

=
1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂vi
∂r

)
+

1

r2

∂2vi
∂θ∂θ

+
∂2vi
∂x∂x

, (A.37)

the Stokes equation in cylindrical coordinates is

−
(
∂p

∂r
r̂ +

1

r

∂p

∂θ
θ̂ +

∂p

∂x
x̂

)
+ µ

(
1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂vi
∂r

)
+

1

r2

∂2vi
∂θ∂θ

+
∂2vi
∂x∂x

)
= 0, (A.38)

or more explicitly in each coordinate direction

−∂p
∂r

+ µ

(
1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂vr
∂r

)
+

1

r2

∂2vr
∂θ∂θ

+
∂2vr
∂x∂x

)
= 0, (A.39)

−∂p
∂θ

+ µ

(
1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂vθ
∂r

)
+

1

r2

∂2vθ
∂θ∂θ

+
∂2vθ
∂x∂x

)
= 0, (A.40)

−∂p
∂x

+ µ

(
1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂vx
∂r

)
+

1

r2

∂2vx
∂θ∂θ

+
∂2vx
∂x∂x

)
= 0. (A.41)

As before, we conclude due to the configuration of the cylindrical channel that vr =

vθ = 0, and that vx = vx(r). This reduces equations (A.39), (A.40), and (A.41) to

−∂p
∂r

= 0, −∂p
∂θ

= 0, −∂p
∂x

+ µ
1

r

∂

∂r

(
r
∂vx(r)

∂r

)
= 0, (A.42)
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and thus we can use one differential equation only for the flow,

−dp
dx

+ µ
1

r

d

dr

(
r
dvx(r)

dr

)
= 0. (A.43)

Upon integrating, applying the no-slip boundary condition (vx(r = R) = 0), and

noting that due to symmetry dvx/dr = 0 on r = 0, the velocity in a cylinder under

the laminar flow regime is

vx(r) = −dp
dx

R2 − r2

4µ
. (A.44)

Again as before, should we want to express the volumetric flow rate, q, through the

cylindrical channel, we note the spatial average of velocity is

vx(r) =

∫ R
0 vx(2πr)dr∫ R

0 2πrdr
=

q

2πR
, (A.45)

and that the spatial average of equation (A.44) is

vx(r) = −dp
dx

R2 − r2

4µ
= −dp

dx

R2

8µ
, (A.46)

since

r2 =

∫ R
0 r2(2πr)dr∫ R

0 2πrdr
=

∫ R
0 r3dr∫ R
0 rdr

=
1
4
r4|R0

1
2
r2|R0

=
1

2
R2. (A.47)

Thus the volumetric flow rate is expressed by

q = vx(r)2πR = −dp
dx

πR4

8µ
, (A.48)

for laminar flow through an infinitely long cylindrical channel of radius R.
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B Validation and benchmarking

B.1 Validation of permeability calculation

To validate our numerical implementation and computation of permeability, we com-

pared our results with the analytical solution given by Gebart (1992). This analytical

solution of permeability corresponds to an array of circles (in 2D), or an array of in-

finitely long cylinders (in 3D), and is plotted in Figure B.1. The porosity is computed

as a function of the cylindrical radius,

φ =
Vf
Vt

=
Vt − Vs
Vt

= 1− Vs
Vt

= 1− πr2

L2
(B.1)

where Vf , Vs are the fluid and solid volumes respectively, Vt = Vf + Vs is the total

volume, and the unit cell is L by L in size. Thus by varying the radius of the

Figure B.1: Gebart (1992)’s analytical solution of permeability for array of infinitely
long cylinders.
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cylindrical solid, the porosity is also varied. Gebart (1992)’s analytical solution for

permeability (that is normalized by the solid radius) as a function of porosity is

k

r2
= cg

(√
1− φc
1− φ

− 1

)5/2

(B.2)

where cg is the geometric factor which depends on the fiber arrangement, and φc is

the critical porosity (percolation threshold). For a quadratic fiber arrangement, the

geometric factor is 16
9π
√

2
, and the percolation threshold is φc = 1− π

4
for an array of

cylinders.

B.2 Diffusive tortuosity benchmark

For benchmarking purposes, we will compute the diffusive tortuosity for staggered

unit cells and compare our results to those reported by Beyhaghi and Pillai (2011)

and Kim et al. (1987). Kim et al. (1987) used the boundary element method (BEM),

and Beyhaghi and Pillai (2011) used COMSOL which is based on the finite element

method. In our work, we used finite difference.

As presented in Section 2.5, the diffusive tortuosity tensor τ d is computed by

τd,ik =

(
Iik +

1

|Yf |

∫
Yf

(
∂

∂yi
Pk(x, y)

)
dyf

)−1

. (B.3)

For a 2D problem, the components of the tensor are computed by

τd,xx τd,xy

τd,yx τd,yy

 =

1 + 1
Vf

∫
Vf

∂Px
∂x
dVf

1
Vf

∫
Vf

∂Py
∂x
dVf

1
Vf

∫
Vf

∂Px
∂y
dVf 1 + 1

Vf

∫
Vf

∂Py
∂y
dVf


−1

(B.4)

where Vf = Yf . Note that diffusive tortuosity is the inverse of the diffusive tortuosity

factor, i.e., τ d = (τ ′
d)
−1. Recalling equation (2.152), the diffusive tortuosity factor
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is related to the effective diffusion coefficient by

φτ ′
d =

φDeff

D
(B.5)

where φDeff = Deff∗. The form of equation (B.5) helps to make appropriate compar-

isons in the following Tables.

The input parameters required to construct the staggered unit cell are: porosity

φ, a/b ratio, and La/Lb ratio, and is constructed to meet the configuration presented

in Figure B.2. Our results are compared to data presented in Kim et al. (1987) and

Beyhaghi and Pillai (2011) in Table B.1. Kim et al. (1987) performed measurements

on many more staggered unit cell cases, and Table B.2 presents a more comprehensive

comparison of our results against Kim et al. (1987)’s data.

Figure B.2: A staggered (anisotropic) unit cell with dimensions: φ = 0.6, a/b = 3,
La/Lb = 1

Unit Cell Specs Kim et al. (1987)
Beyhaghi and
Pillai (2011) Our Results

φ a
b

La

Lb
φDeff

xx/D φDeff
yy/D 1/τ ′av φτ ′d,xx φτ ′d,yy 1/τ ′av φτ ′d,xx φτ ′d,yy 1/τ ′av

0.65 1 1 0.478 0.464 (2.12) - - 2.13 0.4397 0.4630 2.2156
0.65 3 1 0.562 0.209 0.564 0.226 - 0.5465 0.2085

Table B.1: Data comparison for diffusive tortuosity benchmarking. τav is average
tortuosity from diagonal components. Results in parenthesis were calculated using
the published data, and “-” denotes no published data.
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Unit Cell Specs Kim et al. (1987) Results Our Results
φ a/b La/Lb φDeff

xx/D φDeff
yy/D φτ ′d,xx φτ ′d,yy

0.74 15 1 0.741 0.028 0.7396 0.0234
0.80 15 1 0.787 0.116 0.7959 0.1107
0.88 15 1 0.870 0.225 0.8675 0.2197
0.91 15 1 0.902 0.301 0.9112 0.3022

0.6 1 1 0.427 0.412 0.3863 0.4125
0.65 1 1 0.478 0.464 0.4397 0.4630
0.7 1 1 0.535 0.519 0.4940 0.5140
0.75 1 1 0.596 0.581 0.5625 0.5782
0.8 1 1 0.664 0.648 0.6439 0.6547
0.85 1 1 0.738 0.722 0.7221 0.7289
0.9 1 1 0.819 0.805 0.8064 0.8097
0.95 1 1 0.907 0.897 0.8976 0.8985

0.6 3 1 0.494 0.161 0.4814 0.1620
0.65 3 1 0.562 0.209 0.5465 0.2085
0.7 3 1 0.627 0.270 0.6187 0.2693
0.75 3 1 0.689 0.345 0.6747 0.3453
0.8 3 1 0.748 0.434 0.7350 0.4341
0.85 3 1 0.807 0.541 0.8012 0.5405
0.9 3 1 0.868 0.667 0.8627 0.6637
0.95 3 1 0.933 0.817 0.9282 0.8201

Table B.2: More comprehensive data comparison.
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C LBM details

C.1 Obtaining hydrodynamics from moments of f i

In order to get ρ, u and Π (the hydrodynamics of interest), we respect the variable

transformation given in equation (4.38). Taking the 0th-order moment of equation

(4.38) gives

n∑
i

f i =
n∑
i

fi +
∆t

2τν

n∑
i

(fi − f (0)
i )

=
∑

fi +
∆t

2τν

∑(
fi − (f eqi + τνRi)

)
=
∑

fi, (C.1)

since the condition
∑n
i Ri = 0 is imposed on the forcing term, and since

∑n
i (fi−f eqi ) =

0 in order to conserve mass. Thus equation (C.1) indicates that the barred density is

equivalent to the (unbarred) macroscopic density,

ρ̄ = ρ. (C.2)

Taking the 1st-order moment of equation (4.38) gives

n∑
i

f ici =
n∑
i

fici +
∆t

2τν

n∑
i

(fici − f (0)
i ci)

=
∑

fici +
∆t

2τν

∑(
fici − (f eqi ci + τνRici)

)
=
∑

fici −
∆t

2

∑
Rici, (C.3)
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and thus equation (C.3) indicates that the barred momentum is related to the (un-

barred) macroscopic momentum by

ρū = ρu− ∆t

2
F, (C.4)

since
∑n
i Rici = F is imposed on the forcing term,

∑n
i (fici−f eqi ci) = 0 is the condition

to conserve momentum, and by equation (C.2). Taking the 2nd-order moment of

equation (4.38 gives

n∑
i

f icici =
n∑
i

ficici +
∆t

2τν

n∑
i

(ficici − f (0)
i cici), (C.5)

where the momentum flux is not conserved by collisions. Thus equation (C.5) indi-

cates that the barred momentum flux tensor is related to the (unbarred) macroscopic

momentum flux tensor by

Π̄ = Π +
∆t

2τν
(Π−Π(0)). (C.6)

Note that if a boundary condition is such that uT = 0 (where T denotes the tangential

component of velocity to the boundary), equation (C.6) reduces to Π̄TT = ΠTT =

Π
(0)
TT = P by equations (4.26) and (4.30), where P = ρ/3.

C.2 Relaxed (barred) moment details

The 0th-order relaxed (barred) moment is found by

ρ̄′ = ρ̄− ∆t

τν + ∆t/2
(ρ̄− ρ(0)) ⇒ ρ̄′ = ρ, (C.7)
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since ρ(0) = ρeq + τν
∑
Ri,

∑
Ri = 0, and ρ− ρeq = 0 to conserve mass, and recalling

that ρ̄ = ρ. By setting τν = ∆t/2, the 1st-order relaxed (barred) moment is found by

ρ̄u′ = ρ̄u− ∆t

τν + ∆t/2
(ρ̄u− ρu(0)) ⇒ ρ̄u′ = ρ̄u, (C.8)

since ρu(0) = ρueq+τν
∑
Rici,

∑
Rici = F, and ρu−ρueq = 0 to conserve momentum,

and recalling that ρ̄u = ρu − ∆t/2F. The 2nd-order relaxed (barred) moments are

found by

Π̄
′
= Π̄− ∆t

τν + ∆t/2
(Π̄−Π(0)), (C.9)

where Π(0) = Πeq + τν
∑
Ricici, and

∑
Ricici = Fu + uF, thus

Π̄
′
= Π̄− ∆t

τν + ∆t/2

(
Π̄−Πeq − τν(Fu + uF)

)
, (C.10)

and in component form,

Π̄′xx = Π̄xx −
∆t

τν + ∆t/2

(
Π̄xx − Πeq

xx − τν(Fxux + uxFx)
)
, (C.11)

Π̄′yy = Π̄yy −
∆t

τν + ∆t/2

(
Π̄yy − Πeq

yy − τν(Fyuy + uyFy)
)
, (C.12)

Π̄′xy = Π̄xy −
∆t

τν + ∆t/2

(
Π̄xy − Πeq

xy − τν(Fxuy + uxFy)
)
. (C.13)
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